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vote with no attempt to get a roll call.
.The anti-coal trust bill, allowing the
attorney general to begin actions to preVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
vent monopolies, passed the New York
Senate April 2 by an affirmative vote of
40, no one voting in the negative.William Dadmun, a pioneer shoe manufacturer of Marlboro, Mass., died April 1st,
Circulation in O'ty and County, aged 79. He built the Diamond shoe factory and used the first cutting dies in his
<1 is rut papek for Maine sea- work.The London Times publishes
a despatch from Caracas,
Venezuela, sayfaring people.”
iug that according to a telegram received
there from Washington, Great Britain
s 'lirms. In
advance.$2.0<>a year; will receive 1000 pounds indemnity on ac^2.50; at the expiration of the count of the Uruan incident.Northern
New York has experienced auotlier severe
V" Tkum>.
For *>ne square, one inch
n ii,?1 of* for one week, ami 25
j blizzard.In the dining room just off
-Mii.r-equent insertion. A fraction the entrance to the
|
Copley Square hotel,
.;rged a a lull one
about thirty members of the Bowdoin
of
held
their monthly banclub,
Boston,
uts of To-I>ay’s Journal.
quet Saturday night. Ex-Mayor E. U.
Curtis, president of the club, presided.
PAGE 1.
The affair was distinctly a college one and
w ■< k. Faster in the Churches..The
Fast l>av Proclamation..News ! none but Bowdoin subjects were discussed.
Government.
.HarrisonCiiy
The college life and matters pertaining to
wiig I’.elis Obituary..A Newport
the future of the institution were discuss..Two < i:\ Flections. .Personal.
ed
by President Curtis, George R. Swasey
PAGE 2.
and John G. Stetson.The following
Thr Atlantic Ferry Rockland’s
let ine" Healer..Religious Thought.
cab'egram was received in New York
1'orrland Mechanic The Goodyear
from London Sunday.
“The Cunard
steamer Campania,
sailed from New
PAGE 3.
York last Saturday, arrived at Liverpool
isired The Claim Habit Rainy
The Scissors poem)
Summer
yesterday, and in connection with the
Sea
nib-ge..Deep
Soundings. Great Eastern railway of England, Hook
Ho«rded 'Round.
of Holland route, landed passengers in
PAGE 4.
Amsterdam, Holland, at 7.JO o'clock this
ei ning
Focal Industries .The
morning, under seven days. This is the
t-r> and Periodicals, t ouuty Correbest time ever made between the two
N
tlq*ort News Secret Societies.
continents.”
PAGE 6.

ucpuDltcan Journal.

Easter in

Easter Sunday was observed in the varichurches of this city substantially in
accordance with the programs announced
last week, and the services were well attended
The decorations, while not so elaborate
ous

as

j

Estate

Washington Whisperings.
In the
of the House discussion April 1st
the
Civil
Mr.
Grosvenor
Sundry
bill,
j
(Rep.) of Ohio made some remarks on
the financial condition of the Government.
PAGE 7.
| The trouble with the treasury, he said,
A Memorable Voyage
v
ka
..Ruling was that the country was laboring under
as*-.. Kansas Wit and Wisdom. Inan incubus placed upon its
manufacturing
Reunion of Rucksport Seminariand industrial interests by Democratic
Wet los Whistle'.’.. For Village ImWainc Fish and Game .The Ice Outlegislation. Mr. Grosvenor read from
tables showing the operations of the
page 8.
Treasury during the first 19 months of
a,'
oiinty Correspondence..Ship
the Wilson tariff law as compared with
Births Mai riages.. Deaths.
those of the McKinley law in the first 19
months of its existence.
These showed a
I \Vs OF THK
\VE EK.
deficiency of $76,107,876 in receipts as
compared with expenditures under the
Matters.
The famous Sixth Wilson law, and a surplus of $24,983,221
under the McKinley law.
Customs ree flags were lost in tlie Machias
ceipts under the Wilson law were $257,oese were presented by the ladies
under
the
009,273;
McKinley law $302,Eastport, Pembroke, Machias 884,880. Internal revenue receipts under
the Wilson law, $207,009,812; under the
n vlield, and sent to the field at
course
on

s

<
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ning of 1MJ3.
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They

mouth

at

were

carried

St.

Mary’s

McKinley law, $231,722,122.Speaker
Reed,Thursday moruing, received an ex-

Ballinger and others
bright along the line at
waved triumphantly above
line at Rappahannock Station,
iment through the Mine Bun
out

ucruess, up and

over

the rifle

mylvania, and down tin* Potomil the close of the war.
ox bridge over the Auclros<*n
Lewiston and Auburn
to public travel April 1st.
od of March first communin the two cities had been
by
Penobscot lumber mills
start this year, as there is
-mall stock of logs available
The stock of logs availng.
>
season is usually about 35,But this year it is only about
.1. 11..use of Ali'•••M:.. <
ms iy
ugag.Mi piepai ing a lnsi>t Maine Heavy Artillery of
s
member,
it was orgaung< i. August gl, lN‘,g. They
'tii gg.oog men and from a real i1 u
by Mr. House T<K) are
t disease, 440 died of
i'"d while in action,
were
w h .in gs died while in
prison.
is talking of making her
>ther year.
Already there is
in successful operation at
will be built
others
possibly
lie l*'W juice of potatoes lias
" is of
Aroostook to thinking
'at r> 's “staple croji” is not as
might be, and they will sow
iis year.President A. \Y.
‘he .Maine .state College has
ishington and will be absent
While there he will meet the
mm it tee of the agricultural
■!
the American Association of
ment .Station.
lie will look
merest of the bill regarding
ncering courses in the State
Hie strike at the Pray-.Small
factory in Auburn, which
•d to spread to other
shops, causmi 1 strike,
was settled Friday
to
all
concerned.
The anuly
nt of
the settlement caused
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a-s in that
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1, old or new.
“A wheel is
they say, ‘‘but if we underysoss according to relative value
ii"t be through with
taking valid ter the Fourth.The letter
■t the Portland
post office have
• •'I from
$8,000 to $10,000 from
'•'dice department.
This amount
T
on
the allowance of the over< laims which have been
pending
> and
for settlement of which the
-1 css
an
passed
appropriation bill,
the claims of the Portland carnuted to as much as $300 and all
high as $100.State President
l)owst of the Federation of
( lubs of Mai ue lias
appointed
'•
Coyle of Portland delegate to
'nal session of the general federad»s to be held at Louisville ou
2sth and 29th.
Among the
women who will attend the
ii" Mrs.
Dowst, Mrs. E. S. Os"i Mrs.
George C. Frye of Portland,
'"don .Jackson of Cumberland
Mrs. L. P. Eaton of Skowbegan.
a
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vkoubegan village corporation’s
ting was held Saturday. The
"■

""edly in favor of an “adenforeement of the prohibitory
defeated by the ticket avowed*i*er*' enforcement of all laws
corporation's jurisdiction,
iiy was about 125 in a total
in—Colonel Charles A. Wing,
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The general arrangement aud the combination of colors
were very pleasing.
Three services having
special reference to Easter were held. At
7.30 a. m. there was a special prayer and
praise service. The forenoou service was as
announced last week. In the evening an
Easter service was held and the following
on

the

program given:
Organ prelude.
Song,

Miss Durham.

Hymn, “Welcome, Happy Morning,”
Responsive service.
Song, “Easter Eve,”

Sullivan

Scripture reading.
Responsive service.
Loud
Carol, “Easter-tide,”
Hymn, “Sing with all the Sons of Glor\," Mason
Prayer.
Responsive service.
Hymn, “1 say to all Men,”
Jeffereys
Address, “The Christian’s Thought of Death.”
Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
Anthem, “Jesus has Lived,”
Benediction.

girls
Eva Crowley

The April meeting of the City Council

Solo,
Recitations, Mildred Gray, Alice Nickerson, Gro
ver Dunton, Nettie Shuman, Lillian Jones, Carl
Stevens, Jennie Emmons.
_

Monday evening

The services and decorations at the Catholic church were simple. In the alcove, behind the cross, was a handsome genista, and
a parlor maple stood in front of the altar.

Palms, Bermuda lilies and cut-flowers were
tastefully arranged and the effect brightened by colored lights. The music included a
solo by Miss Blanche Dolloff; trio by Misses
Mattie Pendleton, Gertrude Carrow and
Blanche Dolloff; and a chorus.
The address by Rev. Fr. Kealy on “The Resurrection the Groundwork of the Christian
Faith and Hope’’ was brief and spiritual.
The

Home.

Girls’

Stanley

THE UNITARIAN CHURCH

decorated with reference both to the
Easter season and the Order of Knights
Templars, who held services there in the afternoon. The pulpit was covered with
was

The Girls' Home in Belfast now has nine
inmates. Isa Lowe Was sent to a new home
in the family of Mrs. C. L. Smith of St.
Stephen, N. B., last Monday, ami a girl
from Brooks is coming this week. The girls
attend the public schools and their teachers
report that they compare favorably in tlieir
studies with others of the same age. On
Sundays they attend divine services at the
different churches in the city, and each one
is enrolled as a member of some Sunday

Contributions of recent date include the
Easter offering of 30 garments, 3
games, 7 pictures, books, toys, etc., from the
Unitarian Alliance, Waterville; clothing
from the King’s Daughters of Brunswick;
dishes from Mrs. S. H. Mathews; hats from
Miss A. F. South worth, Miss J. W. Ferguson, Mrs. J. C. Cates, Mrs. R. C. Sheldon;
$10 and a supply of vegetables collected by
Mrs. J. R. Mears, Morrill; one pair blankets
from Mrs. A. D. Chase; a supply of stockiugs, gingham, etc., from Mrs. Sturtevant
of Jamaica Plain, Mass.; SI from Miss Batchelder of Brooks; Easter offering consisting
of dainty muslin cushions for each of the
little girls; S7 by hand of Hon. Parker Spofford of Bucksport from the following donors, SI each: Miss Sarah Hancock, Miss
Fannit Swazey, Capt. T. M. Nicholson, Miss
C. M. Stover, Miss Marie Stover, Hon. Parker Spofford, Mrs. M. E. Spofford.
The Society highly appreciate the labors
of Miss Edith H. Thomas and of Misses
Jackson ami Wood in preparing the clothing for the children prior to Easter.
The annual meeting of the Children’s Aid
Society will be held at the Home Tuesday,

following:

21st.

The

foliowiug questions are submitted to
be answered in writing in regard to each applicant for admission to the Home:
Name, age, name of father and mother,

each, what was the business,
occupation of pait u In ? Was the
father, mother or grand parents on either
side, town charges or criminals? Has the
child been a town charge?
If the parents
are dead, state the cause of death.
May the
child be adopted into a good home, if one is
and home of

trade

or

found .’

Can any

means

be

support or partial support?
teachable aud healthy?
The

Fast

Day

him.

carefully—it

J

THE

will interest them.

UNI VERS A LIST CHURCH

secured for her
Is the child

Proclamation.

very handsomely decorated. The front
the pulpit was draped in white and trimmed with smilax and maidenhair ferns.
Vases of red and white pinks stood on the
altar. Easter lilies, palms, hydrangeas, be-

was

of

gonias, and geraniums were artistically
grouped, while blossoms and foliage of
bright aud variegated colors added cheerfulness to the general effect. Many of the
pots were covered with colored tissue aud
tied with white ribbons, making a very
pretty combination. The cross above the
pulpit was trimmed with smilax, relieved
by a few white aud buff roses. The forenoon services were as announced last week.
In the evening an Easter concert was given
which was largely attended. Following is
the program:
Opening songs.
Invocation and responses.

Prayer.
Recitations, Helen Bird, Nita Lawrence, Liuwood

the Grange

to

order.

to remarks from

Asa A. Howes went to Boston last Monon business.

Bradford, Me., December 7,1845, and in September, 1862, at the age of 16 years, enlisted
as a private in Co. K of the Eleventh
Maine

day

Simon A. Payson went to Bangor Tueson busisess.

day

Volunteers. After two years service he received an injury to his back and was discharged. He recovered from this and reenlisted in the First Maine Heavy Artillery.
At the battle of Cold Harbor he received a
wound in the left ancle, as a result of which
the member was amputated at the knee in
the field hospital. Leaving the service he

Mrs. Alzada F. Austin left by train Fri-

day morning for Bostou.
Miss Ara Kittredge went to Boston last

Friday for

he went to
iu

a

he

Michigan

visit.

Mrs. E. P.

was

Alexander went to

in town

Boston

Monday for a short visit.
Miss Cushman, Mrs. J. C. Cates’ milliner,
arrived from Bostou Sunday.

and worked two years

flour mill. Returning again to Newport
married Miss Georgia A. Bryant, who

Geo. A. Quimby returned from Boston by
Sunday morning’s boat.

daughter, Miss Carrie, survive him.
He lived five years iu Easton, Aroostook
County, where he followed the occupation
of farming. Iu 1881 he moved to Ellsworth,
where he worked at his trade until March,
1S90, when he came to Belfast and bought
with

shott

a

F. B. Strickland of Bangor
last Friday on business.

went to Newport, Me., where he learned
the harness-makers’ trade. From Newport

one

M iss Maud Milliken left by train Monday
for a visit to friends in New York.
Chase is to leave Friday for a visit
O. Thorndike of Harriman, Teun.

Fred T.
to E.

out

Emery.

every article of
9

Percy

S.

ant

been

Engineer

until the next

regular meeting.

were

elected:

Ed-

Hanson, pound keeper; Josiah W.
Wilkins, truant officer; Roscoe Black and
Geo. A. Russell, weighers of coal and hay;
Augustus Clark, measurer of graiu auil salt;

gar

F.

Sanford Howard, surveyor of lumber.
I. W. Parker was elected by the Municipal
Officers as Inspector of Buildings, with
compensation and jurisdiction the same as
last year.

Adjourned to Monday evening, April 13th.
City Marshal Kimball tendered his resignation Tuesday, on account of dissatisfaction with the police force elected Monday
evening. He offered, however, to serve until after the adjourned meeting of the City
Council next Monday evening, when the
matter can be acted on. Tuesday night he
appointed policemen Murcli and Edgcomb
for night service until the regular appointments are made. Mayor Hanson says lie
shall leave the choice of the night police to
the City Council, and not, as in the past, appoint them in conjunction with the City
Marshal.
Harrison—Dimmick.
THE

EX-PRESIDENT

MARRIED

BRIDAL

AND

ON

and made

by

by

HIS

a

|

active member

would be remembered for many years to
We think there is nothing that will
build up the order like visiting neighboring

Indianapolis.

come.

Richan-Young. Dr. James A. Rielian of
Rockland and Miss Ivah M. Young of Camden were united in marriage, April 2d, at
the residence of Elijah Young, Esq., Lincolnville. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Fred M. Preble of Camden, in the presence
of relatives and invited friends. Dr. Richan,
dentist, is one of Rockland’s estimable young
men, and Miss Young, daughter of the late
G. A. Young of Camden, is one of Camden’s
very

|

worthy

youug women, and

they

will

have the heartiest congratulations of their
many friends, in which the Herald cordially
unites. [Camden Herald.

some

.come I

oin

weeks ago
his friends.

and

I

\V. l’ote li lt

had

a

royal

hi t.raai Fi.

day morning, Mr. Pole to join the
City ->f Bangor in Boston and Mrs.

steamer
Pole

to

visit her mother in New York.

W. F. Griunell and Ed. Saverv of Scarsport ami Geo. A. Bliley, F. (i. White and
L. l.j, Gentner of Belfast went, to Boston

j

Monday

to

Mr. W. J.

attend

a

horse sale.

Prince wrote for the Eawrenee,

eighty-two is hearty and strong. Of the Mass., Tribune an interesting account, of Ins
Mr. Prince
children, Henry O., died at the age ol 17
visit to the Atlanta Exposition.
Lizzie M. Robertson resides m Billerica, is a nephew of B. F. and the Misses Wells
Mass., and Marcellus John is in business at of this city.
I
Brooks village.
>f Sydney
Miss Maiige E. Sutherla d
Mines, C. B., who had been visiting Mrs. C.
Pilslmry, left last Saturday for Boston
and started from there Monday for a week s

Captain Royal G. Sherman died at his
street, Rockland, April 5 id,
j home,05557 Granite
He was a
aged
years and a few months.

A.

>

trip to Washington, 1>. C.
Tuesday evening, March iMth, I>. 11 Tribou, l.'. S. N., delivered a delightful lecture
in the Monument Square Chun h. Charlestown. The subject was, “The < )el Navy and
the New.” The Chaplain has been at. much

of Isiesboro and
Catherine (Ames)
place. He had followed
until be came to reside

native

the son of Robert
Sherman of that
the sea all his life
in Rockland some
three years since.
He had been a master
mariner for a great many years. He was a
man of ability and most excellent character,
and had a great many friends, both in Rockland and at Isiesboro. He leaves a wife,
Louisa E. MeCobb Sherman, and four
children, Mrs. Emeline Howe of Lincolnville, Fred W. Sherman, Flora Sherman and
Grace Sherman of Rockland.

and

j

pains to secure suitable views for the illustration of his lecture, and the result is all
To an accurate
that could he wished.
knowledge of his subject Chaplain Trihou
adds a happy wit which enlivened the entire
lecture. fZions Herald.

The program for the summer assembly of
the Maine Chautauqua Union, to begin at
Many friends of Mrs. Myra W. Flowers, Fryeburg, July ‘2‘Jth, includes tin* following:
widow of the late Capt. William Flowers,
“Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley of Belfast,
will be pained to learn of her death which
occurred on Saturday at her residence on I one of the brightest ladies in Maine, a
Union street after an extended illlness. Praythorough scholar and extensive traveller in
e-s will be said at 191 Union street to-day at
foreign lands, will give three >rfour lectures
2 p. m. The burial will occur at Forest Hill,
talks to
Boston.
[Bangor W lug & Courier, April 7. and a series of fascinating parlor
the ladies.”
A

Newport Real

Estate

Deal.

Newport, April 2. Charles H. Merrill, a
well known citizen and business man of this
place, closed a trade to-day lor the transfer
of all his property here to Edward A. Nash
of Burnham.
This property includes Mr.
Merrill’s line home residence and extensive
outbuildings, feed store and grist mill in
this village, together with 250 acres of land
in East Newport,
The consideration is understood to he SI 1,000. Mr. Nash will take
possession immediately, carrying on the
feed and Hour business, while Mr. Merrill
will move to some larger place, where his
children will have the advantage of high
grade schools, while he will devote his personal attention to his large sheep ranches in
Montana.

Two
CALAIS

City

REPUBLICAN,

Elections.

AND

ELLSWORTH

POPU-

LIST.

Wedding Bells.

Granges, spending the evening in forming
new and renewing old acquaintances.
We
have been in the Grange twenty-one years
and ought to be something of a judge of
good custard pie. [One of the Number.

c

Mr. and Mrs. F
1

of the

ably prevented from attending.

After the ceremony, the party went to the
home of Mrs. Graj, 709 Fifth avenue, and
left, this evening, for their future home in

u

the mother's

toil.

devoted and

accident

them bad

TOUR.

New York, April (5. Ex-President Benjamin Harrison w as married, late this afternoon, to Mrs. Mary Scott Lord Dimmick, at
St. Thomas’ church, corner of Fifth avenue
and 53d street, this city. The ceremony was
performed by the Rev. J. Wesley Brown,
rector of St. Thomas’, and was very simple.
Gen. B. F. Tracy, former secretary of the
navy, was Gen. Harrison’s best man; Mrs.
Dimmick had no bridesmaids, but was escorted lip the aisle by her brother-in-law,
Lieut. John F. Parker. The ceremony was
wimessed by only a few* guests. The members of Gen. Harrison’s cabinet were invited with their wives, and w*ere present, with
the exception of ex-Postmaster General
Wanamaker, ex-Secretary of the Treasury
Charles F. Foster and ex Secretary of tfie
Interior John W. Noble, who w*ere unavoid-

a

woven

worn

Free Baptist, church of Brooks, and she
never missed the monthly conference if it
was possible for her to be
Her
present.
husband srill survives her and at the age of

postpone the election of Assist-

The following officers

clothing

No wonder that as old age
crept upon her they reverenced her for
what sin- had done to help them in the years
of their childhood.
For many years she had

1
1
2

Edgecomb.12

Voted to

been spun,

patient

Fred M. Smalley.13
•I. Watson Kuowltou.12

After

Mrs. Oscar Morey, who has been in feeble
health for some time, went home to Islesboro last week on a visit to her father, a sea
captain who was soon to leave on a spring
voyage. During her stay she was taken ill
and it was decided best she should remain
till fall, as her husband will be away this
summer.
[Deer Isle Gazette.

interesting

N. F. Patterson.15
L. H. Jipsoti.4
Frank A. Gilbreth.14
Cotton W. Mears.14
Wm. M. Welch.11
Thomas L. Shut .15

goodly number,
with more songs, and Sunday being close at
hand Bro. Eames closed the Grange, and all
left for their several homes feeling it had
been good to be with South Branch Grange
and that the evening had not been lost; but
listening

and

Personal.
T. N. Winslow went to Boston Tuesday
on business.

j

Governor

again called

long

Obituary.
William M. Erskine died at his home, No.
56 Church street, Monday,
April 6th after
an illness of two weeks.
He was born in

Percy C. Peirce spent a few days at home
the harness business of the late John H.
Since that time, either alone or in from Bridgewater, Mass., the past week.
with Mr. Charles E. Stevens, he
Mr. and Mrs. Charles If. Field went to
the pay of the members of the Hook and company
has been in that business. As a business Boston last Friday for a visit of a few days.
Ladder Co. be raised from §5 to §7.50. He
man and a citizen he was
respected and
Edwin II. Dickey went to Lewiston Friadvises that the McClintock block, so-called,
honored by all who knew him. While at
at the corner of Main and High streets, be
day. He has employment in a job printing
work for others he was industrious and
examined to see if it is safe for firemen to
odiee.
and when in business for himself
enter in case of fire ; and that a hydrant be faithful,
Sumner C. Pattee arrived home last Frihe dealt honestly with all. His word was
established on Northport avenue near the
day from Bowdoiu College for a week’s vato be depended upon.
always
In his family,
residence of E. F. Hanson.
in social life, in busiuess, wherever he was cation.
Orders were passed to carry out the pro- !
Mr. W. C. Crawford arrived Saturday
placed, he always bore a pleasant demeanor,
visions of the recommendations.
was social and
agreeable, yet always firm evening from Bostou for a short visit to reSanford Howard, Inspector of Buildings,
for what he considered right. He was a latives.
reported that he had inspected all new
member of Lejok Lodge of Odd Fellows of
Mrs. Abbie Pratt went to Brunswick last
buildings and all others as required by law. Ellsworth
and Thomas H. Marshall Post, G.
Friday to visit her son Edgar, who is in
The report was accepted.
A. R., of this city.
He leaves an aged Bowdoin College.
Norman Wardwell, City Solicitor, reportmother, Mrs. Maria Erskine, and two
ed on the bill of Conant & Co. for supplies
Mr. John M. Leary left Monday by steambrothers, Roger and James, who live iu
to a pauper,
that the bill cannot be
er Penobscot for a week's visit to friends in
Aroostook County, and one sister, Mrs. Jane
collected unless an itemized bill is made.
Boston and vicinity.
Sanford of Bradford, Me. The funeral was
Petition of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G.
Mrs. J. W. .Jones and daughter Sadie left
held yesterday afternoon and was very
A. R., for an appropriation of §100 for obin
largely attended. Waldo Lodge of Odd by steamer Monday to visit friends
servance of Memorial Day was granted and
Fellows was present in a body and there Bridgewater, Mass.
an order was passed making the appropriawas a large attendance of members of the
Mrs. Frank W. Patterson left by train last
tion.
Grand Army and Relief Corps. The ser- Friday for a week’s visit each in Lewiston,
The trustees of the Nathaniel Wilson fund
vices were conducted by Rev. S. L. Hans- Boston and New York.
decide that the means of popular instruction,
com.
The following floral offerings were on
Mr. and Mrs. Frank O. Drake and daughfor which the income of the funds is to be
and around the casket: A pillow from the
ter left Saturday for Auburn, where they
used, shall be the Belfast Free Library.
daughter, wreath from the wife, emblemati- will
The question of abolishing the highway
spend the summer.
cal wreath from the Odd Fellows, wreaths
districts and electing a highway commisJoseph O. Whitcomb of Waldo is at home
from the Grand Army Post, Relief Corps,
sioner was decided in the negative by a yea
Sons of Veterans and Methodist church, and I from Bradley, where he is teaching high
and nay vote, as follows: yea, Welch, Kilschool, for a short vacation.
a basket of flowers from his
partner, Mr.
gore, Sliute, Farrar. Jones, Guptill; nay, Stevens.
Mrs. Florence C. Porter has been elected
Mayo, Russ, Wilson, Redman, Cunningham,
Superintendent of Schools of Caribou. Her
The
Cates, May hew, Woodbury*.
following
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Dow was born in Hal- many Belfast friends congratulate her.
highway surveyors were elected:
Mrs. K. L. Ilsley and little Morrill arrived
lowell,
Maine, Feb. 29, 181(5, and died in
City District, Elijah S. Shuman.
Brooks, Waldo county, Maine, April 2, 189(5, Tuesday from Waterville. They were acNo. 1, Amos F. Bowen.
aged 80 years, 1 month and 4 days. W hen companied by Mrs. Usley's mother, Mrs.
2, Joseph C. Townsend.
3, Percy B. Redman.
she was a child her father, Daniel Magoon, Morrill.
4, Edgar M. Cunningham.
moved to St. Albans, Me., where her girl5, Samuel V. Philbrick.
Capt. E. T. Amsbury of ship S. D. Carlehood was passed, (lifted with inherited
(i, Robert F. Russ.
ton is at home in Bockport for a short, visit,
7, George F. May how*.
and
poetic
literary talent, had she been to his family and friends. His ship is it.
8, Hazael Me Keen.
favored with better opportunit.es she would
New York.
9, Loren T. Foster.
have been known in the world of literature.
10, Henry E. Kaler.
Mrs. A. C. Paul of Fort Fairtield, State
For seven years she was a public school
11, Albert T. Stevens.
of the N. 1*. W. C. T. U., spent
12, John Carr.
teacher in Somerset, Penobscot and Kenne- President
13, Syreno P. Gilmore.
in Belfast, the guest of Mrs. E. A. D.
Sunday
bec
counties.
Over
she
marfifty years ago
14, Surmandel K. Richards.
ried John M. Dow of Branch Mills, China, ; Burlington.
15, Howard F. Mason.
Col. L. I). Carver has accepted an mv:t,aA list of 1<» names was proposed for policeand they moved to the farm in Brooks upon
men and voted on with the following result;
which they have since lived.
Here she has | tion from Fred Norwood post, (i. A. K., of
lived a quiet unostentatious life, devoted to | Bockport, to deliver the Memorial day nruYes.
No.
A. A. Knight
7
home, her family and her friends. During | tion at that place.
Mayor Htpison voted no and Mr. Knight the years of her active life she was ever
Aubre.i G. Spencer has moved from tin*
was declared not elected :
ready to assist others in time of trouble, ami l)a\id Peine brick house to the house re*
Yes.
No.
was often called to «Mre for the sick and the
rently vacated hi Capt. Bobert F. PatterM. C. March.14
dying. In common with the farmers' wi\«s si >11 on Primrose llill.
John Dolloff.14
of fifty years ago much hard labor fell to her
2
A. .1. Harriman. 11
('. S. Hichborn, Esq. of Augusta was out
W. L. Hanson.11
1
lot and her son well remembers that both he
last week for the tirst times nee his carriage
Albert McIntosh.10
and his little brother attended school when
5
D. N. Bird. 9

school, being divided among the different
churches, and under the care while at
church or Sunday school of some member
of the Children’s Aid Society. The children
have devotional exercises at the Home,
singing hymns and reading Scriptures once
a day aud askiug a blessing at table at each

April

was a

The roll of accounts containing
only routine bills, was passed.
The Committee on Highways was authorized and directed to advertise for bids
for rebuilding the Upper Bridge, so-called,
said committee to prepare specifications
therefor.
Petitions for sidewalks on Charles street
and Mayo street were referred to the committee on sidewalks.
Petition for extension of sewer on Cedar,
Grove and Congress streets was referred to
the Committee on Sewers.
Petition of Mrs. A. D. McKeen for abatement of sewer tax was read and petitioner
was given leave to withdraw.
Petition of R. A. Gurney for abatement of
taxes on his mill for 5 years was laid on the
table for one month.
F. H. Welch, Chief Engineer of the Fire
Department, presented a communication in
which he made the following recommendations: That Washington Hose Co. be reduced from 20 men to 15; that a new company be formed with 15 men, at the same
pay as the hosemen are now receiving; that
session.

CATHOLIC CHURCH.

THE

NUMBER 15.

City Government.

Six

meal.

Gounod
Mr. Parker.
Smart
Hymn, “The Day of Resurrection,”
Responsive service.
Warren
Quartette, “The Magdelene,”
Mrs Howes, Miss Palmer. Mr. Craig, Mr. Parker.

busy place

Mrs. Annie Morton, the asSpring Requires
post-mistress at West Newfield,
,,
accumulat"as arrested
April 1st by United That the impurities which have
blood during the winter shall be
Deputy Marshal Prescott charged ed in yourand
11
thoroughly expelled if good
ihe embezzlement of $446.82 from promptly
When the warmer
health
is expected.
rO'vcinment.
She is also charged
weather comes these impuries are liable to
;n systematically robbing the mails. manifest themselves iu various ways and
1,1
was ordered by Postoffice InUnless the
often lead to serious illness.
i' !"i W. li.
Snow, who has worked up blood is rich and pure that tired feeling will
will
fail
and you
afHirt
Mrs. Morton is a handsome
you, your appetite
as‘‘;
<
28 years and is the only support will find yourself “all run down.” Hood’s
tones and strengthens the sys'Ui aged
mother.The Massachusetts Sarsaparilla
drives out all impurities and makes
Um‘ ul
Representatives April 1st killed ; tem,
|
rich, healthy blood. Hood’s Sarsapapure,
"»»man suffrage license hill by a vote rilla is the one true blood
purifier and the
"1 t(>
81, and the municipal suffrage best spring medicine. Be sure to get only
! j1
lor women was
rejected by a large Hood’s.

t"

white drapery depended from a point
above the pulpit to each side, and a cross
in evergreen decorated with white flowers
hung at the rear. The pulpit was embowered with evergreens, with ivy aud smilax
gracefully entwined about, aud a few bright
blossoms tastily grouped in vases. On one
side of the pulpit was a bouquet of white
aud buff rose;s, and on the other a white
cross entwined with smilax.
Potted plants,
palms and Easter lilies were artistically ar-

called he found

indeed.
The Nutriola Company was compelled to
increase its working force last week.
The Nutriola Company are mailing this
week one of the most unique and attractive
little books we have seen lor a long time. A
copy goes to every family in Waldo County.
We advise our readers to get theirs and
read it

I

tasteful and ap-

Karl Cottrell.
Flower exercise,

Henry B. Cleaves has issued
the following proclamation for the observance of Fast Day in Maine:
Rev. J. F. Tilton
By the advice of the Executive Council,
Narraguagus river, $5,000; Saco river, Sermon from Pet. 1 :d to Thee,"
“Nearer, My (iod,
Thursday, the twenty-third day of April, is
$10, Of .id; Lu bee channel, $32,000; Georges Hymn,
Rev. J. M. Leighton
Benediction,
designated as a day of fasting and prayer.
river, $10,000; Sassanoa river, $9,000_
AT-THE METHODIST CHURCH
The Christian people of our State, during
Mr. Reed, it is said, is serving his last
its long and brilliant history, have cherishthe
were used in the morning
decorations
term in the House, says the Washington
ed and been accustomed to observe this day,
Star, no matter what may be the result of in the audience room, and removed in the by abstaining from all unnecessary labor,
if he is not j evening to the vestry for a Sunday school and invoking, amid the
the St. Louis convention,
surroundings of the
nominated for President, Mr. Reed, ac- concert. The front of the pulpit was draped home and in places of public worship, the
of
Heaven
to
this
will
retire
from
is
blessings
cording
upon our Country, our
with white, ami bore the motto: “Christ
report,
Congress, and will probably take up the Risen. He is Risen Indeed,” in letters of State and her institutions; and by inculcatthe
of
principles
righteousness, of truth,
practice of law in New York. A promi- gold. A tasteful arrangement, of ivy, smi- ing
of amity and peace.
nent member of the House, who speaks
This revered and time-honored custom,
leaves and bright flowers compositively as to his information, said to a lax, green
established by the early fathers, is still
Star reporter:
“Mr. Reed will retire pleted the decoration, and made a very worthy of preservation and continuance;
from Congress at the close of this term,
pretty display. The forenoon sermon by and may the day have appropriate recogniand will quit politics if he is not nomi- Rev. S. L. Hauscom w7as appropriate to the tion and be observed in a befitting manner
nated for the presidency.
Flattering day. In the evening a concert was given by by all the people of our commonwealth.
propositions to enter the practice of law the Sunday school, with the following proin New York have been made to him, and
News of the Granges.
gram in addition to the regular devotional
their consideration is contingent upon the
service:
result of the national convention.”
Union Harvest Grange, Centre M« ntville,
Edna Cain.
Recitation,
Nettie Clark.
recently had a contest in which the Brothers
Song,
Itself.
History Repeats
Lana Pendleton.
Recitation,
and Sisters took sides, captained respectiveEva Sprague.
Recitation,
Years ago somebody said “Lightning never Recitation,
Cleora Haney.
ly by Milton Wentworth and Miss Cora Postrikes twice in the same place;” but this Hymn,
Congregation. land. The Sisters won.
Abbie Stoddard.
“somebody” was wrong. For instance, a Recitation,
Rev. and Mrs. S. L. Hanscom.
Soug,
a man in Ohio recently, who believed this,
Seaside Grange is now fully established
AT THE BABTIST CHURCH
during a terrific storm stepped into the place
in their new hall, and the interest in the
where his companion had just been stricken the floral decoratious were
neatly arrang
meetings increases. Two candidates took
down by lightning, only to be struck down
ed. Evergreens depended from the doors in the first and second
a few moments later by another bolt.
degrees last Saturday
Those
who a year
it was the rear of the pulpit and from the lights on evening. The ladies will hold their levee
ago said
impossible to make another such a suc- either side. A row of potted plants were and fair
Thursday afternoon and evening,
cess in haudliug a proprietary preparation
in a semicircle on the platform and
as was made
April Kith, and indications point to an enby the Dana Company of placed
this
banked
in
the
left
corner.
A
few
boucity, are already revisiug their were
joyable time. The formal deification of the
The evident success of
the
opinion.
At
of flowers occupied the stands.
hall will be held after the traveling becomes
Nutriola Preparations, as demonstrated by quets
the morning service a large audience was settled. Among the fixtures of the new hall
the rapidly increasing sale and marvellous
statements
of cures—where
apparently present and the program published last week are two handsome chandeliers presented by
everything else has failed—from prominent was carried out. Extra seats were brought James H. Dodge, Chas. B. Eaton and A. E.
makes
the
of
those who
persons,
prediction
in to accommodate the large evening audiStevens.
are acquainted with the inside working of
the Nutriola Company, that “Mr. Hanson
ence.
The special choral service by the
By invitation Granite Grange met with
will make a far greater success in haudliug
choir and chorus was unusually well renSouth Branch Grange March 28th. PromptNutriola than he did in handling Dana's,”
The
most
to
the
dered
and
day.
appropriate
seems certain of fulfillment.
ly at the usual time Master B. M. Eames
The prediction has a logical foundation, it
solo, “The Angel’s Message” by Mrs. E. S. called the Grange to order. After listening
being based on the facts that Mr. Hanson Pitcher delighted every one. Rev. J. F.
to a well rendered program, in which each
having had so largo and successful au experiTilton gave a short address on “The Empty
ence in haudliug proprietary articles,
toseemed to strive to out do each other,
gether with the superior merit of ihe Nutri- Grave.” Many strangers present, were very the smell of coffee told plainly that an old
ola goods, combine in forming the steppingmuch pleased with the services and highly fashioned harvest feast was waiting in the
stones that must carry the business to one
complimented the efforts of the able young dining room below and Bro. Eames declarj of vast magnitude.
The statement of the Hon. W. P. Thomp- pastor. The pulpit was removed and the ed an intermission for refreshments, such as
son m this issue of The Journal is only one
address was given without notes. Miss Sadie the
good sisters of South Branch know so
of many now received almost every day at
the company’s office. Mr. Hanson is work- H. Fletcher assisted as organist morning well how to prepare. After satisfying the
ing with his usual unbounded enthusiasm, and evening.
inner man,'and a good long chat, Bro. Eames

of Wintlirop’s most
*
citizens, died at liis home in
An
Saturday morning, aged 78.
1,1 hecu
afflicted with a kidney diss,»me time and his death was not
’■•'“''led. -Mrs. Wing and two children
cars

1

!
j
;

were

white, gracefully looped with acacia and
cursion party of 08 ladies and gentlemen delicate ferns. On the front of the pulpit
from New England. Some of the number hung the red Latin cross of the
Knights,
were citizens of Maine and the remainder
and above, on the rear wall, a white cross
were principally from Massachusetts and
entwined with smilax and surmounted by a
Connecticut.
The Speaker received them
crown of pinks.
White and scarlet tulips
standing in his committee room. To
and Easter lilies stood on the pulpit. At
each lie extended a pleasant greeting,
chatting for a moment with such of the the right of the. altar was a handsome group
party as he knew personally. The same of jonquils and at the left a bauk ot bright
excursionists were received by Senator tiovvers. The tiow'ers wrere all beautiful and
Frye of Maine in the Senate wing of the many were rare. The forenoon service,
Capitol later in the day.Secretary of both the sermon and
music, were as anState Olney recommends that Congress
be asked to appropriate $35,000 for a nounced last week.
SERVICES FOR PALESTINE < OMMWDERY
Lnited States' exhibit at the luternati>»ual Exposition to be held at BrusAt the afternoon service at the Unitarian
sels from April 2-ftii to Nov. 1, 1897.... church under the
auspices of Palestine CuniThe total appropriation earned in the
( maudery, Knights
Templar, there was a
river and harbor bill is $9,707,030.
The
attendance. The church was well tillestimates of the chief of engineers were, j large
in round numbers, $12,000,000.
The last ed and the services were highly appreciated.
Congress appropriated $11,47$. 180 for riv- The music was appropriate to tiie day and
ers and harbors,
about $1,700,000 more artistically rendered. The sermon by Rev.
than is carried in the present bill.
In ad- J. F. Tilton uf the
Baptist church, was a
dition to the cash appropriation which
thoughtful production, ably delivered and
will be available at tne close of this fiscal
well received. Following is the program:
year, contracts are authorized in the hill
.Mi>. F. h Crow lev
Organ voluntarv,
for an amount in addition aggregating
Loud
Carol, ••King Merry Hells,"
$51,000,000. The amounts tor Maine are: The Lord's Prayer,
Rev*. J. M. Leighton amfComniandery
Camden, $10,000: Rockland, $25,500; Mossabec Bar, $12,000; Portland, $20,000; Anthem,
“Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem. Knox
Belfast, $8,000; Breakwater from Mt. De- Responsive reading,
Rev. C. 11. Wells and Commandery
sert to Porcupine Island, $ 10,000; Carver's
Rev. o. S. Mills
Harbor, Viual Haven, $10,000; Bagaduee Prayer,
Solo and violin obligato.
Miss Russ and Mr. Sanborn.
liver, $5,000; Kennebec river, $40,000;

here Capt.

A

past years,

AT THE NORTH CHURCH

■

N

some

a

■

Notes..Prizes *>r Grangers..
ice]’ Water Vessels. .Good Templars.
'( >t>
Newspaper Notes. The Portw
Mackerel Coming this Summer.

in

propriate.

j

a' .11'i

Thompson, Gladys Richards, Harold Richards,

Churches.

For they sang such music as, I deem,
In God’s chief court of joys,
Had stayed the flow of the crystal stream
And made souls in mid-flight poise;
They sang of Glory to Him most High,’
Of Peace on Earth abidingly,
And of all delights the which, men
dream,
Nor sin nor grief alloys.

blican Journal Pub. Co.

Pel fast. .Transfers in Real
State Constable Mears.
PAGE 6.
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The municipal
Calais, Me
April t:.
election to-day was the quietest one which
has been held here in years. The Democracy did not make a nomination and no effort was made to get out the vote. Hon.
George A. Murchie was re-elected mayor
for his fifth term by a vote of 531. Seven
Republican aldermen were elected.
ANOTHER

CLOSE

CONTEST

AT

ELLSWORTH.

Ellsworth, Me., April G. Robert Gerry,
Populist, was elected mayor at to-day’s
special election, defeating Henry E. Davis,
the citizens’ candidate. The vote was large
and great interest was shown. Gerry received 545 votes, a majority of six over
Davis. The contest

was over

local interests.

Harvey 1). Hadloek, the distinguished
lawyer of Boston, (widely known throughout New England, especially because ot his

connection with the famous Jeimess will
ease and the Nibbs Valve suit) has 1 »• •«*n in
Washington recently alteiulingtoleg.il busiourl.
ness before the United Slates supreme
The eases in which he is most pa' ticalar'y
interested involve legal rights and itpemsts
of parties in New England in w hat are commonly known as “Eivinh Spoliation
Claims.” [Concord, N. M., Mouitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. \V. Varney depart to

day

for their home in Boston.

In

a

few

days

they expect to leave for a visit to New Vo. k
and Washington. Mr. Varney has het n »on-

Crosby Inn for a number ol
general favorite with the
travelling public, and has many friends
here who regret his leaving. Mrs. \ arney
nectcd with the

years and

was a

has made many warm friends during her
stay in Belfast and leaves with the kindest
regards and respect of all who have made
Their friends hope to
her acquaintance.
see them in Belfast again.

Marion, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. 1*. IS.
Luce, entertained a party of seven of her little friends at her home on Limcroek street
Thursday afternoon, the occasion being tho
seventh anniversary of her birthday. The
afternoon was pleasantly spent with games,
music and recitations until 4 o’clock, when
a dainty repast was served to the little folks
in the dining room, consisting of hot chocolate, cake, fruit and home made candies.
The following were the invited guests:
Alice and Josie Bradlee, Florence Frye,
Annie Gay, Madeline Bird, Mae and (trace
Walker. To say that the little ones had a
good time would but half express it. [Rockland Star.

your sins and then proceed to live the
same life
over again.
You must have
sorrow.
You must know and feel that
This can not be
you have offended God.
palliated by the mere formality of confessing your sins. If you want them to be
forgiven you must have contrition and
be firmly resolved to sin no more.
[Rev.
C. E. Woodman, Catholic, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Religious Thought.
AN

Every

Cures
ttwas

CLERGYMEN
TIONS.

anodyne

B

Form
A.

an

*•

i.

hi’

tonsih'tis, wind colic

anywhere, rheumatism,
whooping cough. The great

Liver Pill Made.”

P“Best
arsons’

Pills j

Noted

“lioWIK-KNIFE

M.

C.

POTTER"

W110
RO'iKK PRYOR.

SCARED

of the most

interesting of the antestill living is J. F.
Potter of Mukwonago, who represented
the Milwaukee district in Co gress during
the stonm days which preceded the reOne

bellum

characters

!

Negro

problem will

stings, sprains, stiff joints,
vital and muscle m vine.

I have used your Johnson's Anodyne Linifor more than fifty years in my family.
Have used it for colds, coughs, sore throat,
stings, cramps, sore stomach, rheumatism,
lameness, colie, toothache, neuralgia, etc.,
and found it always good in every way.
Thomas Clelani>. South Robbinston, Maine.
Our Hook “Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Free.
All Druggists. 1. S. Johnson Jk Co., Boston, Mass.
ment

liver
Positively cure Biliousness nd Sick Headache,
all impurities
,,«.l bowel complaints. They expel
from
f., ,.1 the blood. Delicate women find relief
Sold everywhere.
using them. Price 25ej
a

kijsoll.
Ingersoll does not trouble
His talk may be
ministers much.
witty, but his jibes and arguments are a
rehash of those of Paine and Voltaire, arguments which have been answered so
i often, and which are so ancient and musty,
! that we are surprised that Ingersoll is
willing to be so far behind the time as to
dress them up and trot them out again.
They are about as effective for his purpose
as
a
seventeenth century blunderbuss
would be against a modern ironclad.
[Rev. F. L. Anderson, Baptist, Rochester,
X. Y.

I

Question.

never

be

We
Women.
Women are not angels.
may think so at one period of our lives,
but we lose the delusion as we grow older.
[Rev. Clark Raboteau, Baptist, Jersey
City, N. J.

WITHOUT AN EQUAL.
Well Known Doctor

Ayer's Sarsaparilla

is without an equal
blood-purifier and Spring medicine, and
cannot have praise enough. 1 have watched
its effects in chronic cases, where other
treatment was of no avail, and have heeif

Everyday Heroes.
Out from the
and factories and shops come
as noble examples of heroic self-sacritice
and service as ever came from palace or
mansion.
All human inequalities must
give way under the test of God’s righteous
measurements. [Rev. P. A. Baker, Methodist, Columbus, O.

as a

Poems by
HO I! N

A

tried them all. is so thorough in its action,
and effects so many permanent cures as
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.”—Dr. 11. F. Mhuim.i.,

“Lovejoy was making a speech. When
he got excited he used harsh terms In re*
lation to slavery.
He was standing in
front ol his desk.
Roger A. Pryor was
on the
opposite side ot the house. He
walked over and shook his list in Lovejoy s
tee, saving ‘You shall not come
ovei on our side ol the house.’
I stepped
up. tea 1 ing there would be a fight, and
said to Pryoi : ‘He is not on
your side;
you are on our side.’
“Lovejoy came tome some days after
this incident and said:
T)o you know
what those fellows have done with
your
lemaiks interpolated in my speech?
They
went down to the
congressional jointing
office and ink d out what
you said and
tore out several
pages of proof.’
“I went down with Lovejoy to see aoout
it and found that Singleton,
Pryor, and
olliers had made changes in the
reports,
as
Lovejoy had stated. I said to the
printer: *1 would like to restore those remarks.’
He replied, ‘All right,’ and 1
did so.
“W lien the Globe came out Pryor referring to the report of my interpolation
said: ‘>!osuch remarks were made. When
the proofs went to the speaker
they were
not there.’
I explained the matter and
said: lI don’t know what that
gentleman’s
ideas of courtesy may be, but if 1 had
been in his place I would have let
my
hand wither before I would have done
what he has done.’
“Pryor turned on me and asked: ‘Do I
understand the member from Wisconsin
to say that he did make those remarks?
Do you stand by them?’ I responded that
I did.
Then he hissed out: ‘The sequel
shall demonstrate whether
you stand by
them or not.’
I replied: ‘Let it demonstrate.’
‘That afternoon I got a note from
Pryor,
challenging me to meet him in mortal
combat. I believe that Pryor’s object in
proposing a duel was to obtain an easy
and cheap renown in his own section.
“I was not a good shot with a pistol,
and I did not propose to have any hairtrigger business. 1 proposed to bring the

ocean

steamer.

screw

Mr.

Fry

has also

crossed the Atlantic o7 times in various
lines.

The book contains -100 pages and
is copiously illustrated.
Among the best
cuts

are

those of the Collins Line steam-

ship Atlantic,
St.

SnciDi:.
Suicide is not known among
the savages; it is a sin and a blot upon
civilization.
In Ireland it is almost unheard of, because it is a Catholic country;
because there the suicide is not taken to
church with brass bands, flowers, banners
and a big procession. [Bishop McGovern,
Catholic, Harrisburg, Pa.

the Cunard Line sidewheel-

Scotia, the Etruria,

er

Campania, Paris,

Ayer's oSw Sarsaparilla
Admitted at the World's Fair.

Ayer’s Pills for liver and bowels.

Louis, Parisian, Britannia, Majestic,
Eastern, Columbia, Furst Bismarck,

Great

the famous

Scotch-built wooden clipper
ship Thermopile and the American fourmasted ship Great Republic.
There are

also excellent

portraits of Clement A.

Griscom and the late Win.

Cramp.

The

work contains a mass of historical and
statistical matter that cannot fail to interall who wish to become versed upon
the Atlantic ferry.
At the end of the
book there is a chart of North Atlantic

est

line routes, showing winter and summer
tracks of Cunard steamers outward and
inward bound.
Mr. Fry lias made accuracy the first consideration, but we think
the book contains one error, though it is
a very material
wreck of one of the

not

He locates the
Cunard steamers at Cape Sable.
Nova Scotia, but we
have always understood the steamer was
wrecked on Seal Rocks near the entrance
of the Bay of Fuudy. The writer was in
an iron steamer which went onto these
rocks in a thick fog some years later, but
got off without much damage, and was
told at the time that that was where a
Cunard steamer was wrecked.
one.

early

Rockland's Athletes.
r.MHi:

i:\iiihition
^

M.

C.

A.

I N

the auspices of
OPEKA HOUSE THERE.

Rock land, Me., April 1. The fifth
annual athletic exhibition of the Rockland Y. M. C. A. was held in Farwell
opera house to-night before about .700
people. The opening number was a dumbbell drill by the senior class, the following participating: Messrs. Magee, Bird
Staples, Fisher, Storer, Ramsdell, McLoou, Knight, Hodgkins, Uellier, Dunbar and Duncan.
The high jumping, diving and forward
somersetting was by members of the senior class, Magee acting as leader. Staples
led the tumbling, in which some
taking
features were introduced.
The brother
work by Hall and Staples, Storer and Magee, Duncan and Fisher, was applauded
warmly. There was a fine exhibition of
fancy club swinging by William J. Nelson, the champion amateur club swinger
of Maine.
The parallel bar woru was by
Messrs. Fisher, Magee, McLoon, Nelson,
Hellier, Hodgkins and Storer, Staples

acting as leader.
Magee proved high line in the high
kicking, sustaining the reputation he has

borne for the past four years as the champion amateur high kicker in this section.
The wand drill was a pretty feature
by
the members of the junior class, Mess-s.
Crocker, Littlefield, Richardson, Robinson, Hill, Rhoads, Robinson, Perry and
Brown.
Storer’s exhibition of juggling proved
a pleasing
surprise, and he received an
ovation.
The exercises concluded with horizontal bar pyramid work. The whole reflects
credit upon the work of M. A. Rice of
this city, a former well-known Bowdoin
athlete,- who has acted as gymnasium instructor this winte r.
A

“Divine”

T1IK I'OI.Ui: OKIIEB

TO

a i.ism.

Divorce.
If the relations of man and
wife are such as they ought to be, divorce
would be unknown.
To prevent separation and divorce true love must be given
a new and practical
formula when the
novelty subsides. Instead of ice-cream
and caramels, let it take the form of bread
and butter and meat.
[Rev. W. W. Morton, Presbyterian, Allegheny, Pa.
Labor

and

question is

Religion.

religious
“workingman’s friend”
a

one.

labor
The only

The

is the man who
is just and kind.
Laborers do not want
alms, but justice. The church lays its
claim upon the workingman because it is
an institution whose whole business is to
strengthen and develop those sentiments
that are his truest helpers.
[Rev. Frank
Crane, Methodist, Chicago, 111.
Moral Genius.
The most invincible
thing in the world is moral genius. The
timid lose their faith on the slightest
provocation. To feel and see all the
world’s evils and to hold on to one’s faith
in goodness and justice is moral genius.
This is the faith against which the gates
of hell shall not prevail.
[M. M. Mangararian, Ethical Culture Society, Chicago,
111.

1’haver.
You may prostrate yourself
in the dust, you may sit in sack cloth and
ashes, you may rise from your bed and
spend the hours of sleep in wakeful virgils. You may stand as did the Pharisee
at the very altar of God, and speak loud
sounding prayers, and if your heart is not
in your words you have not prayed. [Rev.
W. P. Swartz, Presbyterian, Wilmington,
Del.

MOVKON'.

Cincinnati, O., April 1. A man named
Schrader, calling himself the divine
healer, has heen in Cincinnati since Saturday last freely “healing the sick,” as he
styles his work, lie wears a peculiar
robe, and on his head rests a crown of
thorns, the inner thorns made harmless
by cutting off the points. He claims

Lent.
Lent is forty days of starvation.
I don’t believe in systematic fasting.
I
stand here to oppose all things that attempt to shadow humanity. There is
enougli sadness without teaching men to
submit to forty days of sorrow.
Get all
the hope you can; there is despair enough.
Get all the light you can; thei'e is shadow
enough in the world. [Rev. E. M. Wood,
Methodist, Pittsburg, Pa.

that his power is transmitted from his
hand or even from his clothing.
To-day he was brought before the
mayor, chief of police and the health officers for examination.
The health officers
told him pointedly that he not only caused
a nuisance by blocking the streets but
was a menace to the health of the community by passing his unwashed hands
over the faces and hands of the
people,
many of whom are diseased. The health
officer ordered him to leave the city at
once.
Schrader promised to go.

Hell is peopled witli the cold
Hell.
and neglectful, the sinful and corrupt, and
if the cries of the damned could be heard
there would issue earthward the wailings
of those who spurned the means of sanctification while in the flesh, and who foolishly imagined that though they outraged
the laws of Christianity, they would not
hear the fearful words of a just God.
[Rev. Father Curry, Catholic, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mizzle: “How did you happen to join the
Independent Rifles?” Fizzle: “To avoid
jury duty.” Mizzle: "They tell me you
resigned just as soon as there was a pros-

pect of war.” Fizzle: “That was because
I felt convinced no good citizen should
shirk the demands of the jury-box.” [Cleveland Plain-Dealer.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

The sooner the church
recognizes the fact that if spiritualism is
false its Bible is false, the better it will
be for all concerned.
The attitude of the
evangelical churches toward spiritualism
is due to the fact that they recognize in ’.lie
!
outcome from the spiritualistic hypothesis the implacable enemy of their creeds.
[IL V. Sweringen, !Spii itualist, Fort
Wayne, lud.
Sri hit c

Immortal Man.
A malt.
NTo line can
measure him.
No limit can bound him.
The archangel before the throne can not
outlive him.
The stars shall die, but he
will watch their extinguishment.
The
world will burn, but lie will gaze at the
conflagration. Endless ages will march on;
lie will watch the procession.
A man!
The masterpiece of God Almighty. [Rev.
T. De Witt Talmage, Washington, D. C.

Healer.

HIM

The End of The Would.
The earth
and the heavens are to be burned up.
That is what the Bible says.
Science is
gradually coming around to believe with
the Bible.
Scientists agree now that the
old earth must be burned up.
Unless it
is recuperated somehow this old world
must go to smash.
(
M. Hall,
[Rev.
Methodist, Lowell, Mass.

I

Confession.

It is no use to confess

Be

I
I

“L. F.’s”

cure

A dose of “L. F.’s” for Acid Stomach.

THURSDAY
are a sure

Liver

Remedy.

FRIDAY
Remember the

L. F.’s”.

SATURDAY
“L. F.’s” are simple and

effectual.

SUNDAY
L. F.’s do
on other

as

much

days.

good work

“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
35c. a bottle.

Alien any

more.

Till near the strand of falsity
I struggled with the foe,—
Ah, then I sought the kingly
I used to slight hi fore,—
So I’ll never,—O, I’ll never
Be au Alien any more.

COLBY

THE SHOPPING
INFORMATION

KidneyTrouble Cured

help

AN!

The importance of knowing just- what tdo when one is afflicted with kidney disc is.
troubles of a urinary nature, is h. st an
swered by the following letter, which was
recently published in the Poughkeepsie, N

BUREAU,

or

|

355 & 357

And tiiid

A CARD.

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

where’er we go.
llis poems are nearly all of a religious nature, and the following is one of his best:
a

peace

Are we ready for the coming of the Lord?
Are we living in the spirit of His word?
Do we meekly watch and pray
As the moments pass away ?
Are we loving the appearing of the Lord?
Are we ready for the coming of the Lord '.’
Is the First and Last at morn and eve adored '.’

I>oes the Holy Spirit lead

Every thought
Are

we

eager

to

and word and deed?
behold the loving Lord?

for the coming of the Lord ?
we mindful of
the sharp two edged
sword ?
Is the heart, the tongue, the eye,
Killed by Him who reigns on high?
Are we watching for the coming of the Lord ?
Are

we

ready

ready for

the

Welt.
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_A hook on the Discuses ol hildreii is%
published by the mfrs. of the old standard 1
remedy—True’s l*iu Worm I'.lixir.

Bolt M Pipe TMiJf

VERY MOTHER

_DEALER IN_

it will receive a copy free. Tells
what to do for all tiie disorders of children.
Send address to

asking for

Standard and White

Pr.J. F.TIUT. A(0.. Auburn. Me.

EXILE OF BELFAST, No. 41,400,
Jersey rattle Ultih Register, is at my
stable in South Belfast for service. Terms *1.00,
II.- is by Uorona's
to he paid at time of service.
Kxile; he by .Maine's Kxile, 20.020, out 'd Pme
*
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Pine Tree*
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Bm f
stock Should give him a cal!
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Salt.
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W
do not
-barge tor getting sain;
eh.irge live per e,>nr. *11 all purchases
111

SEEDS and

re-

Lev. Francis Southworth, pastor of the
Bethel church and a strong friend of the
author, says of Mr. Bennett’s poems:
“They were composed out of a deep
rich experience with Christ and the gospel of his love. They show how real and
personal the friendship, and sustaining
grace of Jesus may become, when the
soul is separated from every other resource, and talks with loving confidence
to Him.
Misunderstood, disappointed,
crushed, health gone, the light of life
slowly growing dim, he has found,—is
finding still—all, and more than all, that
is expressed.”
Mr. Bennett has written much, and
published nothing, late in life; and at a
time when his health has completely
given way, and when lie is slowly dying
of consumption, his book, the product of
many enforced idle hours, will be published.
Those who know Mr. Bennett
best, believe that raider happier circumstances he would have been a notable
figure in literature. [ Portland Press.

siioKsiiownr.!•:

DRY GOODS.

of Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Ren <•dv.
She is now using her third bottle, and
is like a different person.

FEED.

O, the glorious appearing of the Lord!
“When the faithful will receive a glad
ward
So be ready old and young,
All to sing the happy song
Highest glory everlasting to the Lord !

a

■

use

coming of the Lord

Goodyear

well for such trouble, we enuld not
the responsibility withou; deirimeni r•
lished business as Dressmakers, with ti
ties wliieb we bad then Having reeentlv
such additional laeilities as to make b
praetiea.1 to undertake such budue-* in
lion with our Dressmaking and Tailoring
now at your service to do such shoppie,
require iu
us

saved my life, for J was in a miserable ondit-iou up to the tame 1 began to take it—my
friends thought 1 would never he better
My sister also has been very sick with
bladder trouble for over a year, so had that
quantities of blood came from her. She suffered at. times most frightful pain, and nothing seemed to help her until she began the

Have we time for any folly to afford ?
(). how kind the Lord will smile
On the heart all free from guile
Then how joyful to be ready for the Lord?

The

enquiries required good taste, kin-v
styles, and judgment. and. while dl'erin.

MRS. THOMAS DYF.

we ready for the coming of the Lord ?
Are we striving to be all of one accord ?
Are we guarded sure and well
From the thoughtless way to hell?
Are we any moment tit to meet the Lord ?
we

R

and

FAVORITE REMEDY

Are

Are
Are

Stree1

As we have had a large number oj miand eustotner.s mil side <>! Boston fiv.jue
i.- to
bu> goods, get samples, cl
General .1 id detailed information, in
a own-, < ■ ■ <;-, Garments. W raps, and '1
where it. hu> been impossible for them t<Boston, and where me nature d such p

j

:

Boylston

BOSTON, MASS.

PHILLIPS, South Belfast

entertained this afternoon and evening by
Goodyear Shoe Machinery Company. The
Goodyear Company is showing its shoe j
machinery at 47 Boylston street, Boston.
where it is making one hundred pair
!
One farm of 75 acres, two story hoii<e.
women’s fine Goodyear welt shoes daily,
shed, one barn, fid by 43. stable 3t‘> bv 4"; pleory of
Ai>
a
water and buildings in good repair.
j The ladies were shown the process in op- good
! oration, the work of each machine being farm of 140 acres, brick bouse, K. wood-shed
stalde 40 by 40, barn 5# by 42,» shop and outcarefully explained. An infant's dainty buildings for
t.oids. Buildings m good repair on
shoe in blue, which was stitched in the both farms; also some pasture and timber land.
farms are situated in
These
uity village in Unity.
the
of
was
each
as
presence
guests,
given
This property must be sold to settle an estate.
a souvenir of the occasion.
Interest was For further
information inquire ol
added to the exhibit by a large collection
F. A. BARTLETT, Atlmr.
4wl3
of india ink drawings, illustrating the
footwear of all nations and all ages.
After viewing the working machinery, supWitper was served at Hotel Thorndike.
Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
ty remarks were made by Mr. S. V. A.
special or general Neuralgia; also for RheuTreasurer
of
the
who
Hunter,
Company,
matism, Gout, Kjduey Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Amentia. Antidote for Alcoholic
acted as host, by Mrs. Sally Joy White,
and other excesses. Brice, 10, 25 and GO cents.
Miss Helen M. Winslow and others. This
Effervescent.
was the first of a series of afternoons to be
THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
held by this Company, exclusively for laCHICAGO.
161 S. Western Avenue,
dies.
woio uy mi nruiern.

i
Iyen! for

County fur

ft nhto
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til"
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iiUtomiitir
Hunt*

it

few
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HEAD,
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Farms for Sale.

The Nose and Throat,
(No*

B
C

Rev. Jesse Stone, the oldest Methodist
clergyman in Maine, died March 28th at
Wells.
He entered the ministry at the
age of 21, but the following year joined
the Methodist conference and engaged in
He
circuit work in Kennebec county.
was engaged in active ministry till 1807,
since which time lie resided on a small
He leaves a widow, two sous and
farm.
two daughters.

PILES!

PILES!

V? Ii>

Nowbiiri

(XKAK O'HM'B
BOSTON,
Hon*s.
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of
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Other hour
s
1895.-ly r45*
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H. H. LAMSON,

A IMis wow-ceiery.

Dyspepsia to-day.

WEDNESDAY

L. F.’s

an

'Tis good in grace and truth to grow
'Tis good that mercy can bestow
The love we should to others show,

The above is but a sample of the many
fetters we receive daily in regard to
various deep-seated
blood
diseases
which other remedies do not touch.
Contagious Blood Poison, Scrofula.Eczema, Rheumatism, and Tetter, are obstinate blood diseases, and only a real
blood remedy will have any effect whatever upon titem.
S. S. S. {guaranteed
purely vegetablei is a real blood remedy 1
and never fails tocure any disease having its origin in the blood, it matters
not what other treatment has failed.
Valuable books can be obtained by ad- !
■
dressing The Swift Specific Co., Atlanj
ta, Ga.

TUESDAY

life;

[

Norwich, Conn., Feb. 6, 1800.
The Swift Specific Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.
I
Genti.kmkn
'When
wrote you
the latter part of
Gecember, my
mot her was, according to the honest
belief of three physicians, on her
deat hbed : she could not retain either
food or medicine on her stoiiuu !i, and
it did not seem reasonable to think
there was anything but death to reThe doctors informed us
lieve her.
she bad a cancer in the lower bowel
and there was no cure for her. She
showed such vitality for a person to
be so near death we thought there
must be something to help her, and
reading of others being saved by the
use of your S. S. S., we thought it
would (io no harm, if not some good,
to try it, so we informed her of her
condition, just as the doctors had informed us, and left it with her to try
your remedy or not, as she saw fit.
ohe concluded to try it and from the
first dose or two, she began to brighten
up, and improve; she can now get up,
dress and help herself, and can eat
everything or anything she wants and
no distress from it.
We all feel quite
hopeful that the cancer will pass away
in due time by the use of your S. S. S.,
which she will now gladly take. You
m iy make this letter as public as you
choose, and the more so the better, as
too much praise can not he given your
valuable remedy.
Yours truly,
Geo. L. Crosgrove.

Take “L. F.’s” after dinner.

how much you are
charged for a small piece of other
brands, the chew is no better than
uBattle Ax/' For 10 cents you
get almost twice as much as of
other high grade goods.
The 5
cent piece is nearly as large as other
10 cent pieces of equal quality.
matter

Y., News-Press
Mii.lkrton, Dutchess Co.. N. Y.
“Dr. David Kennedy, Dear Sir -Formon
I am getting up in years, ’tis plain :
I than eighteen mouths I was
badly atllirTA racking rough makes tiresome strain
ed with kidney trouble I could scarcely walk
Through joint and muscle, heart and brain: a
of
a
mile
without,
quarter
fainting I dal
I’m rarely cv> r free from pain:
I not gain until 1 began to use Dr. David. Ken
Still, thanks to Him who rules the main
Favorite Remedy. After using tin
nedy's
j
Tor many blessings 1 obtain.
I first bottle 1 noticed a derided improvement,
which continued, and I know that
’Tis good to have a share of woe,
'Tis good my weakness well to know.

1895.

MONDAY

of

In “Happy Thoughts,” Mr. Bennett
touched at once on his troubles, and the
source of such consolation:

Atlanta, Ga.
Gentlemen:—Will you kindly mail
me your book on blood poison, skin
diseases and cancer? My mother, 70
to 75 years of age, has a cancer in the
rectum.
Two of our best doctors here
have given her up, and say the sooner
she dies the better for herself, and if
she lives long she will die in agony.
While l do not know that they are
wrong in their opinions, I am not satisfied with them, and believe your
S. S. S., if it does not curt* her, will at
least relieve her so she will die peaceI got her started on your
fully.
S. S S. yesterday, and what I want of
your hook is points ms to bathing or
injecting. Will be pleased to hear
from you soon.
Yours very truly,
(J. I.. ( ROSGROVE,
Bos 151. Norwich, Conn.

Weekly Calender.

No

felt the storms of land and sea.
That sinners sorely know,

The Swift Specific

The

poems written

I’ve

We have numerous inquiries in regard to S. S. S. in cases of internal
cancers, such as cancer of the womb,
stomach and bowels. When the discase attacks these organs, tlie doctors
generally admit that ii is incurable.
We make no boast of what S. S. S. will
do in such cases, as the following letters we feel are worth more than volumes of claims that we might make.
Head them carefully :

Norwich, Conn., Dec. 30,
Co.,

HIS

I’ve hurst the bonds < f alien strife.
And learned to watch and pray.
A citizen, I'll freely roam
Some day. on Eden’s shore;
For, I’d never,—O, I'll never

Cancers.

Lahor Trochees.
It was the divine
will that the relations between employer
and employed should be softened and
ameliorated by mutual kindness between
tht* parties. The trade and labor troubles
of the present age are entirely the result
of the lack of love on one side for the
other—usually on both. [Bishop Whitaker, Episcopalian, Philadelphia, Pa.

At.AIN

Henry A. Bennett of this city, will

quoted in part:
My name is in the hook
And I am glad to-day

j

DORN

PORTLAND AS

be issued.
Mr. Bennett was born
in Ireland, September 17, 1827, and as lie
“born
says,
again December, 1807, wherefore be claims Portland bis native city.”
lie is, and for some years lias been a
member of the Bethel church, and is now
in failing health.
The collection of his
poems will be published with the hope of
assisting him. The following are selections from his poems.
•*An Alien No More,” is one of his best
poems of a personal nature, and is here

Augusta, Me.

;

poor Dinnie's so tired, carrying
day that great big piece of
5a

all

Mechanic.

AND

UK CLAIMS

“No wonder

soon

().

Ru n and Pooh.
None but the dissolute among the poor look upon the rich as
their natural enemies, and desire to pillage their houses and divide their property. None but the dissolute among the
rich speak in opprobrious terms of the
vicesand failings of the poor.
[Rev. W.
T. N eale, Presbyterian, Jacksonville, Fla.

1827

pamphlet containing

by Mi

Patriotism.
Patriotism is a holy emotion and it lias the Bible for its sanction.
The great master and teacher of us all,
Jesus Christ, was a patriot.
lie believed
in the State and taught us to respect and
honor the law of tlie land.
[Rev. A.
Fuller, Baptist, Newburg, X. Y.

ls-'*7, the first steamer built for the North
Atlantic trade, and the Great Britain in
1S4-J, the latter having been the pioneer

American

NATIVE CITY.

1

The s> utla rn slave-h(»lders on the door
could not brook any one who dared to
sentiments displeasing
give uit< ranee
to them and in
opposition to their pet in(harms
Mminei had been ciisdustry.
abh-,1 t*>i o\e: a yeai hy tin- utlianly assault of Preston Bn «>ks!
Nouiltein thugs sat in tlie galleries with
revolvers drawn readj to file on any
Northern man who dared to oppose them.
Potter came unheralded and unknown,
lie was a man of stalwart frame, hardened hy the experiences of a pioneer, nullinehiiig in declaring and standing by
what he believed to he right.
During the first session he was in Congress he attained distinction for his defense of Calusha Crow of Pennsylvania.
-Mr. Potter has given the following account of the affair:
W hen Crow was assaulted it was nearly 4 in the morning. I seized the man
w ho had him
by the throat and threw him
to the floor.
Then licuben Davis, Lamar
and others came up and joined in the melee.
I hit Davis and he drew a knife.
Some one seized him.
Barksdale came
1 never saw a man who looked
up then.
more as if possessed of a demon.
I struck
out light and left and then fell down.
1
never struck
one of
those fellows but
once, and every blow was in self-defense.
The bon- seemed strewn with men.
1 remember looking up and seeing (>rr, the
with
a
standing
white
face
and
a
speaker,
gavel in Ins hand. I wheeled around and
saw
L. B. Washburn in the clutches of
Barksdale.
Washburn gave a cry. I supposed hat Barksdale was armed, and I
struck !!iin on top of the head.
Cadwalbuh Washburn at the same time hit him
in the mouth.
‘To my astonishment 1 found a bunch
<1 hail in my hand.
1 hud never supposed
Barksdale wore a wig, hut there it was.
Ilowev. i, I was not much surprised to
hear t ae crowd ci v out that some one h id
been scalped.
.V group of Southerners
made
rush at me.
“The
sergeant-at-arms, bearing his
mace, came up and in the name of the
house commanded me to take my seat.
I
said:
lake those fellows ofi’.’
Just
then one of the Southern fellows struck
me.
Aon are
My friends cried out:
wounded.
A vein had been cut, and my
face was covered with blood.
Finally
ordei was restored.
Mott, a brother of
Lucretia Mott, was a member of the
house at that time.
He was one of those
who came up and spoke to me after the
melee.
He said:
“Thee must have taken
lessons in the pugilistic art.'
‘No,’ I replied, li never took a lesson in my life.’
To this he responded dryly, ‘I notice
thy
blows were very effectual.’
The incidents from which Mr. Potter
won the
soubriquet of “Bowie-knife Potter
occurred in 1800, when Pennington
of New Jersey was speaker of the house.
The trouble originated during a speech
by
Dwen Love joy, the abolitionist representative from Princeton, 111.
Potter’s
Judge
recollection of the circumstances is as follows :

great tri-

our

Portland

a

IX IRELAND

1S(‘>7.

IN

astonished at the results. No other blood
medicine that I have ever used, and 1 have

Change.
Chance is uncertainty, and
anyone who undertakes any work, any
transaction or any performance without
seeing his way clear, trusting to chance,
must not be surprised if he meets with
failure and disappointment, especially
when the chance is based upon mere suspicion. [Rabbi E. Weiss, Hebrew, Co-

The

the Church, but at the same time in perfect harmony and friendly relationship
with it.
13y our American principle persecution is made impossible, because man
has religious liberty iu the fullest sense,
in thought, speech and action, so long as
he does not interfere with public peace
and order.
America recognizes religion
as
purely voluntary. She accords the
same freedom to religious liberty that she
does to civil liberty, without regard to
creed, sect or party. [Rev. S. X. Usher,
Methodist, West Chester, Pa.

A MEDICINE

a

principle

an independent,
Christianity
self-supporting, self-governing Church in
a free country, existing independently of

AYER’S til

tenements

lumbus,

umphant

MEN OF SCIENCE.

Statement of

Liberty.
of
is that it is

Religious

Results Astonish

Man is ever climbHuman Progress.
ing higher and higher. He is developing
new
powers, opening new avenues of
growth and is expanding intellectually,
morally and spiritually. Man is becoming
divine as the ages roll away.
[Rev. 17. S.
Milburn, Universalist, Cincinnati, O.

bellion.
He is better known as “Bowie Knife"
Potto; o.m account of the challenge to
fight a duel which he received from Roger
Pry01 of Virginia in 1S00, and in aeroplane*. <*1 which he stipulated the combat si.•»uid be i«* light with b »\vie k-nifes. :
In the feeble old man of to-day, who!
for several years ]■■•.<{ has done little more ;
than to sit on the I.road porch which!
fronts his lesiheii’ c am! look over the 400 j
acres of 1. autiful laud which he cleared
j
himseil .n the pioneer days of Wisconsin, !
one u-m.d
not expect to liud the sturdy
and fearless lightei of years ago.
lie is
still straight and
tall, but time has
emaciat ed ids loi m.
Mi. Pot ot was Imiiii in Augusta, Me.,
lie studied .it PhillipsMay 11. I'M 7
Fxeter aeademv, and was admitted to the
Bar ami came West in ISOS.
He at once
settled on the place in Walworth county, I
The Atlantic Ferry.
which he still occupies as a home.
After a
mg political career, Mr. Potter
The History of North Atlantic Steam
entered ( ingress during what was probably the most turbulent period in the bis- Navigation, by Henry Fry, Lloyd’s agent
at (Quebec, C anada, will be read with intort >f that body.
Mi' oi
xmtn
was the
a roll n a
terest by all who are at all interested in
speaker. It was the time when personal ocean steamers.
The author saw the
assault t< <>k the place of dignified argulaunch of the steamship Great Western in
ment.

Merrill.

Dr. H. F.

False gods, idols,
A Supreme Being.
the sun, and other objects were worshipped by the ancient pagans, but this spirit
showed that they believed in a being
higher than mortal man. [Rev. Father
Malone. Catholic, Scranton, Pa.

combat down to the first principles of
human butchery.
Pryor, having been
concerned in a duel in which bowie-knives
were the weapons, could not consistently
J saw
refuse to fight with bowie-knives.
no reason why I should accommodate him
to
of
the District
light.
by going out
Therefore, 1 accepted his challenge with
the stipulation that the weapons should
be bowie-knives and the encounter should
take place in a closed room in the District of Columbia, each of the principals
to have two friends, both armed, and the
tight to go on till one or the other of the
My second was Col.
principals fell.
Lander of Pennsylvania.
“By the advice of bis friends, one of
whom was I. M. Mason, Pryor refused
to meet me. on the grounds that the terms
Linder said: ‘That rewere barbarous.
flects upon me.
1 have consented to the
terms.
I will now challenge your principal to meet me in mortal combat and
But Pryor
choose his own weapons.’
said he had no quarrel with Dander and
refused to fight him.
Potter s farm and other interests prolie has one
duce a comfortable revenue.
of the finest libraries in the State, and he
lives now with his books and in the past.

no

us

The negro
solved until the
colored race is placed in a condition that
will enable every colored man to earn his
own living.
[Rev. I*. A. Hubert, Salisbury, N. C.
The

toi’.th

j

Meu are made by
Men and Fate.
liat they inherit and by what finds them.
Heredity and circumstances added together make fate. [Rev. Myron W. Reed,
Independent, Dover, Colo.

old

1 -l»ain
sorerc-'- »i^' ^ii^ 11»•:i■ 1 ^^c-/1mn’-*•and

OF

w

of Inflammation.

Johnson,

BY EMINENT
VARIOUS DENOMINA-

SERMONS

It means
Hades is not hell.
Hades.
the unseen, the spirit world, where we all
must go.
[Rev. James K. Vernon, Christian Church, Augusta, Ga.

Liniment

originated in [bo. by the late I)r.

EPITOME OF

Licensed Auctioneer,
p. o. address,

m

FREEDOM, MAINE.

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itohingat once, act
Dr. Williams'
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and
of
the
and Itching
nothing else.
private parts,
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
box.
by mail, $1.00 per
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Iy46
Sold at Ml) JDY ’S, Belfast.

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
undersigned hereby gives notice i"
PKHSONS INI»KBTKI) TO SAID COMPANY that he "
he at his otlice in MeClintock ltloek, at the c<
ot Main and High streets, daily, on and 1
Mondav, Mav 20tli, from 10 to 12 a. !\r.,to rco
The

payment.

N. F. Hol’STON, Keeei\e>
For Belfast Illuminating

May 13, 18?>5.-23tf

numbers

comes the
Wesleyan Methodist,
membership always entirely black,
with pastors of the same
complexion.
Agriculture does not flourish greatly in
St. Thomas, as much from lack of
willing

the

WESSON COOKli
but-”1|

laborers

in

1 When a recipe calls for a cupfui of lard or

^ ter,
the

two-thirds of a cupful of Cottolene—

use

new

shortening—instead.

It

improves

your food, improves your health, saves
your money—a lesson in economy,

i

rfl

k

%

rainy seasons, and the water is filtered for
drinking by a process much the same as
that employed in New Orleans.
Aloes
and cacti grow
everywhere to great height
and every sub-tropical
products might be
brought to perfection by a judicious system of irrigation.
A little tobacco is
raised, but sugar-cane is the principal

ittiftwlM

every tin.

on

v

jJS

wreatk—

cotton-plant

product of the island. There are a few
large cane-plantations in the interior,
which might be made valuable
property

J[\ IM ]M$
jSjJjo [ |pl IfflfMP*
.^Itflg|Pni!Mll 1
ItMlln

THEN K FAIRBANK CO. CHICAGO.
224 State Street, BOSTON,
_PORTLAND. ME.
I liomas
!fi.\T

Revisited.
I.IKKI.Y

IS

if infused
with a little Anglo-saxon
energy. The Creole planters profess themselves “ruined” by free trade and the

to be

disposod'of“at||the neutral port of
Charlotte Amalie, and when Napoleon was
cutting so wide a swath it was one of the
iew ports of flic world from which
ships

TO

UKl'OMK
KIOIITII IN <»U li SISTK15IIOOI)
AS1IOKK AT UIAIILOTTK

abolition of

The

.if

carry their cargoes unmolested
through a hostile blockade to the'cities of
Northern Europe.
It was the favorite

Journal.J

a

But who
to

song.

Boarded

with love
follow

and youth would hesitate

little cart-track running through suto the sea?
Sweet is the veil the rain has made for love
iu every hollow;
The gay winds kiss to beauty thy happy
face for me.
This

macs

to

glass the leafless

Each wheel-rut
pool
thickets;
The dry reeds clash like cymbals,
is

like

men

a

or

sway

at war;

Into the dusk a rabbit darts; in antiphons
the crickets
Weave happy songs to shatter the silence
they abhor.
Wide, inaccessible, there lies the

solemn

level

Of darkened meadows stretching unto the
ocean’s rim,
Seamed with the winding waterways wherein

shy

creatures

revel,

meadow-hens brood near, the slow
tide-water’s brim.

The

slavery,

and are ready to sell
Of course the climate is
largely to blame, and excessive industry
is not the rule where the
mercury remains
for

out

could

espondenee

a

Numerous cisterns and tanks
gather the
downpour of tropical storms during the

/ajjfjjc
Jgfffifjflit

head in

There is

single running stream in the whole
island, and only one fresh water spring.
not

iffl p

Genuine COTTOLENEis
sold everywhere in tins with trademarks—"Cottolene" and steer's iJMUl

too.

from want of water.

as

Kainy Twilight.
Oh, put thy hand in mine, and we’ll take
the road together:
With gold the west is dappled above the
rainy hill;
Yet raindrops hiss upon the twigs in token
of foul weather;
The twilight is deserted; these haunted
ways are still.

The spray from off the sea blows salt across
our faces;
Thy brow the cool rains kiss: thine eyes
with love-light shine.
What hits of happy song we sing! What

the year around in the neighborhood of SO
laughter haunts these places,
degrees. Yet St. Thomas is seldom visitThrilled with the far surf’s thunder, damp
ed
with its sweeping brine!
by any epidemic disease and the maAmerican war for independence;Faud^as
i! to st<*j* at st. Thomas w.«s
late as our own civil war its commerce jority of its people look exceptionally The strong gales buffet us; the rain hosts
tight with lances—
be resisted, although we received a remarkable stimulus from the healthy; and since 1869, when a hurricane,
With leveled lances set, against us ride in
an earthquake and a tidal wave
kind net many months ago. blockade declared by the Union com
vain ;
conspired
West Indies- St. Thomas. mandi rs.
As to history, St. Thomas was together by occurring simultaneously to Far aud forgotten now is grief; no care with
us advances;
Niim t roix -have acquir- lust, colonized by the Dutch in 1057. defeat Secretary Seward's scheme tor the
Our gay gods haunt alike the sunshine
and
the rain.
Ten
st in Amcrii an
later
the
of
the
its
years
purchase
English got possession
island,
eyes since
tranquility has
Frank Tooker in the April Century.
of it.
lias biightened of their beIn 1071 it fell into the hands of not been marred by a single disaster for [L.
i>rh in our sisterhood of the Danes, who immediately introduced which nature was responsible.
Tue Scissors.
and began cultivating sugar cane
It, will not take the stranger
it her of adding infant
long to intriplets shivery,
We’re
a jolly pair of twins,
.imiel’s already numerous fam- to great advantage,
lu 1085 the Bran- spect all the “sights” of Charlotte AmaAnd we always work together.
no need of a
We are always bright and sharp,
pilot to guide denlmrgli Company, composed of Dutch lie, for there are few beyond the public
However dull the weather.
the harbor of Charlotte Ama- traders, secured control.
In 1733 it was library and hospital, the tumble-down
Whenever little Maidie
ceded to Denmark and has ever since re- casain which Santa
of daylight to get
“the
butcher
Takes her work-box in her lap,
of
Anna,
through
We are always up and ready
n.d narrow strait that leads to mained under Danish rule, except a few the Alamo,” as Americans call
him, lived
With our “Snip, snip, snap!”
ked inner waters. We steamed years early in the present century when after his banishment from Mexico, the
Chorus. Snip, snip, snap,
wharf
forts
that line the harbor's
ding
antiquated
opposite the town the Dutch held it.
Snip, snip, snap.
Amai.ik.

1

Thomas ls-

St.

rendezvous of refugees during the North

West Indies, Feb. 24, 1n«*i;,
a.-stward across the Atlantic
>

*'*

;

hiring the “silent watches,”

fore the guns on the old red
ee the strait had boomed forth
n r the sun to rise the usual

i-

women of the
indreds e»f negresses in line,
basket skillfully poised on

a

i>o 1.

singing

swearing,

or

ac-

mood at the moment. ForTkaps for “ears polite” we
r

iish few words in their

i_

•liatter.
•:

that

community

which

..iish predominates.

t

un-

though among the
languages spoken by

i.i’erent

I

Among

negroes there is still a
strange dialect which the
ssi.maries set down into a
ia

1

j
f

200 years

nearly

if rat me

Dutch, French, English
with unknown tongues

0
is

These female stevewill coal a steamer quick"•s dust and
confusion, that

heads
and

to

ms

and

ln>

over

long in lie-

v

march
the

blazing

itues
not

gang-

v

a!-:*-

and

p-

Europe

Antilles, besides ovork of those bound to and
<>t
the United States.

>

unship

'■

South

Europe
and
Mexico,

'ii

lines touch here in

and many other vessels put
for shelter in bad weath-

■t

harhoi,

id

almost circular
well protected that ships
whatever storms may
It has a floating dock,

loin

children

of

Women sauntei

expecting

j

pieces of coral,

him

ocean

products: while
day long

others

squat

comprised in

one

it

ah*.

‘‘

and

much: but if
a good deal of
smuggling
rum, tobacco and cigars.
amount to

:

port for

n<*e

is not

ere

1

l

more

customs

a

iierefore,

than

a

officer

articles of for-

wear, may be obeaplv in Charlotte Amalie,
!i,l it is more than surmised

(

>»se

[
[.

or

quantities ot them are
purpose to be smuggled
Home of the Brave,” be-

:;uue

['

m

aming
•O'l

are

from

to

ports from

our

closely watchEurope. To tobacco
not

so

ully. the temptation
of

•'•rnment
"

a

to

de-

few of

its

The finest
great indeed.
which sell in New York for
the hundred, can be

11

eight and

ten

dollars,

and

duty.

it

■

was

Bay rum, too,
made, sells in St.

tlie

•‘ids

ni'ter

bottle; while at
being bountifully

iibout

'v

live times

as

on

had

is-b
1

■

when more shipping
i oi ii than the
great har-

11

"as

-|

",

k ''°uld boast.
tt<

111

sl

1

small part in
world’s maritime enterno

Amalie

The

were

mer-

the rich-

Dutch and Span‘•'Wded the vessels that sail-

1,8

!u

v

1

J’

‘‘onquest and adventure.
lll^1(‘d years buccaneers from
,litested the Spanish Main
lbe annals of
piracy with
***» ,,f
and
1

aud

ignorant.
islands, and nowhere

are

ir8

rapine

°f the

bloodshed.

have

of

as

and

climate,

in

the

these

of

which enables him to live without

nature

the necessity of hard labor.
They are
mostly a mixed race, formed by the union
of white and

variously “colored;”

but in

such combinations the negro blood
predominates, a law of nature

always

mutable

as

im-

the other

law, that the whiter
though numerically insignificant,
as

race,
the rulers and magnates, the propertyowners and business-directors, and bear
themselves toward the other races with

are

the
are

pride of conscious superiority. There
not so many Caribs, Hindoos and
as

boring islands,
of the English,

on

but

French

mixed with African
numerous

and

some

of the neigh-

Creoles, (descendants
or

or

powerful

blood,)
j
Though |
are a

element.

Denmark has owned this island

more

than

200 years, off and on, there is nothing
about it to speak of the mother country

the influence of the priests over the colored people is paramount, and generally for

good.

t

Spanish settlers

other

In the islands that

belong to Great
always an English church
or two, attended by the
English officials
and planters and a few of their colored

Britain there is

retainers; and in the Dutch and Welsh
and

worthless fellow,

a

known.

The old-time

owner

of

(Blackboard’s) is believed
deposited his plunder in a cave in
a

hill which the sailors have

Top.”

“Mizzen

It

is

Sea

Soundings.

British ship which has been taking
soundings in the South Pacific reports a
depth in three places near the Tonga islands
H over .".(>,000 feet, which breaks tin* record
by M.oop feet. The deepest holes are not, in
the middle of the ocean, but within lot) miles
of land.
Their depth is greater than the
height of any known mountain. Specimens
of tin- bottom at MO,(XX) feet proved to be the
usual red Hay found in all the deepest parts
of the ocean.
A

Of

Interest to Those

Having Ruptures.

The Kev J. Hayden, who was Chaplain of
the 17th Maine Keg’t discovered a way to
cure llrnvKE without, die use of a knife or
He sold his
any detention from business.
secret to the Surehoi.p Co., of North Windone
are
who
curing
person in each
ham, Me.,
place FREE. Send a postal card for their
book “How to Cure Rupture." It is free.

easy

of

eight”

A
The

season

is

Reminder
now

of the 17th

IT

APPLIES

Claim
TO

THE MCKINLEY BOOM.

The London Globe publishes a news
agency despatch which says that the government will send five thousand troops to
the Cape Colony as soon as possible. The
despatch also says that the chartered
South African company has appealed to
the government to despatch 500 troops
from the Cape Colony to Buluwayo at

l am O bhanter s ride
through the
midnight wind with the horrible hobgoblins pursuing him was only a bad
dream, or nightmare, which anybody is
liable to experience as the result of overeating or an attack of biliousness or indigestion. To avoid such disagreeable

experiences one or two of Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets should be taken after a
too hearty meal and the action of the
stomach will thereby be quickened and
the meal promptly digested
Then too if Nature be assisted a little
now and
then in removing offending
matter from the stomach and bowels
you
will thereby avoid a multitude of distressing derangements and diseases, and
will have less frequent need- for
your
ioctors’ services.
Of all known agents for this
purpose,
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are the best.
Their secondary effect is to
keep the
bowels open and regular, not to further
constipate, as is the case with other pills.
Hence, their great popularity with sufferers from habitual constipation,
piles
and their attendant discomfort and manifold derangements.
The Pellets cure biliousness, sick and
bilious headache, dizziness, costiveness,
or
constipation, sour stomach, loss of appetite, coated tongue, indigestion or
tdyspepsia, windy belchings, “1
burn,’’ pain and distress after eaiuig,
and kindred derangements of the liver,
stomach and bowels.
One little “Pellet
is a laxative, two are mildly cathartic.

I C DDIIM’C for either sex.
LC DnUn O This remedy being inJdirectly to the

seat of those diseases
of the Geni to-Erinary

Organs, requires
change of diet.

once.

Lady Customer (in china shop:) “Do you
sets?” Dealer: “No, madam;
the purchasers’ servants usually attend to
that.” [Tid-Bits.

guaranteed
Suva.

in

1

no

Cure
to S

Small plain packby mail, *1.00.
\M U lalJHold only by
■

break these

CbR ijou/i cbctco.

The teacher who “boarded ’round” in
what some people are p.eased to call the
“good old days” has had opportunities of
studying life unknown, and perhaps undesired.
X “boarded ’round” the winter
I was 19.
This privilege and $5 per week
were
my emoluments as teacher of the
Pea Ridge district school.
I had visited the school during the
reign
of my predecessor, an old fellow whose

ignorance

was

something incredible,

He will tell you that Scott’s Emulsion has
been endorsed by the medical profession for
twenty years. This is because it is always
palatable—always uniform—always contain

con-

his position.

sidering

On opening the
school he mildly requested his pupils to
tne purest
Lod-liver Oil
“set up a little more erecter,” and when
a late-comer came
and
in,
straggling
leaving
You should inthe door ajar, he was requested by the
sist on Scott’s
with trade
teacher to “go back an’ shev that door
mark of man and fish.
shet.”
A little later a boy of 10 or 12
Put up in 5oyears fell from his seat to the floor, wherecent and $1.00 sizes.
The small size
upon the teacher said in mild reproof:
to cure your cough or
can’t
“Well, well, Aaron,
may lie
you maintain your equillerbum no better nor that?
ucip yuiu Dairy.
Now git up an’ try it over ag’in.”
But in no case is
And when Aaron, whose self-poise had
entirely deserted him by this time, began
:
as
to cry, the teacher requested him not to
go to bellering.” This had the effect of
causing him to “beller” more lustily than
before, and he was sent from the room to
“bawl it out” behind the school house.
Soon after the opening of the school a
They last twice
Made of Neutral Fibre
as
youth of at least 1:1 years, and who was
long as others*
without use of Chemicals.
fully six feet tall, asked permission to
The teacher
“pass the water.
granted;
the request, although he said that he
“didn’t reckon the school was dry
’
LIGHT.
enough
WATER*
yet to need watering.” Nevertheless, the
WHITE.
PROOF.
CONTAIN
NO
went
to
seat
with
the
water pail
boy
every
and a gourd dipper that held fully two
quarts. Having failed to otter the water
^ ^
to me first, he was made mindful of this
j
lack of courtesy by a sharp blow from the
teacher’s rod and asked if he had never
“been learned manners.”
When 1 began to “board ’round,” as
teacher of the school, 1 understood why
IRADE MARK^
this sort of teaching was entirely satisto
the
of
the
school.
factory
The
patrons
popular belief was that a knowledge of
“r adin’, writin’ and ’rithmetic” was all
the education a boy needed, and it was
thought by some that arithmetic was
superiluous in the case of a girl. It was
a waste of time
to study grammar, and
one mother wrote me a
note, in which she
said that she “did not dezire Meary Ellen
to ingage in flzziology because I do not
think it ladylike for a girl to talk about
If your dressmaker hasn’t them, send
her skilliton before a passel of boys.”
Factory’
Another mother requested me to “learn
conn.
Silas Aggers an’ let gramer rip.”
My Arst boarding place was with a man
who had eleven living children, while
there were but four small rooms in his
house. I pay him and his wife the tribute
of writing that every child was welcome,
and the affection and harmony in that
home was pleasing to see.
The eyes of
both parents Ailed with tears when they
Over Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000) Fire Insurance Assets.
told
me
of the death of the baby
of the family a few months before.
Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
“The cunuin’est little cretur,” his
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.
mother said; “I’d give the world if he’d
lived, poor as we be an’ cramped as we DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.
are
for room an’ money.
There was
Travelers Life and Accident Insurance'‘Co.
room in his mammy’s heart for’im an'
we’d made room for ’im in the house,
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, ut low rates on buildings
acceptable.
dear little soul that he was.”
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
I was asked if it would be convenient
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
for “some of the children to sleep with
LOANS NEGOTIATED,
me,” although the word “some” was
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
alarmingly vague in regard to quantity or
^-Correspondence solicited.
*to(>ctl
>i tt
number.
1 felt compelled to say that
“some” of the children might room with
me.
Two boys of 8 and I) years were
therefore put into my bed, and admonished not to “wiggle an’ squirm” all night,
because “the teacher” would want to
.Manufacturers anil Dealers in
sleep. Three more of the children occupied a trundle bed in the same room,
and all of the quintet frequently refreshed
themselves from a barrel of apples standing between the .two beds.
The next place to which I was sent was
the home of a lady generally referred to
,
as “Old Mis’ Skaggs.
1 had been warnn ats
ed that “Mis’ Skaggs would talk me to
‘
death before the lirst week,” and it did
seem possible that this would he
my fate,
particularly as Mis' Skaggs sometimes insisted on talking t,, ,,u> for two hours I
after 1 had gone to bed! The house was a |
ETC.
primitive affair and nothing but loose
FINE LINE OF
board partitions separated the rooms, so j
that it was an easy mutter to carry on
conversation at any hour of the night
with any member of the family.
A I,S< > SUCCKSSf »KS T(»
i Mrs. Skaggs was a kindly, motherly
soul, and .site called me “son” and “son*
*
ny” from tlie hour of my arrival at her
house, she had a maiden daughter of
*
about 40 years, who, in her mother’s estiv
*
mation, at least, had brought reproach
Harness repairing in all its branches and
upon the family by taking to writing
carriage trimming done promptly to
poetry. This daughter’s name was Seriny
order at the most reasonable rates.
dy Ann, and on the lirst night of my stay
In bearing testimony in favor of
at the Skaggs' home Mrs. Skaggs had
il)»- Oreat California Catarrh Cure, i
C. E. STEV ENS,
C. (
C.
1 know wherrot
I
ou
the
speak.
rapped
partition separating her
lt.-> use has eberted a v< mirrful I
room from my own and had asked:
W. H. ERSK1NE,
14ti*
cure for me.
1 ha\eheen wily one
\
“You ’wake, son?"
ot so many tro bird with eatarrh. V
No.
Main Street,
Belfast, Me.
M\ last purchase was one iialf dozen
“Yes,” ! replied.
£
bottles to ;;ive my near friends, who V
“I reckon you would soon hear me
expressed much gratitude t*> me l*w
hammerin’ like that even if you was
the benefit they have rereived from \
its use. My own experience has
asleep. I wanted to speak to you ’bout
caused me to feel it my duty to the fc
L’sindy Ann. I reckon you’ve heerd ’bout
proprietors of the California Catarrh \
her poetry doin’s. 1 tried to keep it from
Cure. C. C. C., to express ni' beliel ^
in
its virtue and merit, hut it is also \
but
1
couldn't.
Her kin on
gittin’ out,
a duty I owe to all humanity who l
both sides has alius beeu hard-workin’,
are in any way troubled with catarrh
in any form.
L
stiddy, sensible, level-headed sort o’ folks,
nox. s a. xvi-:.
an’ who L’sindy Ann gits her failin’ from
\
Vie.
W
Fairfield,
beats me. bite’ll be showin’ you some of
Feb. 29, 1896.
her poetry an’ I wisht to the land you’d
discourage her all you kin.
“Hut when a body’s intellek gits to
runnin’ to poetry it’s hard to head ’em
off.
It’s wors’n a leanin’ toward Addlin’.
I ain’t no use l’er poetry books nor Addles.
They’re upsettin’ things both on ’em!
Did you ever know a tiddler or a poet who
was worth
beans for anything else? I
never an’ I’ve tried to keep both diseases
out o’
my fam’ly.
L’sindy Ann’s got
’bout three bushels of poetry on hand an’
I’d burn it all under my soap kittle some
■
day, only I hate to have any fuss, fer she
means all right.”
in
L’sindy Ann slept in an upper room but.
she must have heard all this.
If she did
it did not keep her from showing me a
great part of her “three bushels” of poetical compositions.
AM) CLOCK PEPAIRING
Many of them
WATCHPROMPTLY
DONE.
breathed a spirit of piety, as, for instance,
the lines entitled “Joys of the Saints,”
which began as follows:
OF
so many
~

iNorwegian
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ATWOOD,

Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

ARNESSES,
ROBES,

BLANKETS,
HALTERS,

„*!*.

TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC.,

Custom
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Harnesses,

Robbins,
Carriage

Trimmer.

Watches,

Clocks,

Sterling Silver,

Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt

Habit.

The McKinley boom is in great force in
the newspapers, and the editor who has
not some figures of his own upon it is decidedly unenterprising. I,ess than onehalf the convention has been chosen, the
total of delegates elected up to Saturday
evening being 388, while the full convention will contain 909. The Tribune, which
does its claiming on Sundays, for some
inscrutable reason, gives McKinley 204.
General Grosvenor, the Washington manager of the McKinley boom, says this is too
small a number, and publishes a table by
States, giving the major 255 delegates. In
order to do this General Grosvenor includes thirty-four delegates
not
yet
chosen, but he says that these “are pretty
sure to be
for McKinley and might as
well be counted now.”
Why not? If
you are going into the “claiming” business, why not throw your whole soul into
it? The Herald makes the Tribune “look
sick” by publishing telegraphic estimates
from various parts of the country which
show that McKinley will have 393 votes
on the first ballot, or only sixty-two short
of enough to nominate.
This is a good
claiming, but the World beat it two w eeks
ago by a similar convincing calculation
which gave him 504 votes on the first ballot, nominating him with 109 votes to
spare. The Philadelphia Press, which is
not a McKinley paper, gives him only 201
of the delegates thus far elected.
Per
contra, the Tribune has held an election
in New Jersey, and has discovered such a
spontaneous boom for McKinley there
that it seems safe to give him that State’s
electoral vote now, for whether he be
nominated or not. New Jersey is bound to
vote for him.
[New York Evening Post.

queer

J

Fannie B. Ward.

Moravian

the Catholic in

Children Cryfoi Pitcher’s Castoria.

wrong

At last his

island.

HOW

forcibly than

prodigality

gold,

old story, so many times
in other parts of the world,

The

here, the fact is impressed upon you anew
that tiie West Indies are the negroe’s paradise, exactly suited to his taste in the way
of

went

Recitachild study and domestic economy.
tions and lecture courses will be given on
each subject. Tuition will be free, as before.
Circulars with full information concerning
the school have been issued and may be had
upon application to President Harris of the
O ‘11 ego.

Deep

teacher’s

STORY.

___

intendent of schools, and Dr. Harris, the
president of the college. Instruction will
be given in chemistry, mathematics, physics,
geologv, botany, English civics, pedagogy,

curse

oi.d

\_ SeyYoCTUmpirpSr1

found buried in caverns
and near ancient landmarks on St. Thom-

black, lazy

one

more

eighteenth cen‘ communities Lutheran
--brought their prizes chapels abound. Next to
the

our

at hand when people
outside of and in New England are studyin the newspapers of
ing the advertisements
the six New England States for cottages and
veal any.
But the same cannot be said | information. This season is expected to be
of all the free-booters hidings, for many | a record breaker.
an iron bound vessel filled with
Spanish

of Porto Rico, Santa Cruz and other of
the Lesser Antilles.
The population of
St. Thomas is about 15,000, aud fully

see

English,

everything

bay with its ships and islets in the
middle distance, and beyond, across a gold and “pieces
blue expanse of ocean, the shadowy forms century have been

the people
At every

a

quaint

’Round.

The Omo Manufacturing Co.,

are

which the negroes hereabout search for
hidden treasure have so far failed to re-

tiful

seven-eighths of

But

enough to find the cave, but all the divining rods and “hoodoo” ceremonies with

graduations up the steep hillClimb any of the cross streets, aud

the uniforms of the little garrison
barrows of doubloons and the Danish flag floating over the
bt iuy wheeled
through the dilapidated forts. The business of the
warehouses. Like all the port, principally in the hands of English,'tll<ls between the
Mexican Gulf men and Jews, is conducted in the English
‘Hibean Sea, St. Thomas has language. As in all the other islands,
'bc.oiv of great events since Co- the Homan Catholic faith prevails, and
u

lifetime.

same

the rocks of

tiled roofs of white-washed houses rise in

Indies, having transactions
the world, and it was a beyond

to

a

the other castle

Red-

,KUl 'd

-1

ever

christened

Chinese here

played

1

the

which

sides.

dug

sadly repeated
of betrayal and desertion. She came back
years afterward, gray-haired and sad, to
find her father dead and the robber-ghosts
again in possession of the only home she

a

>i

was

to

regular

He searched and

running away with

long street

all around the island.

con-

only dang liter. a charming girl and the light, of his
lonely life, broke the old man's heart by

presently you come upon a charming picsteam-slip capable of ture of villas in the foreground, painted
hugest vessels. Xow-a-days in all the colors of the rainbow, the beau-

*

rich for

that follows the carvings of the shore
and at either end merges into a road
runs

to

cud of treasure

no

witii the invader.

ly shade of the mango trees beside their
little piles of yams, peppers, limes and
joints of sugar cane. The business part
of the town is

find

to

and afterwards

under the friend-

their heels all

warning

seemed to follow the blood-stained

carry-

fans and other

sea

as a

for many months, and discovered, so the
story goes, doubloons enough, hidden
away in diverse secret places, to make

meat, bloody livers, steaming tripe or
lisli. < Kliers import line the stranger to buy
sea-beans, “Job’s
strings of shells,
tears,

up

About seventy years ago an
Bluebeard’s castle,

cealed within it.

tumbling

along

hung

Englishman purchased

ing broad tlat. trays "ii their heads, heaped with vegetables, fruits, bread, squakiug
chickens tied leg to leg, chunks of raw

The fa-

mill way in the coast line,
ie
path of all the vessels

their fellows.

of

iik

made. them.

he south side of

on

biendiug

glass oeaus, are all dressed in
lull suits of “fast, black." just as nature

important

,.!)

itinerary.

lies

il

ids

!

their

for

and their bones

Jacob's coat of many colors would
be worth mentioning; while the as-

>mmng

or

>
\ asi
keep
supply of
hand, and our naval veshos>- « a other nations in

'ii

natural.

au

command of the Danish Governors

stern

side to the bare knee,
twist ot bandana hand-

one

a

tonishing number

M'l-d be. lor tIn; |»iiiful hire of
i■ i11 ?.
Tie- lessee.-, of lie St.

*

ing baths,

about everywhere under foot, with white
teeth gleaming in perpetual grins and eyes

off

sun.

scenery, an atmosphere of
time and of infinite rest.

beside which

kerchief.

acli; yt they swing them
fir

on

topped by

and

steam-hoists and shovels.
Alien li 1 ho 1 weigh from so
;

summer

hitched ifp

Urira.

:

these

delightful

palm-shaded beach below it where
people take their morning and even-

More interesting than any of these are
mainly upon three hills, with
handsome villas dominating the heights two ruined robber castles set up high on
and pretty cottages scattered through the the hills that slope to the shore, called
valleys. The whole island is rugged anil respectively Blackboard’s and Bluepicturesque, about 15 miles long and four beard’s, in which for a hundred years the
wide, witli a mountain ridge of volcanic pirates held high carnival when at home
origin running across it—its edges sur- from successful raids upon rich merchantWe do not care a rap,
men.
The edges of the island are deeply
rounded by reefs and breakers.
But are ready, night and daytime,
Landing in front of a little plaza over- indented with coves and inlets, where,
With our “Snip, snip, snap!”
hung with palms and mango trees, you concealed by the rock ledges and the dense Chorus.
Snip, snip, snap,
are at once in the midst of a strange peo- foliage of mangroves, the corsair craft
Snip, snip, snap,
But are ready, night and daytime,
were
harbored.
Had
visited
securely
you
ple-black, brown and yellow men and
With our “Snip, snip, snap!”—
Charlotte
Amalie
during the first quarter [Laura E. Richards in April St. Nicholas.
women, with hardly a white face among
them.
The clothing of the crowd, too, is of the present century, you might have
Summer School at the State College.
peculiar to northern eyes—as lavish in been treated to the spectacle of human
on the sands, those of
skeletons
as
in
bleaching
the
men
The summer school at the Maine State
coloring
scanty
amount,
College last season proved so successful
wearing nothing but cotton trousers and sea-robbers, who had made many a poor that
another will he given for the teachers
straw hats, the women a single garment of soul “walk the plank” on the Spanish there this year.
The school will continue
at length brought to justice by the for t hree weeks, from July 15 under the joint
Main,
calico
or
gaudy
bedraggled white, always
charge of Hon. W. W. Stetson, State super-

the beads of

a

witli

always up and ready
“Snip, snip, snap!”
We cut the pretty patches
To piece the pretty quilt;
Each square the next one matches,
Their posies never wilt.
We trim the edges neatly,
vVith never a mishap,
And what music sounds so sweetly
As our “Snip, snip, snap?”
We cut the dolly’s mantle;
We shape the dolly’s dress.
Oh, half the clever things we do
You’d uever, never guess!
For food or sleep or playtime
We

With

and the

It is built

“toting coal” had
diamonds are brought

black

entrance, the fortifications above the town

eternal

aounced that
<•

The town of Charlotte Amalie is one of
the most attractive in all the West Indies,

the

m TT P Tf age,

E. H. MOODT. BELFAST.
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the

danger

Fountain Pen,
Silver Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.

is

the

neglect— HALE'S
that’s why HONEY

H. J. Locke &

“Right there before their savior,

They’re

good behavior,
His throne they- stand so very near,
As a reward for good done here.”
on

their

Mrs. Skaggs asked me later if I did not
think that it was all “fool stuff,” and I
parried the question as best I could.
My experiences were many and varied.
1 was the guest of honor at several rural
balls, where the hilarity was a noisy but
entirely innocent kind, and where apples,
cider, pie and doughnuts were “passed
’round” between dances. I attended kissing or play parties, and, as it was regarded as a good deal of a joke to “kiss tbe
teacher,” 1 was a prominent figure iu
such games as “Post Office,” “wading
the swamp,” “measuring tape,” “painting tbe plow” and “London Bridge.” It
would have been a severe reflection on
my gallantry not to have “kissed back.”
I wrote love letters for rural swains, and
on one occasion I
wrote a proposal of
marriage for a brawny young farmer who
could not write himself, and who had not
the moral courage to propose in person.
The letter must have been effectively
worded, for I attended tbe wedding of
the parties interested a few weeks later,
and was privileged to kiss the bride as
my reward.

Belfast National Bank

HOREHOUNO

colds
lead to

WHO WILL BUY

AND

a

TAR

fatal disease.

»»TT»TTT»T«

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is
made for throat and lung troubles. It
Sold by druggists.
acts like magic.
Pike’s Toothache

-j
<
<

D;opscure in one minute. 4

|
|

SALESMEN
The R. G. CHASE

CO.,

8wl2

Situated in Liberty village, Waldo County
Maine, known as the Richard 11. Gilman farm,
containing 55 acres, more or less. Good bunding plenty of water, good pasture and orchard.
Mood lot and tillage land in good state of culti-

required.

vation.

HALDEN, MASS.

,,

LADIES

American Merchant Marine.

“Until tbe United States subsidzes its
sbips as other nations did, there will be no
improvement.” fWm. H. Webb.
“This country will never have a merchant
marine until it adopts the same fostering
policy that England has.” fJohn Roach.

Steel! Pennyroyal Pills

An agent to canvass Searsport, Stockton and
surrounding towns. Agreeable work, liberal commission.
Territory can be covered in from two

the

original and only
FRENCH, safe and reliable cure
on the market.
Price, $1.00: sent
by mail. Genuine sold only by

are

K. H.

MIMIIIV, BKLKAHT

ME.

Address
MRS. GEORGE L. FI FIELD,
Manchester, Maine.

WANTED AT ONCE.

DO YOU KNOB

DR. FELIX LE BRUN S
The

My farm? Oi.t* of rim best in Waldo
uV, 2
miles from Northport ('amp Cround and
hies
I'om Bcltast r. *eontainin- l.'!b acres <ii
did.
I' in** buildings, in excellent
repair and ai, connected.
Never failing water in pasture
Two
well-.
Hie orchard ; 2o(> bids. wintei a| ]•!••- last
1 till crop bearing season this \ear.
Cuts 2<> tons
"1 bay.
rient\ of wood and codar.
Two voim-i
horses and farmintr tools, etc. Will sell oh ta-\
terms, as I have other business.
Call on or address
n. C. HILL,
M) Tiller St., Belfast. Te.

Farm for Sale.

“rS
to Take
Ordprs Cash
Wanted
commission
reliable
advanc-

to
men.
ary or
ed for expenses.- First-class reference

Son,

Building. P. O. Square

to four weeks.
chance for

|

Address

No

the

experience necessary. A good
right person to make good pay
“A.” BELFAST, MA INE.

Concerning Local

iScpubUcan journal
BELFAST, THURSDAY, Al'RIL 9. 1896.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORXINO BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
chaui.es

filsbu'ry, J

A.

„

County Correspondence.

Industries.

The largest anchor, 7,900 pounds, ever
made at Alden’s anchor works in Camden
was shipped Monday by the steamer Penobscot to New York.

B. F.
Centre Montville.
Thompson
has bought the C. T. French farm and will
move there soon_Miss Florence Bennett
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Poland of

The shoe factory is now turning out 1,500
pairs of shoes per day, with a good outlook
for the future. With so many factories closed
or running on short time this is cause for

Halldale.

j

“dry Sun- ! The Hurricane Granite Co. are at work on
and the say- a polished granite basement for a Presbying ‘It never rains but it pours’* is in. terian church in Philadelphia, which will
about 00 cutters for three months.
danger of being worked to death. Why employ
About 20 quarrymen were discharged from
not say instead, the Paine of rum is over?
the Bodwell Granite Co’s, works, VinalThe placing of a hydrant near the May- liaven, Saturday night, this bringing the
force down to about 15 men in that depart«’i s residence on
Xortliport avenue was
ment. One four-horse team was taken off,
no! iut hided in the
long list of public im- also the men on the car in the
big shed.
ovements
ps
promised before the city elec- This indicates
that, as soon as the stones
tion, hut we suppose it must be regarded are finished that are now
being worked on,
as a
step in that direction, and as inau- every cutter will be through.
gurating the long-looked for “boom.”
York has had another

New

day"

under the Paines’

bill,

j

The

The New Hampshire Republican State
convention declared for Tlios. B. Reed
and Wm. I,. McKinley.
We can fancy

Mass., Monday.

The ladies of the Good Templar society
making arrangements for a grand ball,
to be held May night in their new ball.
Particulars later.

are

F. Elwell received a telegram
last week from his sou Calvin, mate of the
ship Dirigo, that they would leave San
Francisco April 2nd for Honolulu.

Capt.

statistics

that Maine is shown to have
a death late from all diseases lower than
any other New England State except Verwas

mont.

Boston expects to get an appropriation
of *1,200,000 from the river and harbor
hill for the improvement of that liarhor.
It is proposed to have a straight channel
to the ocean. 1,200 feet wide and 27 feet
deep. The need for this improvement lias
been

abundantly

<!■><>

demonstrated. Portland
her harbor improved, and it

wants

should Ik* done.
the evening session of the House
Satin day Congressman Milliken made an
At

eloquent plea for the passage of the
( uban resolutions.
IB* eulogized the
skill and strategy of tlu Cubans and asa people that would maintain
a >t nige h- as
they have, have earned their
serted that

independence and
tdzed

a>

are ci

titled to he reeog-

belligerents.

i he House
1

Monday passed the Cuban
resolutions, and by a vote so

r**ut

u<■ ui

la lining as to leave no doubt as to
leehngs of the people’s representa-

vv; w

i

1

t

v,

that subject.
They favor ( uban
and the independeney of that
The vote, 2-M to 27, must
satisfy

.n

^,

h"il

n n.< v

island.

•he President that Congress is
very much
in earnest in this matter. Now what is
he going to do about it:*
The chronic attacks of
local

contemporary

upon

lion telle remind
fid

esteemed

our

Congressman

us of an incident of the
An innocent tenderfoot had
into the wilds, armed with one of

West.

stiayed
the

little

pepper-box

revolvers

ball about the size of
carry
One day lie was accosted
pea.
a

cow-puncher,

eran

as

me

with that

thing

an

by

follows:

here, young feller; if you

a

which

early
a

vet-

“Look

shoot
and I find it out I’ll
ever

mop the earth with yer.”
Maine lias 1.020 lakes with an area of
if.000 square miles, and 5.000 rivers and
streams, making Maine’s inland water
Mil-face
200 square miles.
Maine rivers
fail on their passage to the sea a mean
distance of 0,000 feet, yielding an aggregate gross power oi 2,050,200 horse
power,
Piscataquis IStandai 1.
An

article in the Pichmond

the Mate has 1,508

Pee says

lakes, covering 2,000

squaie miles, but a few lakes more or
less is not worth arguing about.
Maine
lias lakes enough and water power

enough

all possible’demands.

to meet

TIi*' Cuban question and the

Spanish
recently

navies.

The New York Herald

gave a very full presentation of
the navies of the world with an illustrative

diagram.

uat

has

a

two of the

This shows that

decided

England’s
superiority over any

leading

powers; and that the
United States holds the fifth position—
seventh—in

Spain
while

we

are

a

battleship

strength,

close third to France in

cruisers—possibly holding
place, Great Britain being

even

the second

first.

Some time ago the editor of the Missouri
j ublislifd at Columbia, Mo., wrote
to Mr. Charles A. Dana, editor of the New

Editor,

Sun, asking for a short list of hooks
vain a l»le for country editors. Mr. Dana’s
reply was: Ti e Bible, the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution of the United States, Bancroft’s History of the United
States. McClure’s Life of Lincoln (partially
published), Irving’s Life of Washingtoj,
Franklin’s Autobiography, Channing’s Essay on Napoleon Bonaparte, Gibbon’s “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empiie,”
York

Shakspeare.

sermon.

The Methodist conference at Auburn this
week will decide as to who will occupy t^e
pulpits of the Methodist churches of Portland

the

resided in Malden most of her life had been
passed here, where the circle of her friends
and acquaintances was very large. Plain

district another year.
It is expected
pastors of the Portland churches will

village.

Secret

| pleasing

which the Lord’s supper was
bership,
partaken of. Friday being Good Friday, services appropriate to the day were
held, commemorating the death and passion
of the Saviour.
Both services were well

j

Remarks

were

Portland Argus of last Saturday had
an eight page supplement
mainly devoted
to bicycles and liberally illustrated.
The

New Ideas is full of ’em—full of new ideas.
published monthly at 50 cents a year, at
1210 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
It is

The April number of The Maine Central
magazine contains numerous admirable ilon
lustrations, most of them views
the Penobscot river and bay. There are
several views of Camden and Castine, and a
large half-page photo engraving shows a
scene on the river just below Bucksport.
The Maine Central is doing a good work
and deserves to prosper.
The Phonograph was the only weekly
paper published in New England that was
represented at the recent great sportsmen’s
exposition in New York. [Phillips Phono-

graph.

The Rangeley Lakes, as stated by that
paper last week, was excluded from the exposition. That does not seem to us good
policy. The Rangeley Lakes is doing its
part toward developing its section and thereby contributing to the general prosperity of
the State.

j

j

held at the home of her son Marcellus
this village last Sunday afternoon at 2
o’clock, Rev. David Brackett officiating. The
family of the deceased feel very grateful for
the sympathy and assistance of their friends
in this, their time of trouble-Mrs. A. B.
Gowen of Ellsworth is visiting at C. E.
Lane’s-Harry E. Staples is arranging his
house to accommodate two families_
Friend Landley Magoon of St. Albans is
visiting at John M. Dows’.
were

WE HAVE ABOUT Eli

AT 87 CENTS PER GALLON.

good

as

Just what you want for painting outbuildings, bridges, doors, &c.

J.

II.

J.

tfc

W. JONES.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE,

60 Main St. j

Beh

NORTON-CHAPMAN CO,

)

PORTLAND,
Sole Agents for the State of Maine.

COME IN
AND SAMPLE

WINDEl

TOM

Rode 21,000 miles

|

DR. OSGOOD S

1

|

Cost for

repairs

the

test.

PRICES $100

Bitters’!
are

for entire trip

■Thex stand the

Restorative

They

on an

■Eclipse Bicyc'i'

Indian

S85

DIAMOND OR LOOP PRAM!

Spring

best

tonic.

They
*

all

cure

bilious

tlis-

eases.

They dear the cotnph .cion.
They give an appetite.

BOYS OF ALL AGES

They take away tlrowsiness.

They
he

Hard

to

on

They stop
They

kind, hut our customers say
they’re worth more than the difference. If the hoy needs a suit why
let

us

send you

two or

three

on

matte

are

tt

holly of

for

As good as ex er,
and equal to the best.

.*50 cents.

PRICES $85

POOR & SON,

NEW and SECOND

proval?

HAND WHI

*
Easy

Hats! Hats!!

Terms.

We aimed well and hit the mark

on

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

aj■ t't'

4,n 14

♦
♦
♦ ♦♦

I

*96

OARERS

WALL

It will pay you to lay aside last seaHat and buy one of our NEW

sons

STYLES.

Lis.-imni

W. H. QUIMB

Dfliavi.

j

S’U

POR LADIES OR GENTI I Tl

DRUGGISTS.

ap-

for

that rlizzy feelling.
pleasant to take.

.1 pint bottle

common

not

are

roots, barks anil herbs.

f'lothes.”
very apt
We sell the good kind, the kind that
will stand the hardest kind of wear.
And what is more, we combine style
with these good wearing qualities. Our
clothes may cost a little more than the
are

We offer the

j

NEW,

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦"!

■

♦♦♦♦♦♦

Thomas,

AM)

BEAL'Tin

■;C* DESIGNS!

The Odd Fellow lodges and encampments
Maine have been notified and requested
to celebrate the 77th anniversary of the
in

at the very lowest

order, which event occurs on the 26th of
April. As that date falls on Sunday lodges
can select
Saturday or Monday, as they
prefer.
One of the most notable Masonic events
for years in this section will he the celebration on St. John’s day, the 24th of June, of
its hundredth anniversary by old Kennebec
lodge of Hollowed. There were but two
lodges in the State when it was instituted
and its charter has been in continuous existence since. Paul Revere was grand master then and his signature was upon its
charter, which, with other valuables belonging to the lodge, was destroyed by lire in
1880. Nathaniel Dummer was the first master of the lodge.
The eight lodges and two
commanderies iu the jurisdiction will be invited to participate.
There will be a parade
and various exercises.

Also

U

1

What the Shakers of Mount Lebanon
know more about than anybody else, is the
use of herbs and how to be healthy.
They have studied the power of food.
They nearly all live to a ripe old age.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial is prepared
by the Shakers from herbs and plants with
a special tonic power over the stomach.
It helps the stomach digest food, and digested food is the strength-maker.

Strong muscles, strong body, strong brain,
all come from properly digested food.
A sick stomach can be cured and digestion
made easy by Shaker Digestive Cordial.
It cures the nausea, loss of appetite, pain
in the stomach, headache, giddiness, weakness and all other symptoms of indigestion,
certainly and permanently.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.

20th

*

Shoes.
thing out in Unlit**’ footwear.

and

as

No nails either.

QOODYEAR SHOE MACH’Y

THE

To lie

toes, which arc very
pointed, also the new WINF shade in Rl'SSET
color
for
the summer. Look
SHOES, the proper
in our windows and see the LATEST STYLES IN
“VASSAR”

i

Belfast.

WILCOX.

rfie leading Spring Hat.
It. is not excelled by any hat >n the market in
'Look them

any way.

over

at

Nation

Main

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SilRPLUii

t). P. PALMER’S,

Open

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me,

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1 to." 4 P

DKI’OSI I'S

M,

SOUni'Ki

MEN’S SHOES.

B. C. DINSMORE.
Belfast, April 9,1896—lwl5

CARDEN SEEDS,
LAWN and

T Belfast Savings B.:.

BARGAINS

la* Organs &
Having retired from the firm of MEARS &
PITCHER, and being obliged to go away on
account of the illness of my wife, 1 olfer

ri UK A\NrAL MKBTINO ..t the
1 the above bank will be held :ii
house on Wednesday, April 15, 1MM».
P. %l., for the elect ion of trustees an
sneh other business as may leualls
.JOHN 11. <^I IM
said meeting;.
Iwlf>
Belfast, April C»,

For Sale

FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES

1 wish

A M M KMR Ol'

A. A. HOWES & CO.’S

E. H. DURGIN,

mTdT

MAINE.

SEARSPORT,
CO., BOSTON.

01

a

Opposite

Belfast,

strictly “in it" every lad\ should have a pair of
these shoes, for they are not only right up in style
but are made on very comfortable lasts. Among
our other new spring styles are the new “HALF
DOLLAR” toes, which is tin* wide ipera, the
“SKI”

ma

Pi.ain

A. CLEMENT

Goodyear
quickly as the poorest laborer’s.
Goodyear Welts are made with- Fitting of Glasses and Diseases ci
out seams through the insole.
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.
Welt Shoes

curtaikts

Century
*

prie«

large line of rlit* lowest

short notice.
Mol i.iiini.s.

..AT..

fort of

very

PICTl RE PRATES

CRASS SEEDS
A millionaire’s feet will appreciate the flexibility and com-

/iMtKS

a

at

The latest

merits in the

in

us

PURE PAINT,

that

Trinity Commandery, K. T., of that city.
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, I. O.
O. F., elected the following officers Monday
evening: Commandant I. T. Clough; Lieutenant, L. T. Shales; Ensign, R. C. Leonard;
Clerk, J. S. Davidson; Accountant, Wm. F.

.»

third story of his house..;.Dr.
Rich has a crew of men at work on
the house he is building-Jonathan Irving
is having the lumber delivered for the blacksmith shop he is to build this season_Mrs.
A. .1. Robertson, who has been here some
weeks caring for her mother, returned to
Billerica April 8th....Mrs. Susan Holbrook
is spending the winter in this village with
her son Edwin-B. F. Harding and wife of
Troy were in Brooks last Sunday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Dow, with whom Mrs. Harding spent several years of her childhood.
-R. A. Jones and Wm. C. Rowe, assessors of taxes, have completed the inventory
of the taxable property in town-Ii. G.
Edwards has arranged a boom at the village
bridge to hold his lumber that went afloat in
the big freshet-The funeral services of
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Dow, who died April 2d,

as

suit you ALL and we can SELL Y(j|_
goods if you are in want of Clothing,
not make any BAD BREAKS.
SQL \|^
can

Made of lead, oil and colors that we will sell

Best/'
| Pillsbury's

Societies.

Col. F. S. Walls of Vinalliaven was in Augusta last Friday evening and paid his official visit as grand commander of Maine to

also made

A. W.

It's

Stouts and

M-pt

“SAY A LITTLE AND SAY IT STRONG.”
GALLONS OF STRICTLY

Mrs. J. F. Wilson and Mrs. Minnie Jones
attended the meeting of the Grand Lodge,
New England Order of Protection, at Auburn Monday.

by others, after which all were invited to
partake of a nice supper prepared by the ladies of the Corps. The whole affair was
pronounced a decided success, the comrades
attended.
gracefully acknowledging that women can
The subject of the pastor’s morning ser- keep a secret. It is the custom in
many
mon at the Baptist church will
be, “Dis- towns to appropriate money for Memorial
tile
but
not
of
the
here.
We
think
our Corps has
Times” ; Matt. 1(1: 3. Day,
cerning
Signs
The evening sermon will be the first of a proved that although the spirit of patriotism does not seeiu to exist
series on “The Young Men of the Bible,”
among some of
and will be “Jonathan, the Faithful Friend.” the legal voters it still lives with us, and
j
1 Sam. 18:1.
Following is the music:
j while we live the memory of our heroic
dead shall be honored... .The Grange enterMORNING.
Lob I tainment was a
Sentence, “We Worship Thee,”
success, although the
Parker w'eatlier was unfavorable-The
Anthem, “Jerusalem,”
Grange
EVENING.
hall is being handsomely repaired... .The
Chorus.
Selection,
Ladies’ Cir de met with Mrs. Frank DanDuett, “Morn of Endless Light,”
fortli April ‘.M-Mrs. Bradman Barton has
Arr. from Co wen
been quite sick for the past week_Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher.
The Maine officers of the Christian En- Sarah Perley has been suffering with a
deavor for Maine are preparing for the severe cold-Miss Lucy Ayer returned
Maine quarters at the International conven- from her visit to Bangor and Brewer last
tion in Washington, D. C., July 8-13. It is cus- Saturday.
tomary for each State to provide a State
Brooks. C. E. Lane and wife have been
headquarters where representatives from a in Rockland
looking after property they
State can meet for social or business intercourse.
This year these booths will be ar- ! have there-Sidney McTaggart of Belfast
ranged in the Armory hall of the Washing- called to see 11is folks here Tuesday evening.
ton Light Infantry, which is immediately
1-Dr. A. E. Kilgore has been very busy of
opposite the “White Lot,” where the three
large convention tents will he pitched. The i late.... Isaiah Gould has sold his place in
Maine congressmen are contributing generthis village to Mr. Whitten of Pittsfield and
ously to the Maine committee in charge of has bought a farm in that town....
Deputy
decorations, and other workers in the State
are also adding their contributions.
I Sheriff Leathers has been making improve-

|

|

than:

more
“

Slims,

2

you can't say

’

ft

THEM,

WE HAVE

or no

the best after-dinner
aid digestion. 25c.

BEST.

,

THAT CAN BE HAD.

our

Say what you will
about Hour,

Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows has enRev. J. F. Tilton to hold services for
the Order at the Baptist church, April 26th.

Corps

manner.

|

gaged

<

after

arc

CLOTHING

&

C
do
O
is the word
sale! Try
for the first fi^
O
D *White Store, 81 Main St.,*
S
CHARLES 0 CONNELL, p**™...

HlllS pills,

S

styles ofj

Regulars.

Co., Proprietors, Lowell. Mass.

i^«n

iPillsbury

etc.

|

Periodicals.

flood

In the recent lire at Machias the Masonic
bodies lost their uniforms, banners, emblems,

j

and

To C. T. Hood &

Are all in, the best and latest

We

Sarsaparilla

unassuming in her manners, affable
and courteous to all, she won the respect
and confidence of everyone. It was in the
sacred precinct of her home where her worth
was deeply prized and highly honored as a
kind, devoted wife and a generous loving
mother. Mrs. D. was a. firm believer in the
philosophy of Spiritualism, and nothing
could swerve her from that belief which
brought to her such sweet contentment in
this life, and the full fruition of a more
glorious one in the new life she has now entered upon. Her remains reached here
Tuesday, March 31st, and the furneral was
held at the church Wednesday afternoon,
April 1st, and was largely atteuded by relatives and friends.
As no speaker could be
readily obtained who was in fill 1 sympathy
witli the deceased and her friends’ belief,
Rev. (J. H. Wells of Belfast officiated. Although very brief in his remarks, his words
were well chosen and very appropriate and
came with that sincerity of truth that could
not fail to find a responsive throb in every
heart.

remain, and it is said Rev. II. E. Frohock
will not be returned to Biddeford. The reFrkkdom.
At the last meet'ug of the Report of the last annual session of the Maine
lief Corps quite a goodly number was presM. E. conference sin ws that 4i» pastor.*? have j
ent considering the had traveling.
After
now served their respective churches one
the usual business of the day was finished
two
11
*2t.»
8
three
four
year,
years,
years,
the comrades of the post were invited to
years, and 4 live years.
meet with the Corps, and the ladies of the
Last Thursday evening the Universalis!
Corps presented the Commander with
church of ibis «• ity observed the anniversary SI- to lie used for Memorial
Day expenses,
t
of he institution of the Lord’s supper. The
They also presented Dr. A. J. Billings with a
vestry was neatly decorated with tlowers, j handsome office chair. It was a complete
j
foliage, etc. Three candidates were baptiz- surprise, but the doctor was equal to the oced and six were received into church mem- casion and thanked the
in his usual

Papers

Cures

able to work or walk for weeks.
of Catarrh by expelling the impurities
which cause and sustain the disease.

GOODS.

■

and

concert, consisting of recitations, acrostic
exercises and music. The children did remarkably well, and held the closest attention of the large audience. The church was
tastefully decorated with evergreen, plants
and flowers, including Easter lilies. Following the concert Mr. Tufts gave an address referring to the resurrection of Christ
as the greatest miracle of the Bible, as well
as one of the attested facts of history.
He
Then spoke of the opportunities afforded by
Sunday school workers for leading the
young in the paths of righteousness.

Subject, “The
Fatherhood of God.” Sunday school at 12.
Young People’s Meeting at 0 p. m. Topic,
“Stumbling Blocks.”
with

Rheumatism,where patients

Cures

were un-

D. leaves besides lier husband, a son and
daughter, father and mother, a sister and
three brothers, who keenly feel the loss they
were sc unexpectedly called upon to lament.
With the exception of the few years she had

Islesboro. Easter services were observed
last Sunday at the Baptist church. In the
morning Rev. Geo. E. Tufts preached a sermon on the proofs of Christ’s Resurrection.
In the evening there was a Sunday school

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: 10.45, morn-

possibility j

of hostilities between this country and j
Spain caused some speculation as to the:
respective strength of the American and

our

needed.

of

liam and Annie Drinkwater and was born
here Aug. 7, 1847, being 49 years, 7 months
and 4 days old at the time of her demise. Mrs.

...

1.11. W. WliarfT, railroad secretary,
has made arrangements with the various
railroad and steamboat lines for reduced
rates—in most cases one fare for the round
trip—to all who attend the Methodist East
Maine Conference at Old Town, April 14th
to 17th.

was

Hood’s

James Mitchell attempted to shoot
morning this week he met with
a severe accident.
In aiming his gun he
discovered a cork-stopper was sticking in
the muzzle, and on removing it the gun was
accidentally discharged, the crow flew away,
and Mr. M. found himself minus twc lingers
on his left hand.
He went to Belfast ami
Dr. Ellingwood dressed the wounded members. They are doing well as can be expected, but the accident will prevent him from
doing much labor for some time. It was a
sad misfortune to him and he has the sympathy of all in his trouble.
As Mr.

W. M. True from Waterville visited Mrs.
M. E. Watson last week-Claire Whitten
came home from Kent’s Hill Monday, ill_
The sleighing was good here Easier Sunday.
.The Assessors are busy this week taking
the valuation... .The
Thorndike maple
syrup makers bring some line syrup into

Rev.

stomach tonic

^SPRING

s
p
R
I
N
C

Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and
feeding tin* nerves upon pure blood.
Cures of That Tired Feeling by restoring
strength. Send for book of cures by

a crow one

Unity. Mrs. Thomas Harding, an elderly
lady, is very ill with pneumonia... .James
Pilsbury is sick with typhoid fever....
George Curtis has given up his position

Churches.

good

a

Sunday afternoon, March 29th, while sitting in the presence of her family at Malden,
| Mass., Mrs. Amanda M. Drinkwater, the
1
wife of Wellington Drink water, raised her
hands to her head, spoke of the strange feeling she felt there, and bent forward as if
about to fall. Her husband quickly leaned
her back in the chair, but it was sorrowfully
apparant that death had set its seal upon
her. Bending over her the stricken husband
and daughter eagerly listened for a parting
man in sell. Elizabeth Foster has gone to
word, but it never come. She lifted her
His son eyes to those of the weeping husband and
Boston with brick from Searsport.
Lester is mate-Capt. W. D. Harriman in daughter with an expression of tenderness
sell. Romeo has gone to Rockport with staves and love that spoke to them louder than
from Perkin’s mill, Bucksport-Everett
words that she was passing away, and as
Peirce is on the steamer City of Bangor....
she closed them, her spirit had returned to
The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Rebecca God who gave it.
It was almost imposHarriman April 1st. Forty-five were pres- sible for the bereaved ones to realize the
ent and an unusually good time was enjoydeparture of her whom they so dearly
ed by all_Several from this place attendloved.
A
physician was called and
ed church at Bucksport last Sunday_
pronounced the cause of her sudden
Mrs.
George O. Grindle of Brooksville visited his transition apoplexy of the brain.
Drinkwater was the eldest daughter of Wilj brother, E. M. Grindle, last week.

The sixth and last of the Unity series on
“World Helpers”will be given next Sunday
evening at the Unitarian church; subject,
“Science and Education.” The meeting
was postponed from March 20th on account
of the weather.

ing worship

A.

Mr. S. S. Chapman, mate of sell. Mary
B. Wellington, came home Saturday with
well developed bumps conspiciously located beneath each ear, *a positive evidence
that he has the mumps.

•'

meeting of the
Roaid of Health in Augusta a fact
>d public interest demonstrated
by the
l.gtires obtained by the report on vital

Prove the merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla—positive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures of Boils, Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where

Mr. Hudson El well of Lynn, Mass., who
came down to attend the funeral of his sister, Mrs. Wellington Drinkwater, left for
home this week.

Rev. Fr. Kealy held services at Searsport
Sunday morning, before those at his church
as
elerk at the Central Hotel....A. G.
in this city, Easter Sunday.
w<- ln ar the New
Hampshire Republican
I Thompson has opened a lish market....
The
of
the
North
to
church
himself:
Scrooby Club
saying
! Vivian Tab ->r is home from Waterville for a
meets every Tuesday evening at the parson11<»w happy could 1 lie with either,
week’s vacation... .Oramel Murray was in
Wt re
other dear charmer away.
age for the study of Congregational princiour village Friday, from Pittsfield_Mrs.
and history.
ples
\t the
ecent. annual
State

Cures

Mr. Edward Carlv and Miss Vivian Drinkreturned to their home in Malden,

The Belfast Ice Co. shipped last week to
Oxford, Md., one cargo of 550 tons of ice, the
only cargo sent out. They have put into the
{ storehouses 14,000 tons, all tirst-class in quality and of good thickness.
were nearly $00.. .-.Next Sunday, Rev. M. F.
Mayo & White are giving their bottling
will preach his farewell sermon,
works on Pleasant street general repairs. Bridgham
served the church the full limit of
having
They have also finished off a pleasant office
REPRESENTATION.
five years.
in the front of the bottling room. They reEach city, town and plantation will be entitled
Morrill.
The funeral of Mrs. F. W.
to one delegate, and for each 75 votes cast for the
port orders coming in unusually early this
Republican candidate for Governor in 1894 an year.
Banan was held at her late residence April
additional delegate; and for a fraction of forty
Rev. H. I. Holt officiating. She was
votes, in excess*of seventy-five vo esan additional
S. H. Mathews returned last Saturday 1st,
delegate. Only voters in the County where the
carried to Knox, near her former residence,
vacanc.N exists are eligible to fill vacancies in the from a trip to Hancock county in the interfor burial... Mr. Elisha Brown has returndelegation of any city, town or plantation.
ests of his firm, Mathews Bros. The mill was
The District Committee will be in session at
ed to Lawrence, Mass-The owners of the
Hall
lt>
with
and
of
at
well
the
result
o’clock
on
the
the
of
Conorders,
City
supplied
morning
Society cottage at Northport will hold a
vention for the purpose of receiving credentials
was
to
this
secure
several
orders
on
trip
of the delegates.
business meeting at J. K. Mears’ residence
which they had been holding correspondJ. W. Black, Chairman.
Frank W. Hovey, Secretary.
this, Thursday, evening-Rev. H. I. Holt
ence and to assure a rush of work for some
Pittsfield, Me., March 18. 1896.
will deliver an Easter sermon next Sunday
time ahead.
In the evening the Junior Enat 11 a. m.
The directors of the Belfast Machine & deavorers
A couple recently married in Camden
give a concert. All are cordially
are Kickan-Young.
They ought to have Foundry Co. met April 2d and elected F. G. invited to be present.
White, president; A. C. Burgess, treasurer
a good start in life.
Troy. The Troy Corner Reading Club
and manager ; and S. G. Swift, clerk. H. S.
met with Mr. and Mrs. Loren Harding, FriA Washington correspondent says that Cunningham resigned as treasurer and
day evening, April 3-Quite a quantity of
Col. William P. Morrison limits himself manager, but will continue as foreman of
maple syrup is now being made among the
works.
The
the
intend
present
management
to two drinks of whiskey a day.
That
farmers. It is selling at 80 cents a gallon.
to push the business, and make it one of the
bars him out as a Democratic candidate
_Miss Grace Rogers is expected home
industries
of
the
leading
city. The com- soon from the conservatory of music, Bosfor the Presidency.
pany, besides doing general job work in the
ton... .Miss Lula Harding will probably reMayor I! ah son has been elected to the machine and foundry lines, manufactures turn in season to teach one of the summer
Hall granite polishing machine, circular
the
time-honored office of pound keeper. This
schools... .Miss Maggie Parsons has gone to
stave edgers, the Hussey plows,
recalls the days when sonic of our leading saw mills,
Augusta to visit her sister.... Mr. and Mrs.
mill
and general
castings, gears, shafting, B. F.
citizens were entrusted with the arduous
Harding went to Brooks Sunday,
etc. The capital stock of the company is
to attend the funeral of Mrs. E. W. Dow.
duties ot hog-reeves.
$9,500.
Prospect Ferry. Capt. Evander Harri-

The Thiol District Republican Convention wi’l
be helu in Cj:y Hall, Waterville, Friday, April 17,
3 896. ai 11 o'clock a. & ..for the purpose of ominatiug a candidate for representative to the 55th
Congress ot the United States, also to select two
delegates and two alternates to attend the National Republican Convention to be held at St.
Louis, Missouri, on Tuesday, .lime 16, 1896, a ten
to select a District Committee and to transact any
other business that may properly come before it.

News.

water

Searsmont. H. D. Crie and family of
Matinicus are visiting at E. R. Packard’s....
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Plaisted have gone to
Taunton, Mass., where they have situations
in the Insane Asylum-The Easter services
at the Methodist church consisted of a sermoil by the pastor in the morning and a
concert by the Sunday school in the evening.
The collections for the day for missions

congratulation.

District Convention.

Northport

13tf

7

Second-Hart Orprs and Pianns,
ALL IN GOOD CONDITION.
CALL AND

No. 66

SEE THEM AT

High Street,

Under W. L.

Belfast.

Hall, Photographer.

HORATIO
April 2, 1896.-14tf
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BELFAST.

The

Congregationalist Society will give
evening’s entertainment in Memorial

an

Republican Caucus.

j
[

Hall the last of this month.
will be given later.

the Court

■dial Kimball lias a silver cake
h was found in a back street
■nd given to the police.
as

a

hut

unclaimed letter reBelfast Post Office last Sat>sed to Mrs. Nellie Mendell.
one

1 i«-

been granted as follows:
Albion Mills, North Haven; origin's, etc., Mary Howes, Stockton
have

at

A Singular Family Record. In the Braley family of this city four generations, in
the male line are now living, in which there
is a difference of 27 yeasr between each
father and son. Amaziah was born in 1810 ;
his son James H.,in 1837; his son Alton K.,
in 1864; and his son Earl in 1891.

and Penobscot Agricultural
hold a Trotting Meeting on
.mis in M onroe Wednesday, June
•••of the different races and purses

\Vi:dn

atted later.

•morate

birthday.

her

served.
attend.

picnic

A

All the members

;I he

some

the

..

1 11c

expected
in

put
subscribers

new

in

a

instru-

are

Sheriff

poney

new

The Eastern branch of George Pratt E}>League gave a supper and entertainment at the new but unoccupied house of
Alfred Ellis near Mason’s Mills last Friday
evening. After the supper and an hour

few

new

with

trucks, tendre trucks and springs.

f--r tlie 1 u>oth at the central office.
is

general overhauling

a

worth

the office and residence of C. B

socially the following program was
Chav
One ..f lhdfast’s hoys given:
Singing, Robert Gross; recitation,
member of Co. l\,4th Maine, re- Mrs. Etta Savery;
reading, Mrs. Eliza
n
business a man wlm at- one
Piper; recitation, Lillian Fernald; recitation,
1e directly opposed to him in
Gertrude Carrow song, Gertrude and Alice
;m
battle of Fredericksburg the
Carrow: recitation, Alexis Gross: song,
1
made a charge on the enemy's Robert Gross and Lizzie
Kimball; hymn,
vr met 1 y an independent i"giRobert Gross, Lizzie Kimball, Gertrude and
spent,

:

v

He who represented
captain in that independent

d.-rates.

;

as a

••

d the

ii

ich

T\\

by

noticed

were

Wf.athkk.

Alice Carrow.
Schools. Miss Jane A. McLellan
labors as first assistant of the
High school last Friday to accept a position
in the East Boston schools, as announced
last week.
Her brother Hugh I). Me Lei lan
The

recalled several

men

closed

both at the

meteorological

The

cpt by Mr. L. H. Mu roll for the F.
:n -graphic
Office at
Washington,
!■ 1 **ws
Average temperature for
it i. -b.li-S ; which is 8' colder than
:ge for March for "d years past, and

will

than
c. re

her substitute until the close
term, after which a re-arrangement
of the assistants will be made.
Miss Carolina Field, second assistant, has applied for
the position of first assistant, and Miss
Gertrude Ferguson, now in the Head of the
Tide school, for the position of second assist-

The highest

March, 18U5.
47

was

the ‘Jtith

day,

and the

day. Snow fell on 10
an aggregate depth of 80 inches;
-n 8 days: total precipitation, rain
the

14th

ant.

Front street is

on

census.

The C.

one

L. S. Circle met wi tli Mrs. Geo. U.

Carter, Monday afternoon.

conveniently arranged and
pla.-es td the. kind in town. There

lie.st

ed

...Superiutendaut Evans

is taking the
He thinks the number of
scholars will equal or exceed last year’s
numbers.

Fred G. White's stable at

of business

serve as

school

d snow, 7.8 inches.
.ition to

her

of this

I-

a

Imx

A

goodly

num-

present and among them a visitor,
former C. L S. student. The time was

ber

were

stalls, each 10 feet square, j
profitably and pleasantly spent in studying
pening into both tlie old aud i
the customs of the ancients ami the
thoughts
.rt s of the stable.
Tlie carriage house
of later writers.
When the hour for de!eet.
There is also ample room for
parture arrived our hostess invited the comng the horses, etc., in the new part, :
pany to the dining-room, where was pre.imess case, with glass doors, robe
pared a lunch to the agreeable surprise of
1 boxes, etc. The lower part, is
all.
The tables was artistically arranged,
with hard pine and varnished.
with dishes modern and ancient, and the
is well ventilated.
The upper!
eatables corresponded with the tastily ardevoted to grain bins, hostler’s'
ranged table. All pronounced the event a
The stable was built bv «I. G.
very happy one and it will ever he cherished
in the memories of the C. L. S. C. The next
b
s
The lirst day of open season
meeting will Vie with Mrs. James Me Keen,
no salmon from the Penobscot at
Monday, April loth.
"er

•«*rs

:■

j

>«•

■ ■

at
si.
i

Thursday,

on

taken.

Wei'"

Cowan

Frank

The
of

poumis.

'J

the second
lirst

day,

Skipping

and

The second

was

her

John F. Kent, and

George Willey
together, and weighed

who fish

e,

■

Tlie fish were sold for SI a
Shaw of Hartland, the wellhorseman, has leased Sears Island,
(i. J.

>i>ort, and will conduct the salmon
at that place.
His son, Frank I.

1
_

associated

s

with him... .Two

fresh

A -me,

Boats. Johnson Staples of
build a sloop for Frank Torrey
m's Island.
She is to be 34 feet long,
t beam, and 0 feet depth of hold.
She
a keel
boat and lirst class in every
hts and

lid is to

■

a

iar-There

teu

are now

boats build-

vicinity of Rockland which may
ted to figure in the regattas of the
'•mot Yacht club, the coming summer,
iplain Treworgy, formerly of the yacht
gau, later of the yacht Vandal, ComStetson of Boston, owner, has been

part
I

\>

v'T

rarRi'r <>f

craft, of tin*

on a

>v

races

all and 13

'!<•! called for

feet

a

wi,! substitute

sj•

<• *■

■

of such

class ot

the water line.

c.ntrcb

.ar.l, but Mr.

keel,

with outside

a

She will carry jib and mainsail..
ia 1
committee of the l’euohscot

lub, Rockland, will present at the
m»

1

''ting

a

schedule of 12

“2 season.
1

races

The committee

I’i'-v d

for the

has nearly
club restau-

arrangements for a
Tbe plans contemplated are extensive
iiti iis to the commodious
quarters at
1 ''Son s
wharf-The yacht VVm. B. Dec-

building

14

i

idea

is

now

planked

Isle to load for New York... .The first veswas the Jenny Miller of
120 tons, built by Robert and James Miller
and launched Oct. 26,1793. The first vessel
sel built at Belfast

that a
She was

so

1

rHI,"‘
‘in.-

is

"f bent,

wood,

lU‘r'a*

be had of her

all

oak, with planking

thoroughly seasoned

built

on

William,

of the

Long Island, Islesboro, was the
tons, built by the Pendleton

of 98

Bros, and launched in 1792. She is not in
fleet of the present Pendleton Brothers,
who are the largest ship owners on Penobscot Bay-Sell. Lizzie Lane is repairing at
the

and in

and workmanship her construction
<-*a8s- She will have outside
ballast,
-he pattern for her iron keel
has not
,Jla,le- The keel will
weigh about two
1 lie yacht is 36 feet
overall, keel 13
’’
',eain
10
!''
f^ct, and she will draw about 7
water.,..N. S. Lord has orders for
Hints of sails for
yachts for J. M. Vogel
(
astinc; Capt. Libby has ready for de«h»’ny
a1111 8ai'8 for a sloop Frank MaraU of? Acre
Island is building.
1,41

The Reason’s Plain.

with

as the Wood Manufacturing Co. for the purpose of manufacturing
long and short lumber, athletic goods, etc.
Lewis E. Pitcher of Northport is president
and Chas. E. Peabody of Lynn, Mass., treas-

j

Bucksport.Bark Willard Mudgett was
classed last week in the Record of Foreign
and American Shipping-Seh. Edgar S.
Foster arrived from New York April 7th
with phosphate for Maine Central R. R. Co.,
having made the round trip from Bucksport
in 15 days.
Site had her foresail badly torn
in a squall off Mouhegan-Sell. Myra Sears
arrived Tuesday to load
phosphate at
Howes
eastern

& Co.’s for Bar Harbor and other
ports.

RANGES

Mr. Frank Peterson completed four
years
service last Saturday with Swift &
Paul, as
clerk and bookkeeper, and being a little out
of health is taking a vacation at his
home in

Many carloads of the materials

Such Mince Meat
■2*'are bought at one time, at first
jryhands. All the paring, chop/ ping, seeding, stemming and
I* cleaning are done by perfected
Such
immense
^ machinery.
are sold that • mite
of profit on each package of
None

MAKE

COOKING EASY.
Three Cold Medals.

Searsport. Mr. Peterson made many friends
Belfast who hope to see him back here
again, ami who wish him success wherever

(quantities

he may

WEIR STOVE COMPANY,
TAUNTON, MASS.
Agents in All Prominent Cities and
Towns in New England.

go.

The figures published last|week in
regard
to the number of prisoners in Waldo County jail as shown by the jail Inspector’s Re-

CAN YOD SEE MW

port were copied from the advance reports
the daily papers and were too
large in
some
instances. The whole number of
prisoners committed in 1895 was 109; committed as vagrants, 78; for drunkenness
in

All grocers sell it. Be sure
and get the genuine.
Send your name and address and mention this j
paper, and we will mail you free a book, "Mrs.
by one of the most pop- t
Popkins' Thanksgiving,"
T
ular humorous authors of the day.

bAnniicrh
euougll.

MERRELL-80ULE CO.,

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

The first of the “April Parties”
auspices of the K. S. A. will be
Thursday, evening in Memorial
vitations have been issued to the
must be presented at the door.

debt

9; liquor selling

11;

4.

Sheets Paper and 6 Envelopes. 3c
Box Toothpicks. 2c
Lead Pencils, 3 for. lc
Slate Pencils, 10 for. lc
2 Quart Handled
Dippers.. 5c
Tin Pints. 3C
Room Papers. 5C
Remnant Borders, per yard. lc
Toilet Paper, 7 bunches.25c
Glass Salts. 3,.

the

held this,
Hall. Inladies and

We shall send to New York next Saturday
list of subscribers to the Weekly Tribune,
and those whose names go in then will receive the Tribune of next week.
We shall
not send again for a fortnight or three weeks.
a

Mr. Arthur Hubbard of Boston, who
conducted a summer school of music here
last summer and would have returned this
season had not Crosby
Inn been burned,
will go to Camden.
Belfast’s loss is Camden’s gain.

warrants

charging them with single sale,
keeping a drinking house and tippling shop,
maintaining a common nuisance and being
sellers.

The defendants pleaded
not guilty and the hearings were continued
common

to

Towel

S

State Constable Mears made a search for
liquors at Bicknell & Cottrell’s oyster saloon on Church street Tuesday, but found
nothing. The proprietors were arrested on

^

under

i

in

Wash
Dish

3C
Colored Glass Salts. 5C
Peppers.
5c
Asbestos Mats. 5,,

The Castine made an
trip Sunday to carry to Castine a load
of furniture which arrived here
hy rail from
the \\ est... .Steamer Florence has been
steamer Notes.

extra

..10c
5^.
5C

Balls.
Sticks.J.

Base

Scholars’ Companions, tilled. 5c

withdrawn from the Rockland and Bueksport route... .Steamer Penobscot left Boston
last Saturday at 5 p. m. and arrived bere
about noon Sunday. She left here
Monday
at the usual hour and on arrival at Boston
was hauled off for
repairs and renovation...
Steamer City of Bangor was to have left
Boston at 5 p. m. Tuesday on her first
trip
of the season, but as a northeast gale was

Boards.1QC
Drainers/...

Tea Straiuers. 3C
Tin Tea Pots..
Garden Sets.!Oc

Peppers.

Saturday.

Racks..

Carpet Tacks. 2c
Ink, Carter’s best. 3c
Knives and Forks, per doz..50c
Yellow Pie Plates.
Blue Edge Pie Plates. 7C
Nutmeg Graters. 2c

Bat

BOOM PAPERS AND CURTAINS.

An account was opened at the Peo^•Largest Line, Lowest Prices.^
ple's National Bank, with the understanding that money could only be drawn upon
«0,000 Rolls I?«tpei*.
Benj. French, aged 80 years, died April
lOO Dozen Cui-tnins.
checks signed by both these officers. The
5th at the home of Samuel Robbins in East
prosecution claims that Peabody met Pitch- i
Belfast, where lie was boarded by Mr. Hay- prevailiug her departure was delayed until
er last Saturday and asked him to
sign two ford.
»
He was for many years afflicted with
midnight. She passed White Head about
checks in blank, for the payment of bills in
a form of
paralysis and was often seen on p. m. yesterday aud arrived here late in the
^21 Main Street,
Liberty. Mr. Pitcher signed the checks, but
Belfast, Maine>
the streets supported by a stout caue. In afternoon.
took the precaution to fill in the names of
] bis
younger days lie was a clam digger and
Fire. The oakum shop in McDonald &
the parties to whom they were payable. The
local fisherman. He was never married.
Brown's shipyard was burned
amounts were not filled in, as neither knew,
yesterday
The Maine Division, League of American about Id o’clock. Several men were at work
without reference to the books, just the
amount, for which each should be drawn, j Wheelmen, is at work on an official road spinning oakum when the material suddenRETAILER AND JOBBER IN
book of Maine, to be issued early in the sea- ly burst into flames and the men with difficulPeabody afterwards wrote bis own name
son.
It will contain accurate maps of the ty escaped with their lives. The
over that of the payee i:i one of the rheeks
building was
various counties, and give all the principal totally consumed with its
*
contents, includand filled in the amount., 815<>.
He then
drew the money from the bank. He put in ! roads, with distances, condition of roads, ing a large quantity of spun oakum and conhotels, pointsof interest, railroad and steam- siderable lumber belonging to McDonald &
/ beg leave to r ill your attention to
no defence at the hearing and was hound
my Brand of ENGLISH
boat connections, and other information of Brown, the outside clothes of several of the
over in 8500 for appearance at Supreme JuWHITE LEAH.
It trill -not chalk or pee! iff.
Ground in
interest.
Ex-Clnef Consul Sherman (i. workmen, and a number of chests of tools.
dicial Court.
It. F. Dunton, Esq., appeared
STRICTLY RURE LINSEED OIL. For Whiteness, FineSwift is
The building was owned by the J. V. Cotthe
for
Waldo
preparing
copy
for the complainant and Wm. H. McLellan, J
ness. Durability and
Brilliancy of Color and Lasting Onalit.es it has
trell estate and was worth about $100. McCount,\.
Esq., for the defendant.
no equal, and trill have abetter
Donald
&
Brown's
loss
is
appearance after six gears’ exposure
estimated
at
about
New Advertisements.
Howes & Co.
Chat. A New York friend, who is in a haw
and is covered by insurance. The men than any other lead trill after tiro years,
j
Billings, King & Co.’s ready mixed $500
Also Agents for the Celebrated EXCELSIOR
position to know, writes that “Everything J paints, a standard article, and the best door who were in the building say they have no
ENAMEL
idea as to what started the tire.
relating to Fort Point’s future is assuming j paint in the market. A new line of
EAIIVT, put. up in till size packages ready for use,
paint
I
most favorable aspects.”_The Belfast letbrushes and everything in the way of oils,
guaranteed to be a EURE LINSEED Oil. PAINT, and to
Transfers in Heal Estate.
ter carriers completed three years of servarnishes, etc. Garden and field seeds of
give entire satisfaction.
vice April 1st....The merchant who does
The following transfers in real estate were
all kinds; also fertilizers, with a special
Would be please,l to quote gott
prices and receive your trial order.
not advertise in a dull season makes it more
recorded
in
Waldo
brand for lawns. Maple syrup and buckcounty Registry of Reeds
for
for
the
who
do
week
those
advertise... .The wheat., both seasonable articles_As anprofitable
ending April 8, 1896: Harrison
OEO. A. BAILEY,
Ohio legislature lias passed a bill, prohibitnounced last week Mr. Fred H. Mathews Hayford, Belfast, to Orinua V. Walker, Mon52 Main
Street,.Belfast, Maine.
ing the wearing of high hats in the theatre. has bought the fish market of M. R. Knowl- roe ; land and buildings in Belfast. Oriauna
\. Walker to Elvira R Stearns,
The fine is 85.. How about the big sleeves? ton and is
Monroe,
giving it his personal attention,
land and buildings in Belfast.
....Will Quimby, agent for the Eclipse Bi- with the
Agnes V.
assistance of John Stephenson, who
cycle Co., has distributed copies of an at- had been with Mr. Knowlton nine years. Sykes et als., New Harbor, Me., to Cinderella Warren, Islesboro; land in Islesboro,
tractive advertising sheet entitled The ArAll kinds of fresh, salt and pickled fish,
row and the Crescent.. .News from up-river:
Joseph Farwell estate, Unity, to Virgil N.
with lobsters, clams, oysters, etc., in their
Higgins, Thorndike; laud in Thorndike.
The Belfast Band has begun practicing!....
season, and all orders promptly filled. PedAugusta A. Cooley, Belmont, to J. Willis
Where are the April showers ?_We were dlers and
** TO THE FRONT. **
jobbers furnished at market prices.
Fenwick, Lincolnville; land and buildings
reminded last Saturday that it was only three -See
notice of annual meeting of the corin Belmont.
B.
B.
to
Searsmont,
A
Tootliaker,
months to the 4th of July-The river and
good reputation costs something, but it is worth all
porators of the Belfast Savings Bank at 4
Elvira R. Stearns, Monroe; land and buildit costs.
habor bill contains an appropriation of -88,000
p. in., April 15tli... .Mrs. S. J. Neallev wishes
a wheel that has a good
in
Huy
Monroe. Joseph G. Prentiss, Thornreputation.
for Belfast harbor. .There was quite a heavy
to sell or rent her house and stable at No. 7 ings
Huy a REMINGTON, built by a company that for SO
dike, to E. F. Hanson, Belfast; land and
fall of snow last Thursday night, accompaniCross street
Terms easy_J. H. & J. \V.
have
had
the
years
highest
reputation for all its
buildings m Searsport. Isaiah Gould, Jr.,
ed by a high wind... .“The capon stands at Jones have
pure paint, made of lead, colors
products, whether.
to Emery Whitten, Pittsfield; land
Brooks,
the head of all poultry kind, and always com- and
oil, that they will sell at 87 cents per iu
Brooks. Walter P. Bessey, Freedom, to
mands a high market price,” says Table
Guns, Typewriters or
gallon. Hardware at wholesale and retail, Fred
H. Brown, Jackson; land and buildTalk for April.A little while ago there
(JO Main street, Belfast_Read what Dalin
Jackson. Idella L. McKeen, Belwere two Guinea pigs at Poor & Son’s. Now
Compare the REMINGTON with other wheels in style
ton's Sarsaparilla does as a tissue-builder. ings
fast, to Ji.mes F. McKeen, do.; laud and
workmanship and improvements.
there are six....The muddy days have
-Carle & Jones, 21 Main street, quote
They will cost you a little m re than most wheels, but
buildings in Swanville. Inhabitants of |
come, the muddiest of the year....If you
prices on some of the many bargains they
are well worth the difference.
Searsport to Mark Ward, do.; land in Searswant rubbers that will wear buy the Goodare offering their customers.
Look the adNathan
B.
to
inJames
Foss, Belfast,
j
year.... C. R. Coombs photographed the
vertisement over and see if there is not port.
F. Smalley, do.; land and buildings in Belterior of the Catholic church Easter Sunday.
something you want. Also room paper and
fast. Augusta A. Tarbell, Lincolnville, to
.There were Easter services last Sunday
curtains-George R. Poor, Jeweler, Belmorning, afternoon, evening and Knights. fast, is agent for the Remington bicycle. Its E'.lis C. Freeman et al., do.; laud in Lin- J
coincide.
Charles A. Williams, Clinton, to
-The Battle Ax is very much evidence, name is a
guarantee of excellence, and Mr. Fred A. Houston, Burnham; laud in Burn- ;
not only in the newspapers but by means of
Poor will be glad to show you the wheel ham. Elbndge S. Aehoru, Morrili, to Israel I
do., laud in Morrill.
tin signs about town. These are but the adViliuda i
and explain its good points. You will find Woodbury,
Hatch, Morrill, to Israel Woodbury, do.;
vance guard of an advertising campaign in
him in the McClmtock building or. Flu; nix
laud in Morriil.
Albert Robbins, Belfast, |
Belfast.L. E. Burns shipped a porker Row....The Nutriola portrait gallery con- to Janies F. Smalley, do. ; land and build-j
L A KNOWL TON, President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
that dressed <535 pounds to Boston last Montains this week a speaking likeness of Col- ings in Belfast. Ebenezer Cobb, Searsmont.,
to Ariel B. Knight, Camden ; land ami build.Howes’
and
the
in
the
store
offices
lector
W. F. Thompson. Read what he says
day...
ings iu Searsmont. W. J. Knowlton, Libersecond story of Odd Fellows block are unof Nutriola skin food....B. C. Dinstnore has ty, to H. H. Twitched, do.; land and buildto
this
week
say
concerning 20th ings in Liberty. Geo. W. Bowen, Belfast,
dergoing painting and a general renovation. something
century shoes, and like the shoes it is very to James F. Smalley, do.; laud and buddINDIVIDUAL Keb 28 ISIM.
-Now that Crosby Inn is in ruins it is
May A, 1804.
Oct. 2, I<114,
July 24, ISM4.
,,,. IM)5
much to the point.
Attention is also called ings in Belfast.
DEPOSITS:
#311,353 11(1
#11 .lisle.51
said that the lunch car is a factor in city to the window
S5IM 80.211
*74,532.52
87!,,4SD 5t
display of the latest styles in
March 5, ISH5.
May 7, 18»5.
July 11. I sin.
Sept, 2s, is»5.
Dec 15 ISH5
politics.The Barnum-Bailey circus is men’s shoes.Starrett’s bargain sale, of A Word from State Constable Mears.
which notice was given last week, takes
#83,878.53
#1111,325.50
#I23,IIS5.5S
*1111,147.Is
#IH«,838.IT
coming to Maine this year-The crows
on
and
place
Thursday, Friday
Saturday of
Iu my communication two weeks ago in
made themselves heard last week, but the
These figures are taken from our sworn statements to the
this week. See advt. for particulars of barComptroller
the Belfast papers I meant to he understood
Mayflowers and robins have not yet appear- gains in all-wool serge and corsets. There
of the Currencg, Washington, on the above dates.
ed-The ice is out of the Penobscot up to will be a spring opening at Starrett’s, Sat- that I could not give heed to letters concernDEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw
interest navahle laun, .p.wita
the narrows and the Daily News thinks that urday, April 11th, of jackets, capes and suits. ing the liquor traffic unless they were duly ary 1st and July 1st.
durins tin- tir-t three days „f -,r„
,lraw .merest I ron, the rtrrt
Don’t miss it. Special attention to special
of that month, rills department offers nvo-h ./mDrwwi, /...
the river will be clear about the 15thleposthos than Savin— Ikiksfnlt
If you are ready in earnest about mneh as
signed.
orders...
Mrr.
is
W.
B.
Wadsworth
a
is
lean
to
the.
every deposit
bonk, and all deposits in „ur Hank are
prepared
There has been much complaint the past
i,v .w>',e
wu.c tim
this matter, and wish to help put down amount of our Capital Stock.
few days of the condition of the street cross- to do dress-making in all its branches at her
rooms No. 18 Main street.
This Bank heinu; the latest established Btitle in 'Vtl In Omatv. onr vault In, all
rum, you can do so by giving me such inforthe latest improve
ings.
mantsin Eire and
urer.

«-CARLE & JONES,

GrEO. A.
PAINTS,

BAILEY,

OILS

and

VARNISHES.

Bicycles.

1

Geo, R, Poor,

...

Jeweler,

Belfast.

PEOPLES NATIONAL

BANK.

Deposits Solicited

as you desire and sign your name in
full, and I will assure you that you shad
not be known unless you so desire.
J. R. Mears, State Constable.
Morrill, April 3, 1896.

mation

HON. WM. P. THOMPSON.
U. S. Collector of Customs, Port of Belfast, Ex=Hayor
and Democratic Candidate for Governor, tells of the

riagic Power
Mr.

Thompson

ing Attorneys
His

fingers

is

at

were

in

one

of

NUTRIOLA SKIN FOOD.

of the lead-

a

terrible

con-

dition, BURNING and ITCHING
The last physician
ooirinually.

|

which I have done with PERFECT
I unhesitatingly
recommend this SKIN FOOD to all
afflicted witli a similar trouble.

1

A. W. (ILEASON,
Xotanj Public.

—1

inf.Fvlbwik

After repairing her rooms at IK Main St. is now
to do dressmaking in all its branches at
very low prices. She has just received three of
the most popular books published, viz: “Robes de
Luxe,” “Les Nouveantes Parisiennes,” “Revue de
la Mode,” which the ladies are invited to call and

W. P. THOMPSON.

ready

are

certain

a

seal.

~

Very respectfully,

KIULA the wonderful tissue former that it

Burglar-Proof work, thereby olferins .jn-ot.-r
county.

t
is.

If you

ing our statements that NUTRIOLA builds new, not one
j the human system, just try NUTRIOLA SKIN HOOD on

skeptical regardpart only, but all parts of

some

are

stubborn skin dis-

Watch it form new tissue, see it til) in disease, or sore that has refused to heal.
eased cavities with new, healthy growth. Then you can understand by this external work just how NUTRIOLA builds your system new all over.

examine.

Curcl

ol

Thilllks

Mrs. Wm. M. Frskine and daughter wish to express their heartfelt thanks to the many kind
friends, especially to the Odd Fellows and (Irand
Army veterans, lor the many kindnesses shown
during sickness and since the death of their loved
one.
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Its

Strength

is due
to

its

Purity.
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Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of ibe
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
4wl4
Jg§r“Sold by Druggists, 75c.
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success. About a month ago I was
advised to try your SKIN FOOD,

elements t li

of <

>1110, (Trv of Toledo, ( ,s,s‘
Lccas Ou nty.
f
Fix ink .J. Cueney makes oath that lie is the
senior partner of the firm of F. .1. Cheney A Co.,
oing business in tbc City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pav the
sum of ONE HI!MIKED DOLLARS for each and
every east* of Catakuii that cannot, lie cured by
the use of Hall’s Catarrh Clue.
FRANK .). CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and suhc.ribed in my presence, this Utb day of December, A. 1). lKKb.*

my
skillful physicians in tins city
have treated me for this without

embodied

in

We still have a few *5.00 S1PK DKPOSIT R01KN.
Ml our boxes
ocks, so they may he taken to and from the Hank if desired.

"f tlie
State

most

In NUTRIOLA SKIN FOOD

Liberty.
Easter Sunday was observed
here in the forenoon by a lecture by Rev.
H. VV. Abbott, and in the evening by a concert by the Sunday school_Dr. E. A. Porter came from Pittsfield Saturday and returned Monday-II.
H.
Twitched
has
b night tin* J. W. Knowlton millinery store.
i'he selectmen have been taking the intown
ventory... .There was recorded in
during the year LSbo, l1.' births, 1"> deaths
and live marriages....Charles Atkinson had
the end of one of bis lingers taken oil* last
week by its being caught in a g-*ir while at
work in Cram’s mill at the Kingdom.... Mr.
and Mrs. John Howard of Washington were
ill town Saturday and Sunday, visiting her
f ither, Wm. Moody, who is quite sick.

bank

....

the Waldo Bar.

—

model.
designed by E. L. Macomber, who adopted
‘Hies of the Defender as shown in illusrati-»na m The
Rudder, and bears a strong
'“semblance to the noted cup-defender. Her
can

see how mince meat, as
good as any made at home, can in- sold
for 10 cents a package (enough for
2 large pies) ?

who treated h.m told h in that it
was IMPOSSIBLE to CURE THEM,
•■oal.
Sim was built in Path in 188b and was
and it was impossible with a.yihii g
principally owned there-On her next bnt the new, sc eutific, common
trip down from Poston seh. .lames Holmes sense treatment that was
g vnn
will bring three masts for the barkentine
with NUTRIOLA SKIN FOOD.
building by McDonald & Brown_Sell,
Bin.east, April 4, 1800.
Young Brothers, Boston, for a coal port,
grounded Friday morning on the lower The Nitkiola Company,
needle, Boston harbor, but floated later unBelfast, Me.
assisted and proceeded, apparently uninjurFor several years
(rentlemen :
ed-Sell. Hattie, having completed repairs
past I have been troubled with Salt
at Carter’s yard, sailed Saturday for Deer
Five of the
Rheum on
hands.

nos city has l»eKnockabout type,
on

She has been

P You can’t

«|j for
Ml

GLENWOOD

An engineer of the
Hinckley & Egery
Co. of Bangor was in Belfast
yesterday in
consultation with the Belfast
Light and
Power Co. in relation to some
proposed
changes which will greatly increase the efficiency of the plant.

Waterville.

organized known

Delaware, will command the
Catherine; Capt. George W. Potter, who
was in tlie Kate Walker, will go in the De'aware, and Capt. David Closson, who was
in the L. D. Remick, will this year go in the
D. S. Lawrence.’’-Bark Lizzie Carter,!
Capt. Fred Dyer, is reported ashore on Buck
Island reel, near St. lhoiuas, and will probably be a total loss. She was bound from
Philadelphia to Santa ('mix loaded with

the

in the

1, for 5 years.

Possible?

■,

Mr Joseph H. Darby, 5 Spring street, lias
quaint piece of furniture which he is sure

who sailed the

coming season. The
mi
was
recently pun-based by Mr.
of Whitingsville, Mass.
Captain
"■gy will have bis headquarters at
ad, and will cruise about Maine
d

A

HOW IS It

one

Forgery. A singular case
was heard in the Police Court Monday afternoon.
A short time ago a corporation was

the following changes
iu command of vessels hailing from that
port: “Capt. Hugh Duffy, who last year
command the Catherine, will this year go in
the L. D. Remick; Capt. W. V. Coggins,

cniiimaud the famous Herrshoff

G!'»riana

at

worth American notes

.e

in

sell.

W. S. Carver, J. P.,
performed his first
marriage ceremony by tying the nuptial
knot uniting Merrill H Drinkwater and
Miss
Celia McClure Tuesday evening,
March 24th. [Vmalhaven Review.

...

the

me.l

rate

on

schooner is now in excellent condition to
continue the record which Capt. Osborn has
made in her the past year-Sell. Sea Spray
arrived Sunday from Calais with phosphate
for L. A. Kuowlton-Sell. J. J. Moore sailed April 1st for Oxford, Md., with ice from
the Belfast Ice Co-Sell. Maria Webster
loaded the horses and household effects of
Sylvester Phinney of Pittsfield, who is to
move to Isle au Haut, and sailed
Tuesday.
.Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley went on Burnham’s railway, East Boston, last week to Vie
stripped, calked and re-metaled... .The Ells-

car-

fish arrived last week, by
Capt. Coombs of Vinalhaven,
•Agnes, Capt. Holbrook, of Swan’s IsHu former had 1,500 pounds all taken
m- day.
f

The

thoroughly overhauled and examined and
everything done that the inspector suggested.
The repairs include new thick
strakes,
new
hatches, recalking and treunailiug
wherever needed, rebolting keel, and a general putting in order of the wood work. The

ends.

0

Items.

repairs
Emma S. Briggs are completed, and Inspector Wm. Beazley of Biu ksport has extended

was

Bangor,

at

war.

against allowing persons to travel on
1000-mile mileage tickets, other than the
person in whose name the ticket was issued.
The public are warned against buying such
tickets, as only the 500-mile tickets are transferable.
.Engineer Shaw’s locomotive,
N<>. 87, has come out of the repair shop after

England Telephone and Tele:s improving its office
aud m
the exchange in this city.
The

to

large number of songs
popular from 1849 to the close of

them

a

up and

over

Charged

; Sec’y, J. I). Parker; DirecWhite. I). B. Southworth, W.
F liner Small, Win, C. Lihhy.

a man

medley which

one

The work-train which
has been graveling the road below Citypoint
came over the road with
a flange-digger
Sunday. The conductors have received circulars from the Maine Central Co. warning

bie! d

it

were

aud

Waterville, April 17tli,

less than one hundred years old. It is
a chest of drawers of solid
mahogany, and
is unlike anything of the kind the writer
has ever seen. It is deeper thau is
usual,
with a fiat top. The top drawer when pulled
out makes a desk, tlie face letting down and
tlie bottom of the drawer making the desk
with pigeon-holes and shelves at the back.
Mr. Darby will sell this piece of furniture,
and those interested in such articles should
call aud examine it.

Railroad Sparks.

21st.

<i, and

songs,
strains from a

which

>

ut

popular

gave

City Club at its annual meeting
.> evening, April 1st. elected the
cnvers
for the ensuing year:
r. Chas. S.
Bickford; Vice 1'resio
K. Knowlton: Treasurer, Her-

c

ball at Unity

is not

troupe are good singers and the variselections were well received. The program included a number of negro melodies,

The regular session of the
held next Tuesday,
April term of County Commissionwill open the same day. Insolirt will be held next Wednesday.
11 of Supreme Judicial Court
opens

!ii.

a

ous

kts.

<

stopping

of the

are

*urt will be

April

a

fare for the round trip; aud also to those attending the Republican State convention at
Portland, April Kith, with the privilege of

The Fisk Jubilee Singers. The concert
at Belfast Opera House by the Fisk Jubilee
Singers was not so well patronized as was
expected, or as it deserved. The members

W. C. T. Alliance will
Thursday, afternoon with Miss
«Tiler of Court and Miller street

Partisan

i;

The details

The Belfast Gun Club will
have a shoot at
the grounds on Fast
Day.
Everett Bakeman, a young son of Samuel
The Easter sale, supper and
entertainment
Bakeman of South Belfast, lost the end of
given by the ladies of Universalist
his left forefinger and thumb Monday by i
society
last week netted $150,
the explosion of a cartridge.
The Assessors are
making their annual
The firm of Lewis & York, of the lunch
canvass for poll tax
payers this week. Mr.
car, has been dissolved by mutual consent,
P. A. Sanborn is assisting them.
Mr. Lewis retiring on account of the illness
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
of his wife. He will continue in the car
Veteraus, is
making arrangements to appear in new unidaytimes, in the employ of Mr. York.
forms on Memorial Day.
A full attendauce
E. S. Pitcher is making an additional
is desired next
Monday evening, when matroom at his store for
keeping his second- ters of interest will come
up. Davis S. Jack
hand instruments, and for the practice of has
resigned as chaplain of tlie Camp, as he
students on the clavier. This will give ad- is to move
away.
ditional room for the salesroom aud new
The Maine Central will sell tickets to all
work, as well as provide the students with a
attending the Third District Republican
more quiet place for practice.
convention

Belfast are requested
House on Saturday, the
it 7 o’clock v. m., for the purpose
:,4 delegates to the State convenbolden in Portland on the Kith
to elect delegates to the Third
al District convention, to be
Waterville on the 17th iust., and
ty committee.
of

publicans

,t

:

Prof. Whitten will
play for
Friday evening, May 1st.

Having bought
hv M. K. K

now

It

the market
on, 1 w ish to

formerly

conducted

announce to the

peo-

ple of Belfast and vicinity that it will continue
be headquarters for

to

Salt and Pick) d Fish
am handling Fresh Cod,
Haddock, Hake, Halibut, Salmon, Blue-Fish, Butter-Fish, Sword-Fish, Mackerel, Alewives, Gunners, Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, and all other

of all

kinds, and that I

Having one of the largest
refrigerators in the city. 1 am prepared to furnish
at
market prices. All goods
ami
jobbers
peddlers

fish in their

make inniM-diaie payment, and those win have
ai;\
«U tnan.Is thereon, t-> exhibit the -arne for
-et t leliiei. to hem, or t«» A if red A. Small of Belfast. whom thev have appointed their audit in
his Slate.

Al til'ST \ M. BFI'TRH'K, Waltham, Mass.
Ki
S WARRKN.
KDWARl) I’. SNKLL
THOMAS II. ARM"TRON(;,
.IAMKS 1
BALDWIN. Manchester. V H.
Dated at Belfast. April f>. lSlMk Bw Id

BILLINGS, KING & CO.'S

season.

delivered at trains or steamers, or any part of the
of charge, orders by mail or express
attended to at once, and promptly filled at lowLiberal discount to hoarding
est market rates.
houses and hotels. Ice cool milk always on hand.
JOHN STEPHENSON, who was with Mr. Ki.owlton nine years, continues with me.
The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. and no efforts will he spared to please
customers.
£ p Kemember the place,

city, free

FRED H. MATHEWS,
Market Opp, National
Telephone, 14-4.

BEADY-MIXED PAINTS
The Best Floor Paint in the ,'larket.

Raw £ Boiled Oils.
-AND A

PAINT

NEW LINK

Varnishes,
OF-*

BRUSHES.

Bank, Belfast.
13teowl5

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Literary

News

and

Notes.

arly

Register

methods employed, greatly add to
interest, while giving peculiar weight
to the discussion, which indicates how
deeply occultism is taking root in the

of

Deep

Water

Vessels.

WOMAN TO WOMAN.

the

Newspaper Notes.

8HIPS.
Tir.de or a Profession?” I
The Northern Christian Advocate of Syrais tht* title of a biilliant article by PresiAbner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
Women are being taught by bittei cuse, N. Y., J. E. C. Sawyer, D. D., editor,
dent Sel.uiman of Cornell I'niveisity, in most cultured minds of our time. Dr. New York Feb 12 for Yokaliama.
experience that many physicians can- recently appeared in an entire new dress of
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
the April Forum.
Smith’s second paper will appear in the
not
New York March 28 for San Francisco.
successfully handle their pecu- type, with other pleasing typographical
The readeis of The .Journal may have a May Arena.
A J Fuller, T P l olcord, sailtd from Shangliar ailments known as female diseases.
changes.
hae
Feb
lor
time months* tnai subscription to the
27
1
loilo.
The Art Amateur for April appear* in
Doctors are willing and anxious to
The Boston Traveler entered upon its 74th
American Kitchen Magazine- by sending the form of a special Blue and White
Alameda, Cliaj man, at Sydney, NSW,Dec
for sale.
help them, but they are the wrong sex year March 30th, and says that “never durVo cents to the Heme bcieuee Hub. Co.,
Easter .N umber: a new design, incorporat- 14,
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed fum New
to work understandingly.
Boston.
ing its Jong life has it had such vigorous
ed with the old, gives to the cover, which York Oct 28 lor
bhangliae.
When the woman of to-day ex- growth as in the year just ending or brighter
is printed in a range ot Dellt Blues, a reCentennial, B F Colcord, sailtd fit m New
The Apiil Lumber pm nthly pail) of
effective and handsome appear- York March 17 for ban Francisco,
periences sucn symp- prospects for the year that is to come.”
Golc.cn Hays well sustains the ] ltslige of markably
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
ance.
The Supplements and the adverat toms as backache,
this popuiai peii< ilieal lor the toys and
The Kennebec Journal office was recently
™
tisements are also printed in blue.
The Hong Kong Feb 18 for New York; passed
nervousness, lassigirls oi An erica. James Klvtisen, pub- contents are appropriate to the season of Anjer Feb 26.
equipped with the Linotype, a type casting
tude,
El
A L Carver, sailed from New
lisher, Philadelphia.
machine, and thus is able to appear in a new
Easter; a beautiful head of The Christ York Capitan,
March 27 for Shangliae.
wmies,
Charles Dudley Warner, in the “Edi- forming the frontispiece, and the suppledress every morning.
The typographical
^
N\
sailed
F
A
b
Pendleton,
Emily
hitney,
irregutors Mueiy" in the April liaiper’s, con- ments containing designs for an Easter from Hong
appearance of the paper has been greatly
Kong Jan 28 for New Yolk ; passlar
or
an
tends that Ameiica has a moie agreeable Stole,
Alms Dish Mat, and for the ed Anjer Feb 3.
improved and the news and editorial departGov Rome, Nichols, arrived at Hiogo Mar
winter climate than Europe. 'Jlie con- decoration of Easter Eggs.
The entire
ments are well up to date.
The enterprise
tention is not new, but it is not often number is furthermore permeated with 18 from Philadelphia.
of the Journal should win for it an increasGreat Admiral, Row ell, sailtd frtni Ntw
lieaid now a-days.wben the wintei exodus spring motives in every department of
York Marc h 1 for Melbourne.
i ng patronage.
to the Mediterranean is becoming larger decoration;
flower- painting in waterHenry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
draw
for
Edward King, who died in Brooklyn, N.
colors,
ing
every year.
landscape painting,and from Liverpool March 20 lor New York.
“How to Draw the Bicycle” in one secIroquois, E D P Nickels, sailed from HonoY., March 27tli, was known to the readers of
The Kt. Hon. James Bryce, M. P., aution. and “The Blue Flowers of Early lulu March i) for New York.
the Boston Journal through his foreign corthor of that most popular and successlul
John McDonald, T P Colcord, arrived at
Spring” and “Catkins in Decoration” in
work *“1 lie American Ce li.monwealth,” the
respondence during the Franco-Prussian
china painting department being all in San Francisco Jan 1 lie m Ntw Yoik.
ful menhas wiitu-n an article lei the Apiil Forum
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
He was at one time night
war, am! later.
with the spring of the year.
harmony
strnation,
York Jan 27 tor bhangliae; sjoken, no date,
entitleei “‘Two bouili American Constitueditor of the Journal, and later became well
“The Strolling Critic” resumes his pen
|
lat
17
Ion
24
NY.
in
N,
Pains
tions”—an elabeuate analysis e*f the sysand gives valuable notes and sketches
known as an author. He began his newsl
tems i>i government in ti e
j Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
two South
groins,
•concerning interior decoration; good ex- | Francisco Oc t 30 from Karmk.
paper career in early life, and at the time of
Aliican Ke publics-—the 'Transvaal and the
bearing-down
for
Manuel
F.ow
bn
wood-carvers
and
in
sailed
workers
amples
alley,
Llaguno,
his death was a member of the editorial
Sv
Orange !• ice State.
..Lion, palpitation, "an \
bent iron, with lull descriptive treatments rom New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
The color supplements, one by spoken, 1 >ec 16, lat 8 N, Ion 20 NY.
gone*’ feeling and blues, slie at once stall of the New York Journal.
The Easter number of llaij er's Bazar abound.
Mary 1. Cushing, Pendleton, arrived at takes Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Capt. Thompson, now in the newspaper
ap] cartel Maicli UM.li. It was distinguish- Mis. F. Y. Kcdmond, a brilliant lesson in Manila F'eb
26 ire 111 Hiogo lor Delaware
“Still Life" will be popular with students
ui by an extia
si>] plement and a de< uratCompound, feeling sure of obtaining business iu West Virginia, but formerly of
Breakw ater.
ed euvti. and was lull
ill e Easier semi- of water-color, and the other a blue and
Maine, was introduced to Mr. Dingley in
May Flint, F- D P Nichols, sailed from immediate relief.
liienl as expressed in fashions suitable to white picture “In the Scheldt” by C.
A111.mom 1,, March 28 lor Ntw York.
Should her symptoms be new to her,
Washington the other day and informed the
h 11 3 la mas, C G Nichols, sailed fre m
the sta.xu.
Elegant gowns and wraps Yolkmar will be welcomed by china paintshe writes to a woman, Mrs. Pinkham,
congressman that he put in type the first
ami lovely Eastei hats amt bonnets ap- eisand others, fully sustain the reputa- Hiogo Jan 7 for New York.
b, clit-ni, II T Lancaster, arrived at Anjer
Lynn. Mass., who promptly explains article Mr. Dingley ever wrote for publication enjoyed by The Art Amateur in this
A
pealed in aiinn.st bt w ihiei mg variety.
March 25 from New Yoik,and was ordered
her case, and tells her free how to get
tion.
It was an article contributed to the
Altogether the April num- j to Samarai g.
string story by Maiiou llaiiand, entitled department.
well.
“Jim Purdy, Maityi." with a tine illus- ber is particularly “live” and “up to
Signal, published in Belfast. Mr. Dingley,
S P Hitchcoc k, Gates,arrived at Ntw Yoik
and shows that now is the time to March 12 from Honolulu.
t rat ion by A. J. Kcllar, was a
Indeed, so many women are now although he had forgotten the theme rememstriking date”
avail of the special S-.00 offer which the
s 1> Carleton, Amshury, arrived at New
feature.
appealing to Mrs. Pinkham for advice, bered the fact very well, and admitted that
proprietor is making to six months sub- York Marc h 25 from London.
that a score of lady secretaries a re kept
it was indeed Ins first venture as a newspaA dcuble-page
awing b\ A. B. Frost scribeis.
>t Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Union
(Montague Maiks,
was one of the
constantly at work answering the great
per writer.
picoaial features of Har- Sijuare, .New York. Price dd cents, or F'rancisco Jan 5 for New York.
Capt. Thompson won his title
volume of correspondence which comes
St Da\id, Carver, arrived at Amoy March
per s Weekly lor .March L'sth.
The same £4.00
in service with the old 17th Maine.
per annum.)
12 from New York.
number contained under the caption ‘-The
in every day. Each letter is answered
The wonders of Edison’s invention, the
State of Maine, II G Curtis, sailed from
“The Century” plays two of its best
Pedemptiou ot the Plains," a valuable
carefully and accurately, as Mrs. Pinkis not dimmed by the fact that
article on the great semi-arid regions of cards in the April number, namely, Cole Hiogo F'eb 28 for New York.
Kinetescope,
ham
Tiliie E Starbuc k, Eben Curtis, sailed
fully realizes that a life may de- the same
the West, with a discussion ot measures and Castaigne, the frontispiece being a
are involved iu the conprinciples
from New York Dec- 22, for Portland, O;
pend upon her reply, and into many struction of the Wheel of Life issued with
that may be taken to bring them under beautiful engraving by Colealter George De
spoken, Feb 17, lat 4b S, Ion 64 NV.
and
a home ha* she shed
the
many
cultivation.
Music-lovers will enjoy an- Forest Brush’s painting entitled “MothWandering Jew D C Nichols, at Hong
The Boston Herald of Sunday, April 5. The
anothei article in this issue ot the W eekly: er and Child,” and Mr. Castaigue furnish- Kong Dec 5 lor New York.
rays of happiness.
Herald has taken advantage of the old ZoeNY in H Macy, Amshury, sailed from Yokathe
an intimate
illustrations
for
a timely article
ing
sketch
of
Anton
biographical
by
trope—has modernized and adapted it to the
Prof. Allan Marquand of Princeton on hama F'eb 12 for New York via Kobe.
iseidl, by W. .1. Henderson.
NVm II Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
“The Old Olympic Games”, apropos of
purposes of a newspaper supplement, which
In the Cambridge Magazine for
New York Jan 22 for bhangliae ; spoken
it cau give to every purchaser. The suppleApril the revival of the Olympic festival at from
Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 NV.
Mrs. Ole Pull wiites about her husband. Athens.
Mr. Castaigue’s reproductions,
ment is the largest ever issued by any newsNV J Rotc li, bewali C Lancaster, sailed
Professor Prow bridge of Harvard IT.icarefully studied from authentic artistic from ban Francisco March 7 for Siberia.
paper; is on heavy cardboard, and is so simversity. on t athode Pay Photography. sources, have all the vigor of
drawings
BARKS.
The Cow-Puncher of the Ocean by an Fx- from the
ple in its construction that it avoids any
and
will
increase
his
life,
popuAdam W Spies, C N Meyers, arrived at
C'ow-Puncher.
A former member of the lar
complication. When made up it affords
reputation as a creator of intellectual New York Feb
28 from Hong Kong.
Massachusetts Legislature talks about his and beautiful art.
more amusement to a household than any
Prof. Marquand’s arAlice Reed, Aiauson Ford, arrived at Bosbrief legislative career, etc*., etc.
The ticle is an entertaining popular account of ton March 24 from
ever issued with
any
newspaper in
Montevideo.
in buying a wheel, to avoid the toy
plan,
is
the
Cambridge Magazine
only illusUaled the games, and will be oi special interest
America.
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
magazine of general literature selling at at the present time. Prof. Sloane’s Na- Hong Kong Jan 13 lor Baltimore; passed new and untried makes. Buy one that
Three well-known newspaper men made
live cents a copy, or
has stood the test of time.
For seven
fifty cents a year. poleon is
Anjer Jan 28.
rich in illustrations,
T his magazine already shows itself to be lie treats particularly
their reputations on the Boston Journal.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New'
years our
of Napoleon as the assailant of
be-sure-you-are-right-andan important addition to
then go -ahead
periodical litera- nationality, of the Spanish campaign, and York March 22 from Demerara.
policy has made the They were Ben: Perley Poore, who was its
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Balture.
of the rise of Germany under the lead of
Washington correspondent for many years,
timore March 11 from Washington, D C.
Prussia.
A notable article by Victor
Mr. < aspar W. Whitney's
Edward Kidder, J H Park, lrom Junin
over the signature of “PerleyCharles C.
story of his Louis
an
attache
of
for
the
War
De“On
at
Mason,
Snow- Shoes to the Barren
Hampton Roads,
Wip
Valparaiso, leaking.
Coffin, its famous war correspondent during
Edw aid May, arrived at New York Nov 1
is entitled “Four Lincoln ConGround" is concluded in its
Magazine partment,
the Rebellion, over the signature of “Carleform in the April Harper’s with the de- spiracies,” and makes record of the three from Colombo.
Evie
A T Whittier, arrived at
ton;” aud W. E. S. Whitman, who was its
scription of a successful musk-ox hunt. attempts to murder and one to kidnap, Buenos Reed, Feb 20 from New York.
Ayres
Maine correspondent for “4 consecutive
and includes new particulars of the
Ihese papers will be amplified
flight
arrived at Moilendo
somewhat, and
Harvard,
Coleord,
and issued in book form at an
capture of the assassin. The illus- March 18 from Newcastle, N S W.
years, over the signature of “Toby Canearly date.
dor.” Of this trio, with the recent death of
Herbert Black, \\ 11 Blanchard, sailed
They constitute a record of one\>t' the trations are chiefly from archives of the
r
Mar
most remarkable
Department (for the most part un- from New York March 4 fur Sen Jose, Gnat.
Mr. Coffin, only Mr. Whitman is now living.
journeys to the North
famous
for
and
A
New
York
arrived
at
ev* .• undertaken.
Henry
Litchfield,
Phe trip abounded in published),
beauty, durability strength He is still m the
comprise photographs of
journalistic harness and is
March
14
from
the
Savannah.
and
in
documents
in
conspirators
irons,
speed. Cost, $100.
picturesque incidents, and the aspect of
the oldest newspaper writer in continuous
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at. New
the countiy s preserved for Mr. Whit- Booth's handwriting, scenes along the
A
I’honiix." unless abused, needs no retrain —a
York March 27 trom Charleston, S C,
service in Maine, and one of the oldest in
An amusing
nsideralil.'saving: l-'.verv
in, miney s readers through the large number route of his escape, etc.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York me reinti.reed joints, large ami imgr.ivmticiii
article on a subject of current interest is;
diist-gruol bearings
New England, commencing his newspaper
of photographs he obtained.
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
barrel hubs and hanger, aujiislable handle
elL.
liar,
M r. D. P. B. Coukling’s article on “Japacareer in 1850 on the Boston Herald, with
Luc\ A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
S-'it.r for our Catalogue
V,/7Hv.
.vugtiM.j, aiaii'e. lias neen tiie home "i
nese Mar
Posters,'" with four illustra- Hong Kong March 28 from New York.
which paper he is still identified as a writer.
many prominent political men besides the tions.
STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO.,
Mis. Schuyler Van Rensselaer,
Malad 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed
late .Mi. Blaine, and, standing as it does author of
Madison
Ave..
-New
York.
575
577
In the course of a recent trial Judge Mcfrom
Boston
15
for
Buenos
Jan
Ayres.
“English Cathedrals,” contribon the hanks ol the
Matauzas, arrived at Havana March 18
busy Kennebec, it lias utes a paper on
Pherson of Harrisburg, Pa., gave utterance
The Churches of Peri- !
from New York.
been loi years an energetic
manufacturing gneux and Angouleme,” with illustra- I
to the following opinion on the libel law of
ceiitie.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
ilie city is the subject <>l an ad- turns
by Joseph Pennell, and the series of ! York March 80 for Adelaide.
that State. lie said: “A libel consists in
mirable aiticic
by Ewing \\ Jlamien, in stories and sketches by the painter Vibert. ! Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
publishing a false story which was inspired
the April number ol the New
England comes to a conclusion with three divert- ! Hamburg March 17 from Port au l'rinee via
by malice. W ith regard to criticising pub- !
Magazine. The important features in its ing examples, including a one-act
Faimoutli,
Eng.
comedy,
lie servants the matter is somewhat differhiMoiy and its pit cent liie are well biought 1 here is a liberal instalment of “Sir! Rose innis, Melvin Coleord, cleared from
out. it is beam if
ent. The public press shall be free to every
ully illustrated, and it < ieorge Tn ssady," Mrs. Humphry Ward's 1 New York March 21 tor Santos.
A
Discovery Which Cannot Re EstU
wiii be read with pleasure
Serrano, R (i Waterhouse, sailed from
by hundreds of novel, which carries the story into very J Si'iirabasa
person in referring t*> public officials and
Jan 2(i for Gorantaio.
mated in Dollars and Cents.
1 *4 T• 1!' he\ 'lid t he l)oi del s ol Maine, with- interesting fields,
an
j
other public matters.
English
Public officials can
including
St
1if
arrived
at
New
James,
Clifford,
in wiiieh i!
will haw a sja-i’al interest..
with
house-party,
delightful glimpses of j York Feb 24 from Hong Kong.
be more freely criticised than a private inWarren t. Kellogg, r. Park
Square, Pos- country life.
St Lucie, .1 T Ersknie, cleared from New
dividual. When an article is published, al- 1
ton. Mass.
Yoik Jan 15 for Port Natal; spoken Feb 4,
1 in1 bright boys and girls who lead St.
not true, if published for the benefit
though
J
lnt IS N, Ion 80 E.
Ihe Biitish magazines and reviews cun-1 Nicholas will find a
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
of the public go- d and without malice, the
pleasant task set for]
lain a great, deal ol
interesting ami instruc- them in the April number. Tudor Jenks j from Rosario Feb lit lor Boston.
publisher is not responsible. It is the duty
tive matter ol whicii no reader can afford tells all “About
j
Flying-Machines,” and I Willard Mmlgett, A C Coleord, arrived at
of a publisher to note the doings of public ofto be igmu ant,. It. is the mission (if Liueli's in his
article are diagrams of a mini- j Portland March 25 lrom Boston
j
ficials.
If la* be told of a certain public matLiving Age to select ihe very best of all her of simple living toys that clever
BCHCM ‘ri fiKS.
this literature and serve it ficsli to its i children c m make
ter by a reputable person, whom he considfor iliemscives.
Mr. |
AV
at
arrived
R
Georgia Gilkey,
Gilkey.
readers every week.
This thin, modest, I Jenks shows what the great inventors I Portland
ers in a position to know of what he speaks,
March '27 from Boston.
lawn covered weekly volume of 04
he is justified in such publication.”
Hattie, McG Buck, Ji F Sprowl, arrived
pages, I like Maxim and Langley have done tois in tact the largest as wel as the richest wards
at
Salem
l)ec
*20
York.
the
from
New
solving
problem of Hying
ol American
magazines. A single year's through the air. The forthcoming revival
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
The Journal and The Tribune.
issues aggregate
double column of the Olympian games at Athens, at Jacksonville March hi from Bermuda.
Horace (4 Morse, Harriman, cleared from
pages, forming four octavo volumes of whii h the athletes of all the world will
Last year The Republican Journal Pub- 1
Baltimore March 28 for Plymouth.
SiM pages each—more than double that of be
1
represented, gives particular interest
tv
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at Surithe most pretentious
li>hiug
Company had a six months’ contract
To women who are not well, and tired of the
monthly, and its and timeliness to an article by G. T. nam March 19 irom Apalachicola.
with the publishers of the New7 York Week- j
quality is as good as its quantity is abun- Ferris, describing these great contests of
John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from useless, nauseating taking of drugs. Dr. Sandant.
Tribune by which the two papers were
ancient Greece.
A little story of war- Rock port Nov 11 for Port au Prince.
denof New York wishes to announce that he ly
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
time adventure, “Lieutenant Harry,” is
furnished to new subscribers at $2, and to
has
issued
a
just
neat
illustrated little book
luting for April is a beautiful number. told
April 1 from-.
old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
by Thomas Edwin Turner. The York
Good fiction and seasonable sketches of
Linah C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived fully explaining how they can treat and euro
hero is a thirteen-year-old boy, who is put
travel
at
Darien
and
March
27
from
themselves at homo by electricity. The treat- I Another contract has been made on even
spoil,
adventure in many lands in command of a
Philadelphia.
scouting party in MiswiP please all tastes. The contents are as
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at Mobile meat is so c
more liberal terms, as set forth in our ad>mmon-sense that it does not ad* •
soni i
by his father, a Federal officer. March 28 from Kingston, Ja.
follows: “Gluck Auf.” by Jean Porter
mit of failure, and every woman suffering fe- vertising columns. New and old subscribers
Charles Frederick Holder, the naturalist,
A
M
Mary
Hall,
Veazie, sailed from New
Budd; “A Pair of Glasses,” by (>. L. had the rare luck to catch a
male weakness, rheumatism, lumbago, kidi are now placed on an equal footing ami all
snap-shot York March 31 lor Port Royal.
Bent: “Cycling in England,” by E. IE
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland ney or stomach
of a huge whale as it was
photograph
complaints, etc., does herselj who pay for The Journal one year in adHolmes; “A Good Old Fox Hunt,” by
March
31
from
Philadelphia.
out of the sea.
The New York Weekly |
vance can have
The picture is
an injustice by not
Ed. W. Sandy's: “Cycling in Mid-Atlan- leaping
investigating it. The book
W Hopkins, Hiehborn, sailed from Port
Ii
and Mr. Holder describes his
reproduced
without
extra charge.
Tribune
In remitbolds
out
no
false inducements, but gives
tic.
March 25 for Carteret, N J.
by O.sbert Uowarth; “Uunting with
in a article entitled “How the Tampa
it should be stated that the Tribune is
Sailit I’On, AY H West, arrived at Wil- scores of plain references in every State
ting
Beagles," by B. S. Turpin; “About the experience
whq
Whale Looked Pleasant.”
Stories for mington, N C, March 19 from New York.
have been cured after all other treatments wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reBalearic's, by (. harh s Ed w ardes; “Lenz’s
are generally hard to
find, and yet
Tola, A S Wilson, cleared from Charles- failed. It is
World Tour Awheel;” “From Out the girls
The New York Weekly
free by mail, upon application. quest is made.
there are two of them in this number. ton, S C, March 31 lor Doboy.
Buins,
by Mary 15. Goodwin; “Model “Mardie’s
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
W illie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at Address dr. SAN DEN, 8>5G Bi oailwsy,
Experience.” by Kate DickinVachts,” by Franklyu Bassford; “Duck son
York City. ESTABLISHED
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
Brunswick, Ga, March 27 from Boston.
the account of a
30 YEARS.
Shooting on the Ice.” by Jno. D. Knap; New Sweetser, lass who wanted to gifted
be a
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
“\achting on "Frisco Bay,” by Arthur writerEngland
but could not see the wealth of
all the news of the world, w hile its different
Hood Templars.
Inkersley: “National Guard of Nevada,” literary material that was about her in her
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
by Lieut. W. II. Hamilton, and the usual
quiet home village. The other is “A THE GRAND l.ODOE TO MEET IN BANGOR
make a most valuable paper to all. The
editorials, poems, records, etc.
ELY’S P1NEOLA BALSAH is a sure Remedy for
‘Dare’,” by Antoinette Golay, a quaint
APRIL 22nd and 23d.
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
coughs, colds, sore throat and for asthma. It
story, the keynote of which is given by
Ihe Ladies’ Home Journal for
Grand Secretary George E. Brackett, of
April
soothes, quickly which is its price. The Republican Journal
abates the cough,
brings the giateful atmosphere ol balmy the title. Thomas Holmes contributes a the Good Templars, has issued his circuand renders expect- will be maintained at its present standard,
story of the far west, “Stalled at lar
springtime, Albert Lynch painting “the railroad
the
announcing
arrangements for the
oration easy.
‘Bear Hun’,” in which the passengers in
with special attention to local ami State
llowers of the field”
which will be held at the hall
nodding graceful a snow-buried
Consumptives news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
train are rescued through grand lodge
welcomes to one of his
of
the
M
sn’s
Christian
Association,
Young
characteristically the agency of a Norwegian lad and his
will invariably desweet, spirituel e women
a
cover
of
rive benefit from its
Bangor, April 22d and 23d. All railroads
The Portland Cat Show.
use.
daintily artistic beauty. It is an appro- skees. “Teddy ana Carrots,” the serial and steamboat lines running into Bangor
Many who supJames
Otis
of
two
the case to be
brave
little
story
by
pose
inclosure
in
which to embalm some
priate
will sell one fare tickets from the 21st to
are
Cats! Cats!! CATS!!!
street merchants to New York city,whose
consumption
fond memories of Louisa
the 23d, good for return until the 25th.
May Alcott, who adventures have been followed
only suffering from
They' re ail there,
with inin a series of letters to five little
a
chronic cold, or
The order of exercises will be as folgirls, terest
the readers of the magazine,
Big Cats,
seated cough,
by
written at intervals from 187^ to
deep
low's: Wednesday, the 22d, at 9 a. m.,
1880, re- is
often aggravated by
Little Cats,
veals herself in a most
brought to an end in this number. committee
on
credentials in session at
catarrh. For catarrh
interesting and There
Old
Cats,
are
lovable way.
many poems and verses by
use Ely’s C earn halm.
In these epistles she chats
Both remedies art1 pleas10
a.
of
in
session
hall;
m., opening
grand ant to use. ('ream Balm, 50cts.
Young Cats,
of her work, her home life, the influences favorite writers, and the usual number of
per bottle; l’ineola
and
of
business
lodge degree
preparatory
Balsam. 25c. Bold by Druggists.
Fat Cats,
attractive pictures.
that guided her to literature, her
the session; report of committee on creELY BROTHERS, 55 Warren St., New York.
spiritual
Thin Cats,
belief, and gives her views upon the im- j
dentials; initiation of candidates entitled
Tame Cats,
mortality of t he soul, and refers to spiritto grand lodge degree; reports of grand offiPrizes for Grangers
Timid Cats,
ualism, and kindred topics, with delight- !
At 2 o’clock in the afternoon w ill occers.
Black Cats,
fill frankness.
The letters are of absorb- SPECIAL (SOLI) PKEMIPMS OFl'EKED BY cur the reports of standing committees and
White Cats,
TI1E LAST LBN MAINE 1A IK.
ing interest, and are printed (with por- !
committee on distribution; election of offiBrown Cats,
H*" V*-.
traits) for the first time. General A. W. j A new and interesting feature of the cers. At 8 in the evening w ill occur tlie
Gray Cats,
| BEFORE
Greely’s second and concluding paper Eastern Maine
of
the
States
institute
of
meeting
juvenile
Yellow Cats,
State Fair this year will be
1 he Personal Side of
upon
workers. Thursday forenoon at 8 o’clock DR. E. C. WEST’S NERVE AND BRAIN
Washington” the
TREATMENT
Spotted Cats,
presents the great patriot as a son, a husoffering of a number of special gold there will be a temperance praise meeting; is sold under positive ■written guarantee, by
Striped Cats,
band, a business man, a slave owner, a 1 premiums for displays by Maine granges, 9 o’clock installation of officers; general authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Braii: and Nerve Power; Lost Manhood:
Homely Cats,
business.
philanthropist, and gives his views upon j as follows:
Afternoon, reports of commit- Quirk ness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Handsome ( ,’ats,
the socio-economic topics that
For the best county grange display, $25. tees and
business,
in the even- Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
!
general
occupied
Native Cats,
of Power of the Generative Organs in either
the thoughts of the people of his
best subordinate grange display,
ing there will be such closing exercises as Loss
day. i For
sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful
Foreign Cats,
Errors, or
General Greely concludes, after
to first, $20 to second, $15 to
third, the grand lodge may determine.
Excessi zh Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
showing ; $50 to
Tom Cats,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
Washington in a new light, that lie was $10
fourth, $5 to fifth.
Mr. Brackett and Mis. Brackett of BelTabby Cats,
and Death. By mail, fl a box ; six for $5; with
the very foremost American.
For the best individual display in subfast, will be candidates for re-election for written guarantee
Coon Cats,
to cure or refund money.
ordinate grange, $20 to first, $15 to secgrand secretary and assistant,respectively. Sample package, containing live days’ treatment,
1 he March Arena introduced its readers
Cross- Eyed Cats,
ond,
$10 to third, $5 to fourth, $3 to fifth. Mr. Brackett has held the position of with full instructions. 25 cents. One sample
to Prof. J. Heber
Cataract Cats,
Smith, M. D., who for
This exhibition is to include all proonly sold to each person by mail.
for
more than 20 years,
grand
secretary
and
many years lias held au important chair in ducts of the
R. R. MOODY. BELFAST.
farm, also household furnish- and makes an efficient officer.
the Boston University School of
Catnip.
Medicine, ings and decorations, works of art, etc.,
the leading Homoeopathic Medical
College made by the exhibitor or members of his
Marine Interests.
Mackerel Coining this Summer.
in the United States.
In his first paper
Articles competing for these
family.
Dr. Smith discussed the
desirability of prizes cannot compete for other preD.
March
1890.
A
Bath gentleman, recently returned from
Washington,
C.,
31,
disposing of infected bodies by Cremation. miums.
shall be at my office in Memorial building Sat- the south, reports that the fishermen down
The merchant marine committee of the
In the April Arena, this eminent educa2
from
10
a.
12
and
to
m.
to
4
M.,
urdays
p.m., there are all awake over the fact that schools
This feature is intended as a further House has ordered the bill
until January 1, 1896.
All persons who wish to
tor and scholarly
the
physician of the Back recognition of the farmers and for the en- compulsory coastwise pilotage abolishing
to be call- avail themselves of the discount of two per cent- of mackerel are fairly swarming in
waters off Hatteras, a sure sign that this
Bay district of Boston, opens a series of couragement of domestic
1
1896.
ed up in the House the first morning hour on their taxes must pay by January
and
industries,
will be a great season for this fish off the
papers on “Man in His Relation to the it will doubtless be
H. F. MASON, Collector
fully appreciated. that the committee is called upon.
Maine coast. For, whenever the mackerel
Belfast. Sept. 1,1895.—29tf
Solar System,” as a proper
subject for The exhibits will be arranged in booths,
The committee favorably reported the
strike in so early in the year and in such
scientific re-examination.
It is needless in a section under the
numbers off Hatteras, they invariably find
grand stand to be Senate bill amending the law protecting
to say that these
papers, coming from the set apart for that purpose.
their way into northern waters and give
seamen’s wages from attachment, by exvery citadels of two of the most conservathe Maine fisherman a chance. Old “catchtending its provisions to embrace seamen
tive professions is bound to create a sensaers” predict that we will see a better season
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure in the coastwise trade and the trade be- fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
tion.
The temperate scientific and scholthan has been known for ten years. [Bath
tween the United States and Canada,
the Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
Newfoundland and the West India islands good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees, Independent.
and Mexico, and to those in the whaling etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
Casearets-Candy Cathartic,Guaranteed to
M.C. DILWORTH,
and fisheries industries.
Cure Constipation, sold by Kiigore & Wilson
<Utf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
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COUGHS and COLDS

—

NEW
LIFE

TO TAX

PAYEBST

I

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

it

without guessing.

It will

It is harmless.

Children like it.

It

In it Mothers have

their lives.

save

as

a

child’s medicine.
Castoria

destroys

Worms.

Castoria allays Feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Castoria

cures

Diarrlicoa and Wind Colio.

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.
Castoria

cures

Constipation and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas
Castoria does not contain morphine, opium,
Castoria assimilates

giving healthy

the

or

Don’t allow any
that it is

“just

good

as

or

poisonous

air

narcotic property

sleep.
It is not sold in bulk.

sell you anything else

to

one

other

food, regulates the stomach axid bowels.

and natural

Castoria is put np in one-size bottles only.

and “will

answer

on

the plea

every

promise

or

purpose/’

See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I- A.
The fac-simile

.is

&J&U

signature of

on

every

wrapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Children

Don’t Let

QTADf
w I

Constipation

■

You will find

Kill You.

PURE, SURE CURE

a

in

vas caXeVi

j

Gandy Cathartic Cure Constipation.
So
nice to take,

mild,

so

effective.

so

Please buy and try Cascarets to-day.
Ten cents puts a box in your pocket.
work while you sleep.
If not pleased, buy no more.
Get tree sample and booklet from your
druggist or from us by mail for the asking.
Cascarets sold by all druggists, ioc, 25c, 50c. Address nearest office.

They

THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,

Chicago.

Montreal. Can.

New York.

NO-TO-BAC

Maine Central Rs R
TIM E-TA BLK.
On ami after Nov. I, ISDJ.nams coimecimg ar
Burnham and W'ait rviii with rhroimu irains tor
and from
ton

will

Bangor, Watervilh

run

as

Cortland ami

>

5l

Bos-

M

F M
;;»•

A

2.'

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

t7
7 40
8 03
s 12
8 22
Cnity.
Burnham, arrive. 8 4f>
Bangor.. 11 dd

11 • ■
1 dl

12 03
2
2

a >1
0 hi
1* m

Waterville

12

22
2 42
4 do

...

j

UIM'KK

{'

2d
y.-j
dd

4 2d
id 1 0
d 02
.dd"
r. i,
—

3 13

7 Id

d 3d
9 20

am
40
s

n
e Be4 a-t, we.n Iter anil he pet
as follows:
For Camden, Rockland and Boston Momi.i
and Thursdays at m,M1ut 2.40 e. >1
For S.-arsport, p.-.ick-port and Winter.' c \\
nesdavs ami Saturdays at 'about ■'•all a. m
upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

1
r’

ting,

——

P M

11
A M

Waterville.

00
A M

0 lo
7 Id

Bangor
A M

7 1"
7 do
Thorndike. 8 12
Knox. ts 2d
Brooks
8 60
Waldo
to 02
Citypoiut. told
0 25
Belfast, arrive.
....

from Belfast and all stations
to

AM
Ooo
0 2"
0 3"

_

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston
all

RK1TRMML
m
From Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at o.imi t*
From Rockland touching at < aimlen Vs dm s
dtivs and Sa .1 rda\’s a a I *out ;>.ad a M
From Bueksport, M--inlay- and Thur-day at •’

li g$

—

Portland.

Through tickets

sl'.KVH’K

P M
0

TO BELFAST.

..

tlfcek to Boston

Steamers !ea\

Portland. 12 2d
41i"
,E I)
Boston
iiooion,
\y D.
4-go

Burnham, depart..
Unity..

a

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart.. 7 2"
17 2d
Citypoiut.

Boston,

2 Trips

I

followFit'

10 37
0 63
tio or*
tio 10
10 25

1 20

A. M

4 30
1 40
P

d
d
d
Id
d

.,

FRED W. ROTE. Agent
CALVIN A I S t IN. l.en'l Supt.
WILLIAM II. HILL, tien l Manager

M

"d
2d
32
3S

Winter
are
on

now

sold

Belfast
Bost

■

Belfast, and Castiae Rode.

do
02
Id
8 20

r.
tr.

Arrangement--In

Effect October

1, 1895.

at.$5.00

Branch.

points West ami North-

].ei
-IT—* 8TKAMKR CARTIAiB, weather
mittiiifi, "ill run even week mi'as lollowin connection with B. A B.S <
Leave "West Brooksvilfe at 7.2" a. v. Fa-tim
7.4o Hughes Point. KB", RydeP- P<
Lime Kiln, H *20, arriving at Belfast, 10.BO.

via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley
PAYSON Tl’CKEK,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Boothbv, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
west

■

Portland, Oct. 25, 1805.

*Brooksville., Mondays, Wednesdays
days.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2 "O t

and

Satur

M-, b-r t”1-

above named landings.
Pastim'
Passengers going Last take steamer
from Be If st at 2 00 »• M every Monday ,M"i
t«‘a\
next
steamer
Take
nesdav and Friday.
all lai‘dings from Pastim- to liar Harbor.
an
t<
.lone-port
Miltbndge.
Passengers going
e
Machias take steamer Pastim- fn-m Belta-t
•'
2.00 !-. m., stop over at Pastim-. take si amJr.
all
for
landings
Frank .Jones next moriung
Pastim* to Machias.
1
L
At JEM'S II. A. P.reer, Belfa-t.
Will Pendleton. Hughe- I'm
R\ del' s <‘o\
R. A Dodge. I'a ooks\ ille
M
Pastim

PROBATE NOTICES
Atthe Probate Oiliee at Belfast, w ithin and for the
Countv of Waldo, on this twentv-Iourth dav of
March, A. 1). 18'J<‘».
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of NEWELL MANSFIELD, late of Belfast, in the County ol Waldo,
decesised, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notie e lie given t<> ill persons
interested by causing a copy •>! this order t<- he
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, primed at Belfast, that they
may apj»«*ar at a Probate Court, r<» be lield at Bedfast, within and for said county, on the- second
Tuesday of April next, at ten <•! the <de.uk before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be pro\e<l, apprised and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSt >N Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
3wl3
Jere’ii D. Parker, Register.

A

Vogell,
r.otf

c

W. SMALLIDGE, Manager

Assessors’ Notice.
1

■'"
«*f t lie it > "t I
E subscriber.' a ess
"
"I
hereby give not ice t*> the inhabitantami
tme
them
Belfast, to make aid bring in to
est ues. rea
and
ir
tin
of
lists
polls
1j feet
•!
on hand
personal, in writing, including money are o\mi
at interest. debts -tin- more than they
execu
as
trust
in
guardian,
and all property held
-m-ii ator. administrator or otherwise .except
which he\ a"
b\ law a-xenipt from taxtatioio.
m
\i. and
p<isse.ssed of on the lirst «lay of April
th.-same according 'olaw
picpa red to substantiate
makm
and
lists,
said
p«.r the purpose of r. <ei\ ing
tin* umlei-igm-.i
a record of transfers «>f real estate,
otbc.- .luni!_
assessors
the
at
will be in session
the first to
the business hours of each day. from
>
ind no l.m
the fifteenth day of April next
n
and am personal examination of propeitv '•>
«aiu‘t l"'
as a
assessors will not be considered
in true ami pci
neglect of any person in bringing
on whielt t<
feet lists, as required by law. Blanks
othre.
assessors
tlu*
at
be
had
make such lists may
Belfast. March in, l*9h.
1 Assessor
<
N. BLACK,
<>f
L H. MI RCH.
.) F. SHELDON, ) Belfast.
•iwl{
--

rPl 1

1

1

the Probate Of’ice at Belfast, within and ten
the Countv of Waldo, on this twentv-fourth da\
of March,*A. D. 1 HIM).
the last
4 certain instrument, purporting l<> b
A will and testament of ('OBELI A W. A BEY.
late of Winterport. in said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to till persons
interested by causing a copy <>f this order t*> be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, appr >ved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
3wl3
Jekk'm D. Parker, Register.
At

Get
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NO AGENTS.
1AIFI-IA\/F
V t*but«ell direct i«i thoconniM
I I
W

Dogs

»»

>n

House for Sale.

Children

speak of

something which is ahsolntely safe and practically perfect

Bicycle

GOOD NEWS FOR WOMEN

to

ns

the best remedy for Infants and Children

known.

ever

gives them health.

“Phoenix"

j

unquestionably

the world has

Spa

—

years’ observation of Castoria with the patronage of

THIRTY
It is

Children.

and

millions of persons, permit

PSJ

It Is
the Best

Infants

for

anywhere for exuminiin
before sale. Everythin.' y
ranted. IOO styles ut car
M ir
riagcs, 90 styles e>t
ness,41 styles Riding
dies. Write for catalogue.

LICENSED.
Notice is hereby given that copies of the law re
to licensing dogs have been posted in the
different wards of this city. This law requires all
to
be licensed by the first day of Anril of
dogs
each year. The law will be strictly enforced.
Belfast, March 21, 1K96.
L. H. MURCH, City Cler.k
3wl3

lating

ELKHART

|

W. B. Pbatt, Secy

Co.
Carriage * Harness Mfg
Elkhart, Ind.

j

Puritana

Pleven o’clock A. M.,

,!

selecting six candidates for

t

i.t and Vice-President of
lour delegates at large

the
and
tend the National Republican
!o I•! at St Louis, Missouri, on
is'.Mj.aud transactingany other
t.i. properly conic before it.
:i otf-cuta’ ton will be as follows:
.ml Plantation will be entitled to
lor each seventy-live votes east
in candidate
for Governor m
nal delegate, and for a fraction
excess of seventy-live votes, an
-:• i•

oid
;o

j

Trade Mark

1

Made Cver New
the Seles cf His
Teel to the Top of His Head, by Prcf.
Dixi Crosby’s frizz Formula.

)
|

>

lie

;

j
J

j

■

\ li Secretary.
M line. dan. 28.

18VM>.

—

iuu une cnanus in a nuncrea. ana

ttat Electors Must all be ChosState Convention.

in

■n

H EAIHjr A
\r

M.n a
sta.

KTEHS
St a rr. < him

)

[

ittee,
28,
)
Me.,
ul' .Maine: Prior to 185»2
•!**ct.>rs ar latiie. corresponding
States Senators, were nontic'Ui enti«m.
and the remaining
nnliiiir to tin- members oh the
M >use of Representatives, were
several congressional district

ments are

inans

Ba'lot law en1'nder the law.
election svset retpiires that candidates
the v.iters thmiurhout the whole
ed in nominal ion by a coin enlcs< a const itueiiey than the
•■•. all the candidates’ of a party
':ii
lectors must he a iminuted in
and 1 ha\e therefore included
electors.
I. H. MAM.KV,
hairman.

procedure.

<>t

portion

our

>

bo

to

M..n

delegates,

as

needed.

take i‘.

plete

A
1
.4

Wia’erpor:
for
■

SVNDJCATK

-aid

by tin newspapers
try during the last
s
-mr expedite>n of ini tiers
going to operate the gold
oka. and eonsidfiuble public
een aroused as to the proinlatioii lor these reports,
atien we are enabled to auaf the ease.
Firstly, the
is the correct incorporate
Mipanv which was organized
coition quietly litted out by
house of Messrs. Deiislo w,
N ew York city. The expediady left Seattle with every
iired plant and machinery,
nj> 1 e capital for large opera.nun

happier every day.”

j

air*
ol gold
ideated in is do, I
-! io sj()0 per cubic yard:
of mal property, with
d trom four, six. seven to
K wry accessible and
easily
n elegant town .site
upon the
a*
place for shipping and
vessels < an be loaded at deep
points along the shores of
Tfing too shallow."
■is of the
company are to be
the future locations, and it
:hat at least g'U miles square
gold-bearing gravel will be losecuied, the estimated valnarli. as at present blocked out,
-100,000,000. This property is
•poll the coast, not in the inthe Yukon, but where opera:*e actively carried on for seven
he year and men work in their
A Beneficiary: (pointing to placard, “Spec«•> in
open ail during September
ial Favors for Germans”): “Ish dot an auiieimometer is often above 100
thentic
sdateuient?” Fancy Goods Dealer:
i enheit in the summer months,
“Yes, sir; it is!” Wogglebaum: “Den lemit
surprise many to learn that the me, lif tollers. I vos only two years from
a wherries
in the world ripen Stuttgart.” [Puck.
warm lands of
the coast of
Two Lives Saved.
'here the lands of this company
Mrs. Pbcebe Thomas, of Junction City, 111.,
'••d, during the early spring was
told by her doctors she had Consumpd that the snow disappears in
tion and that there was no hope for her, but
also, that rare and most beauti- two bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery
immense potatoes and all kinds completely cured her and she says it saved
o»ies are indigenous to the cli- her life. Mr. Thos. Eggers, 139 Florida St.
soil.
Daylight at certain sea- San Francisco, suffered from a dreadful
year is almost continuous for cold, approaching Consumption, tried without result everything else, then bought one
■m* hours.
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery and in
sedition is fully equipped with
two weeks
was
cured, lie is
•>'\ ns

whu

■

..go

>

ii was

~

■
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Diants, sawmills, machinery,
isi s, provisions, etc., for seven
besides engineers,
surveyors,
peris and seventy to eighty men

thankful.

1

CLAIMS

H.
v

is

Denslow, president of the
going to Alaska in August.

Mr. Hobbs: “Dear, this
-•!>s sewing is to a woman what.
" ‘S to a man.”
“Is that so?
Well,
itt.le Dick’s trousers and whistle
"I patches on them while I go to

deal test.

■■

1

[Chicago Record.

(•

Kucklen’s

Arnica

j

naturally

It is

“Doctor, will Mr. Montmorency have a
“Yes, nurse, 1 think
so, you see he has been very sick and there
is a serious complication—lie is extremely
wealthy.[Chicago Post.

‘"

I
i

refunded.

by

A. A.

25

j

Baby Tns sfok,

When she

was a

cents

Howes & Co.

Take Great Chances Sometimes, But purchasers of stuck in the PETIT MAN AN
LAND A INDUSTRIAL COMPANY. I >on't
take any risk at all.
With every share
issued goes a

gave her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castorik

When she became

Dowager Duchess of Sourly (Du Mailrierj: “So be is that countryman of yours
she married—and her father’s coachman!
Whatever is it that infatuates all yon American girls with coachmen, you know?” First
Gibson Girl: “It’s a form of Anglomania,
Our coachmen are so like your
your grace.
English noblemen.” Second Gibson Girl:
he
looks
every inch a lord.”
[Life.
“Yes;
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasing to the taste. Sold hv Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr46

SECURITY REDEMPTION

—B O N D—

The

per box.

To

Certified by a reliable Trustee.
The value of the stock is secured by the
Bond, and the Bond is secured by Real
Estate.
Never heard of such a thing before, did
you? This plan of absolute* security origiIPs simply
nated with our Company.
straight-forward, honest business, and
is characteristic of the management.
Another point, every share of stock is entitled to

|

Over

1

4teo'vll

annum

2
per cent, dividends.
Maine enterprise and will bear
investigation. Yon can invest $10 or $1,000.
Then write for parWant to investigate!
ticulars to the
a

PETIT MANAN LAND 4 INDUSTRIAL CO.
Street, Belfast, JTaine.
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.
55 Church

or

Village

Improvement.

ORGANIZING AND CARRYING OUT A MOVEMENT FOR THE BETTERMENT OF TOWNS.

The funniest things around every house
the things called “ornaments.”

John Gilmer

Speed

A

writes upon how to

Woman’s

When a man goes away from home he organize and conduct a Village Improvement Society in the April Ladies’ Home
has a lot of fun, if you let him tell it.
| Journal. He
prefaces his paper with the
of
idea
success is to win a
A lawyer’s
assertion that the “future prosperity of
knows
he
he
is
which
in
suit iu
the wrong. the country village depends, in a
great
its suitability for the sumA great many people who “get there,” j measure, upon
mer residence of those who

prefer,

Admiration

that
season, to leave the hot and crowded
wagon.
further
that
“a
cities,’’and argues
Village
Lots of men who are looking for work Improvement Society should he a pure
wouldn't know what to do with it if they democracy, and within its membership it
should embrace every man and woman of
should find it.
in the neighborhood, and beThe women are beginning to remind good repute
sides this there should be established an
their husbands that the man next door is
auxiliary league of children. This league
raking his yard.
should be asked, and urged, and instructA mean Atchison man refers to the ed to assist die main society.
Such
steak lie has for breakfast as “Jly wife’s societies are usually supported by fees
and dues.
This is very well in a village
burnt offering.”
where the majority of the people are
Fruit tree agents are great bores, but
quite prosperous and usually have a store
may they increase and multiply and bother of ready money at their
disposal. But
us all into buying more trees!
even in such places I
prefer the method
of
the
A had business move follows a man
supporting
society by purely volunlike a Nemesis: it takes as long to get tary subscriptions of money, labor and
material.
Labor
is
over a mistake in business as a mistake in
just as good as money,
and is given much more freely by all save
love.
those who are rich.”
If a woman hasn’t a husband, she gets
After canvassing the matter Mr. Speed
a cat or a
so
it is some- suggests a public meeting, to be addressdog; anything,
she
can
about
for
out
ed
thing
worry
staying
by some one familiar with the details
of the work, preceding
nights.
preliminary orAn Atchison woman prefers staying at ganization, and the adoption of a constitution.
Permanent
officers
and committees
home and reading Sunday papers to going
should be named at the first meeting, and
to church; she
says the styles in the Sunpreceding the second one the first labor
day papers are newer.
day should be observed. “On that day
The women evidently change their all the men and teams in the
village should
attire
sooner than the
heavy
men; under- congregate to work under the direction of
wear with trimming on is
the
executive committee, and the ladies
beginning to
of the society should provide a picnic
appear on the clothes line.
luncheon
for the workers that day. In
The greatest devotion existed in an j
Atchison family of five girls until one of some untidy villages the whole of the
first labor day might be given to
them purchased a bicycle. As it was
cleaning
only up: in others
the sidewalks might be
built for one, the trouble was natural.
put in better order, or pieces of new
A girl can get the same exercise running sidewalk constructed; in
nearly every vila
sewing machine that she gets in riding lage it would be a good thing to put the
a bicycle, and the
improvement in her grounds and fences of the public schoolmother’s health will be very marked.
house in order. But there are always very
obvious needs everywhere before the adA man walked up Commercial street
vent of the
improver. But what
to-day with a placard pinned to liis coat is done that village
day should be done with some
bearing these words: “Keep away from
thoroughness, and the noonday luncheon
me; 1 have been eating spring onions.”
is apt to invest the day with some of the
There is a fashion of late for houses to characteristics of a festival.
What is
he arranged in such a way as not to con- done will be discussed in every house of
tain an extra lied; just
the
village, and the achievements will inenough for the
family. This has a tendency to keep out spire confidence or provoke criticism.”
kin and visitors.
a

hearse instead of in

a

baud

An Atchison woman was
recently imflattered by being told that she
looked every inch a queen.
Her flatterer
didn’t add that the resemblance was to the
queen of Abyssinia.

>1

mensely

aiiie

Kish

and

at

-for-

Increases every time

vonnel
WASHING POWDER

j

J” /^2°£lA
/

1
0,1 SoaP wi"be
would not be
\
(ound in each packrecommend it as tile best washing
powder
in the world.” —Mrs. Cynthia
IVORINE/
Wilson, Boston, Mass. \asre
“I am delighted with
Ivorine, also the cake
Olive
Oil Soap that comes in every
\ d-r- ./
package.” Mrs. George

;I

without it.

\WashingPow-/

o'f

—

T11V T^ii'' j-1 '|V 11!' v.s''

BS-Listof Choice Premiums

sent Free upon

request.

TTIE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.,
Glastonbury, Connv Makrr, of WMllia,,,,-Shavimr s,..p»
XXXSOOIXXm^ooafVMOorxvvYAAAnrvwvvvvwooo._

Tobacco
ALWAYS

STANDARD

RESTORED Mij^HOOD

™s?

The great remedy for nervous prostration and ail nervous
diseases of the generative organs <>t either sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Faningor Lost Manhood, Impotency,
Nightly hiinissions, Youthful Furors. Menial Worrv, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which haul to
Consumption and Insanity. \N ith every ?»»•"> order w.- give a written
to
cure
or
refund
the
memo
guarantee
at «jii|.00
per box, <> boxes for jiiio.OO.
BEFORE AXD AFTER TS1XO.
DR* MOTT’S * II HIH Ah <<).„< levrland, Ohio.

Game.

SPECIMENS WANTED FOR EXR1R1TION AT
THE STATE HOUSE.

The following circular is being sent out
the committee of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association, conrun
aijr isi u. n. himi:ii, t» r, L A M
>1A1 >h.
sisting of S. I.. Crosby, F. C. Farrington
and Cornelia T. Crosby.
It relates to
space at the State House for exhibiting
specimens of Maine's lish and game. The
If dead beats paid their hills, honest committee have received many favorable
men could
buy at lower prices, for honest returns. The circular is as follows.
In response to an application for space
men are compelled to make up the thefts
of the dead beats.
The dead beats there- in tile State House to place on exhibition
fore are a menace to society, and
mounted specimens of lish and game of
society
—--M33BBBBESS3UBBSB-should organize against them.
Maine, the Governor and Council have
authorized Col. E. c. Stevens, superinAn Atchison mother has a novel
plan tendent of public buildings, to assign the
for getting her gills to come home
early
for that purpose.
Tlie
from parties and entertainments; the last [ space necessary
committee of the Maine Sportsmen's Fisli
one out every
lias
to
night
get up first the and Game Association wish to procure
O
next morning, and start the
fires, and get mounted
of all kinds of game,
breakfast. It works like a charm. In the iisli ami specimens
birds, native of Maine, or which
race to get iu early, none are out late.
sojourn for part of the year iu the State.
Because if is
at
Heads of moose, deer aud caribou, or
We saw a ten-year-old country boy sitanimal
of
whatever descripHere are some of the
we offer:
ting in a farm wagon to-day with curls any mounted
hanging down his back. A farmer’s wife tion, likewise of iisli or birds; also specimens
of
and
all
kinds
of
and
any
who lias time tocurl her boy’s hair! Times
fishing
have changed! Ten years ago little coun- huntiug implements, rods, lines, hooks,
those used Wood Seat Chairs from 25c.
guns,
spears,
etc.,
especially
try girls living near Atchison had to wear
dark gingham pantalettes instead of white, in the earlier days of hunting and fishing,
Bedsteads from 50c.
are wanted.
to save washing.
At present there is hardly an evidence
from
of tlie great iisli and game resources of
Industrial Items.
our State to be found at the state
Extension Tables from $3.50
Capitol.
The importance of securing sucli an exhiMAINK FACTORIES, WORKSHOPS AND RAILbition
Chamber Sets from S10.5Q
wil!
as
of
value
ROADS.
impress you
great
as well as a source of pride to the citizens
The freight business on the Maine of our State.
Chairs at alnnst your own
Central was never better than at the
We must depend upon those interested
Extra
Soft
Mattresses from $1 50 upwards.
time.
present
to make this effort a success.
We ask
1. C. Libby of Waterville is endeavor- you to interest yourself and friends in this
Hair
and Wool lower than ever before.
ing to raise funds for building a narrow undertaking, aud contribute some of tlie
above mentioned specimens to our assoSofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
gauge railroad between Waterville and
Weeks Mills, to connect with the Quebec ciation.
The
we have been in
association
will
A Wiscasset road.
pay express on all
sent, which should lie well packed aud
At the annual town meeting at Ashland directed, giving the name of the donor.
it was voted, 71 too, to exempt from taxa- I Specimens thus received will he
placed ou
tion for a term of 10 years any industry exhibition, placarded with tlie name of
for the manufacture of lumber that would j the contributor to tlie Maine
Sportsmen’s
a first-class
is connected with
locate in that town.
Fish and Game Association, and when
known I lie name of those capturing the
this
establishment.
Repairing
of FurThe woolen mill at Foxcroft is said to
same.
Specimens may be left with S. L.
have enough orders to run about two
Upholstering
and
Varnishniture,
(taxidermist), liangor; Miss Cormonths, but the prospect is not a Hatter- i Crosby,
nelia T. Crosby, (Fly liod), Phillips, or
ing done in a
manner and
ing one owing to the excessive foreign ! sent to E. C.
Farrington, Sec. M. S. F. A
importations. In these respects the Fox- G.
with
tn,:
Maine.
A., Augusta,
croft mills are not exceptions to the rule
of dull times.
The Ice Outlook.
During the month of March the Bangor
& Aroostook railroad delivered to the |
The Kennebec ice companies have 782,Maine Central 5(3 more cars of freight 000 tons of new ice and 800,000 tons of
than in March, 1895.
It was the largest I old ice in their houses; a total of 1,082,delivery ever made in the history of the 000 tons. On the Penobscot there are
THE NAME OF THE NEXT
B. A A.
While there was a large shrink- about 150,000 tons of new and 120,000
age in the potato business this year, the tons of old ice, total 270,000. On the
freight traffic was largely increased by Hudson the total stock is about 2,850,000
the lumber shipments.
tons, 1,050,000 less than the house capacity, and 450,000 tons less than was weighed
The last piece of granite for the new out last year.
Bangor ice men expect to
WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN
post office building at Washington D. C., get 80 to 00 cents a ton for their ice—
has been quarried, and the contract for
possibly more, if the summer is unusually
this work, which was taken by the Bod- warm.
One or two contracts were made
well Granite Co. of Vinalhaven, is com- last winter at 70 and 75 cents.
after
three
work.
pleted,
nearly
years’
During that period over 200 cutters have
been employed, on the average, in addiOf\T NOVEMBER 4th, lHIMi.
tion to 85 quarry men.
In all about 40
cargoes, or 5000 tons of granite, have been
Public interest will steadily increase, and the question how the men whose
“I Was No Good on Earth.”
shipped on this contract.
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under the administration they elected, will make the campaign the most intensely exciting in the hisBusiness is dull in the stone business in
Dr. Miles’ Nervine strengthens
Frankfort.
The Mt. Waldo works are all
tory of the country.
builds up the broken
the weak,
closed w ith not much prospect of starting !
down constitution, and permanently
again for several weeks. The Mosquito
Mountain Granite Co. is doing nothing | cures every kind of nervous disease.
and have no contracts on hand.
Mt.
66About one year ago I teas aftiieted
the leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish ali the
with ne rvousn ess, si eeplessn ess,
Ifeagan is banked in snow and ice, with
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen leg aidless of party
little prospect of starting this summer.
Creeping sensation in mg legs,
affiliations.
Mt. Tuck is running a small crew on
Slight palpitation of my heart.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence -•■•vering the news
rough work. Pierce Brothers are erectDistracting confusion of the m ind,
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market rea
summer
on
the
extreme
ing
Serious loss or lapse of memory.
cottage
top
ports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories. ••mplete in each
of Mt. Waldo, which is about 1,000 feet
Weighted-'■ down with care and \
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic. with their best
above the level of the sea.
worry. I completely lost appetite j comic
pictures, fashion plates and elaborate description- of w«.man's attire, with, at
And felt my vitality wearing oaty
j varied and attractive department of lem^eh »hl interest. The \\ u York Weekly
Reunion of
Buckspcrt Seiniiiarians.
i was weak, irritable and tired.
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a eireulathm larger thm that of any other
Jfly weight was reduced to 1GO lbs., j
At tin* second annual reunion and banquet
weekly publication in the country issued from the * 1 rit• • •>' id:ib\. Large hanged
In fact l was no good, on earth.
are being made in its details, tending to gi ve it g reate i' life and va rift y. a ml especially
of the Bucksport Seminar y Association in
A friend Drought
j
more interest to the women and the young people of the housei:o|, 1.
the Parker House, Boston.Tlmrsday evening, ! me Dr. Miles’ book,
March 2hfch, the 150 persons present were j “New and StartA SPECIAL CONTRA CT enables us to offer this splendid journal and “Tht
ling Facts,” and

by

There are some new and popular
songs
that no girl should sing.
The writer of
this lives next door to a
sixteen-year-old
gill who sings ”1 Have Whiskers Hade of
Ilay.” Fancy the effect!

THESE AHE M0VIH8 TIMES.

j

Our Furniture is
offered

Moving

prices that tempt buyers.

bargains

upwards.

upwards.

S3.50 upwards.

Lounges

upwards.
upwards.

Fancy

price.

Top

Top

Since

business.

MR. WILLIS

workman,

thorough

despatch.

|

J. C.

Thompson

& Son.

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

Weak, Irritable,Tired
—

j

|

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

J

presided over by President Th omas H. Slier- !
man.
Principal A. F. Chase, Ph. D.; Mr.'
Parker Spofford and Miss A. M. Wilson

were the guests.
Edwin Ginn made an interesting address, after which Principal
Chase spoke on “The Future Seminary.”

Parker Spofford, Hoyt Couary, R. J. Sprague,
J. F. Knownton and Miss A. M. Wilson also
spoke. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year. President, Edwin P.
Ginn; vice-president, David H. Tribou:
recording secretary, Maud H. Hodgdon;
corresponding secretary, William Crawford; Treasurer, Mrs. David H. Tribou.
Previous to the banquet a reception was
held in the parlors of the hotel.

Does

^er

/O

payable quarterly in

California.

in upholstered Pullman Tourist Sleepers,
via Union Pacific. Special attention to laFor details write to
dies traveling aloue.
Willard Massey, or J. S. Smith, Trav. Pass.
Agents, 292 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,
or R. Ten Brock, Gen. East. Agfc., 2H7 Broad,

way, N. Y.
•

we

MINOR CHILDREN.

INVESTORS

This is

s
Salve in the world for Cuts,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
"ter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
"i«l all Skin Eruptions, and positivePiles, or no pay required. It is
'••1 to give perfect satisfaction of

Price

When

OF

“Have those people in the other Hat been
married long'.’" “1 think not; lie takes naps
on her best siik pillows
[Chicago Record*

slow convalescence?”

Halve.

ii|i1;*
"•

Voyage.

1. Rules of the
last administration are reversed in a decision rendered to-day by assistant secretary of the interior in a pension case having a bearing favorable to a large number
of claims now on file.
The ruling holds
where a widow and minor children under
16 years of age survive a soldier, the children may, after attaining the age of 17,
and where the death of the mother occurs
thereafter, without payment to her of any
part of the pension, apply iu their own
right and receive the same pension as the
father would have been entitled to, bad
he been totally disabled.
This pension is
to begin from the date of his death and
continue until they respectively arrive at
the age ot 16.

’.tiling liver inns through these
ami with ten I/Mtle Hiants a

1

Memorable

Washington, April

such results, of which these,
are samples, that prove the wonderful efficacy of this medicine in Coughs and Colds.
Free trial bottles at A. A. Howes & Co.’s
Drug Store. Regular sizes 50c. and si.00.

aitable energy, courage and exlhe right kind.
ii-veloped and almost unexbiii'g region is richer than Calidays of ’49 You ran see the
nd take it out with your own

gravel can he worked daily
H of years to come, and which,
:mmn
price of -Si per eubic
..ii!l the most sanguine hopes
am- hunter.
This property will
i.sive that it is intended to or\ sub-companies out of it, and
ii*
present owners of shares all
<
ipate without further cost.”
dition having been satisfactorii'lished, is no longer a secret.
Denslow, Ward »t Co., fiscal
the company, at 50 Broadway,
"fully give to all persons who
’•"•rested the current news from
relative to the syndicate and its
i mies to be organized.
[The
nance News March 31st.

Compound Co., Concord, N. H.

Rufus A. Coombs furuisbes the Kookland Star with the following details of a
memorable
Little Inquisitive: “Say, pa, why do they
voyage.
Thirty-one years ago
call money dough'.’”
this June the schooner Susan K. Lane
Wise Parent: “Oh, I
don’t know; perhaps because it'?' always was launched from the shipyard at Vinalkneaded—n-e-e-d-e-d, I mean. See'.’ I'll have haveu where now stands C. K. Roman’s
to tell that to your mother.”
sail-loft. The vessel was owned by Captain
II. V. Lane, Reuben Carver and others in
It’s a good thing to keep in the house
that Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam. It town.
Among the officers and crew wellstops that dry, tickling feeling often experi- known and well remembered, were the
ence! in the night and always cures the
following Yinalliaveu people: Captain, II.
cough or cold. 10c. and o5c. per bottle.
V. Lane: George Roberts, mate; George
“I ain’ goin' in so ter'ble strong fob dese
Carver, 2d mate; R. A. Coombs, cook and
new women idees,” said Uncle Eben, “but I
steward; John Rider and Ira Menithew.
kain’ sympertlii/.e wif a lot o’ able bodied Her first
trip was to Fernandina, Fla.,
citizens dat seems ter think er woman
with stone, and from there to Philmus'n't do er man’s work unless she’s done
adelphia, and on the way Captain
married tie man."
\ Washington Star.
Lane was taken sick and George RobThe bkeath of a chronic catarrh patient erts assumed
charge as master. From
is often so offensive that he becomes an obto Boston, where she charject of disgust After a time ulceration sets Philadelphia
tered
for
Glace
Bay, Nova Scotia. The
in, the spongy bones are attacked, and frequently destroyed. A constant source of Susan put into harbor Nov. 14 of the year
discomfort is the dripping of the purulent, 1S()4 and landed Captain Lane. Captain
secretions into the throat sometimes proRoberts was succeeded by Captain Benjaducing inveterate bronchitis, which has been min Smith and the trip resumed. The
the exciting cause of pulmonary disease.
following tells the story: Captain BenjaThe brilliant results by its use for years min
Smith of the schooner Susan R. Lane
past properly designate Ely’s Creaui Balm
lost at sea, reports Dec. 22, 1S(>4, latitude
as by far the best and only cure.
43.35, longitude 04.15, while lying-to
There is hardly any use to try To do any- j
during a strong westerly gale, was struck
thing in this world. In all probability just j by a sea which carried
away the bowsprit
as soon as a fellow has learned to a nicety
and both masts by the board, lost galley,
how to tuck away a young woman's big :
stove
boat
and
washed
away everything
sleeves, there will be a sudden change of
fashion, and all a fellow’s experience will go movable about decks,and was in this confor naught.
dition until the 30th when the barque
[Boston Transcript.
Martin W. Brett, Captain Thurlow, from
OKI people.
Cow Bay, for New York., kindly lay by
Old people who require medicine to regulate the bowels and kidneys will find the until the next day and took us off and
true, remedy in Electric Bitters.
This medbrought us to New York. We were from
icine does not stimulate and contains no
Glace Bay with a cargo of 404 tons coal
whiskey nor other intoxicant, hut acts as a consigned to F. B. Bradshaw, New York.
tonic and alterative.
It acts mildly on the
The Susan P. Lane was a new vessel, six
stomach and bowels, adding strength and
months old, and registered 300 tons. She
giving tone to the organs, thereby aiding
Nature in the performance of the functions. went down while in sight of the rescued
Electric Bitters is an excellent appetizer crew and was partially insured.
and aids digestion.
Old People find it just
exactly what they need. Price fifty cents
Ruling iu a Pension Case.
A.
A.
Howes & Co.’s Drug
bottle
at
per
Store.
DECISION
RENDERED
WHICH
FAVORS

char-

themselves is almost a
the success of the entertain safely say that it is not a
experiment, and the lines pro'll art' from a purely practical,
-midpoint, after an exhaustive
;
of the value of the propermid to be taken up, stretching
! of several years, further
.ifli will be given in another
f-*r general information of
.interested in the subject of
<-ka we qu-'te the following
ei r letters:

The Puritana

The use of Hall's Hair Benewer promotes
tiie growth of the hair, ami restores its natural color and beauty, frees the scalp of
dandruff, tetter, and all impurities.

■

experienced, trusty

If }i>u rov a MiffT'T, y t. f >.■ u* drugsrist this
<ti.u
(the prii-f is £]
(T.
jU'-! !,. ui.-ci.v,
1 "!• ii,r .•..r;ipie(eii>,aiine!il,co!isi>t itiirofone bottle
<• but
U* >f Puri ana Pills, and 0110
<;ii! ana, <
I inclosed in on©
t Puritana Tablets,
l-'t ■I'.'n inure i, or wri c to the undersigned, and you
will bit -3 the day when you heard of Puritana-

“1 will never be without Puritana as
long as I live, and 1 believe that will be
some time, as 1 am
growing younger and

I’D.

men

care

*

Alaska.

•*!,:» AND

of any disease compermanent, the purifying,

and

Puritana v. dl give healthy I.lood, healthy
Liver, healthy Kidneys, he ilthy Lungs,
healthy Nerves, heald y Bruin, and healthy
d!dn. Idaitana is the p.iize formula of
I’ref. Di:;i rosbv, of 1 )ar‘.mouth College.

...

.1

Tli orm like
.1
T-ov.I

’I

directed, it will practically give

proce 3 mu t begin and end in the
.• u niaoh.
It is the power producer of
ike human system, and by the aid of'

:.1

Pain

the

nourishing, correcting, and building-up

Saarsnioin. .2
Si-ar<|M»r! ...2.
S' wk;.,n Springs.
2

WaMo

as

To make the

1

nvillr

vitalizing

Stomach

1
Palermo.A

•>\va

and

A New

iipori

No-l

by naturalizing

Power Producer of the human system.
To any man, woman, or child, who will

fo).

i’!

Puritana differs from all other medicines
day differs from night. It cures dis-

ease

v

is entitled

Nature’s
Cure
as

Puritana was just what I needed.
When I got a bottle and began using it I
found that I was being made over new,
just as it says, from the soles of my feet
to the
top of my head.
•’Itstopped that miserable pain at the
pit of my stomach; it made me eat like a
hungry man and sleep like a healthy,
tired man. It cleared my head so that I
can now see without
glasses and walk

the Australian

he
-area
,1 ••

i

took that chance. All the doctors and
medicines had failed in my case, and I
threw them all over.
It seems as if there
are new kinds of diseases in these
days
of steam and electricity, and new treat-

Registered.

:

are

arrive in

j
prostra-1

h-Ii the \aeaney exists.
in.ittee will be in session in the
ot (lie hall at nine o'clock, on the
.-onvention, tor the purpose of
initials of delegates. De egates
Imilde to participate in the connected subsequent to the date
’ins convention; and delegates.
-Mould not be elected to the State
hereafter called for the purpose
,i
andidate lor Governor.
Maine, without regard to past
!, uees. who are
in sympathy with
expressed in the call of the Real Committee lor the Republican
nition. are cordially invited to
h*epitb;ieans of the State in electthi- ( onvention.
iil-licaii State Committee.
'SKPH H. MANLEV, Chairman.

1

'V"'

1 was sick for nearly two years,’’said
George H. Dunning, of Faneuil Hall!
Marker, the historic landmark of boston,
I was run down, had nervous
lion, lost my appetite, could not sleep 1
without opiates, had little control over
my limbs, was so light-headed that I was
afraid to walk about alette, could not see
except through a Liar, had a constant
pain in the pit cf my stomach, and had
abandoned be.'.:: s, pleasure, and, practically, life itself. When the crisis came
X was out of myh.ad and tny temperature
was up to 105 degrees.
\ .'hen the neighbors came to inquire the doctor told them
that I was past hope. I.Iy nurse made
another appointment, as if it was certain
that my death would come in five days at
the outside.

delegation of any City, Town
only be tilled by a resident of

H'or

GLEANED FROM THE ATCHISON GLOBE.

SAVED AT THE VERY BRINK

1896J

rssda-y, April 16,

Kansas Wit and Wisdom.

It cures from head
tofoot.

HALL, PORTLAND,

I! \

c

A MARKET MAN'S LUCK.

ILL BE HELD IN

\N

t;

State (Merton

Republican

he

Wet

his

Whistle ?

Washington, April 1. An attache of the
White House tells a reporter that Pres.
Cleveland has become very fond of whistling,
and that the touching old song, “Silver
Threads Among the Gold,” is his favorite

Another tune that h is caught his
fancy is “King Cotton.” The attache heard
him try to sing this to the babies in the
nursery one morning, hut as a singer he is a
failure, being unable to catch a tune. As a
whistler, however, he says the president is a

tune.

great

success.

I finally decidde
to try a bottle of
Dr.
Miles’
ttoorative
Nervine.
had
taken
Before I
one bottle I could
sleep as well as a

'iO-yr.-old boy. My
appetite returned
greatly increased.

Republican

Journal” for

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2.00,
CASH IN ADVANCE.
%

(The regular subscription price
SUBSCRIPTIONS

of the two papers is

$3.00.)

BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

MAY

neii
naa taKen me surra ootzie
\ Address all orders to
My freight increased to 170 bs.9 I
The sensation inmy legs teas gone; I
Journal
Me.
The
My nerves steadied completely;
My memory teas fully restored. \
My brain seemed cl carer than ever.
Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2
I felt, as good as any man on earth.
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
Mir. Miles* ltestorative Nervine is

Republican

great medicine, I assure you.**
Walter R. Burbank.
Augusta, Me.
Dr. Miles* Nervine is sold on a positive

A

guarantee that the first bott le will Deneiit.
All druggists sell it at $1,6 bottles for §5. or
it will Vie sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind

Dr. Miles’ Nervine
Restores HeaSttt

Publishing Co., Belfast,

TRI3UNE will be mailed 'o you.

CAUTION NOTICE.

Notice of Dissolution.

Whereas, my wife, KATE i\ BENNETT, has left
my Bed ami board without just cause, I hereby
give notice that I shall pay no bills of her conEDWARD E. BENNETT,
tracting.

is he ebv-riven that the copartnership
existing between us, under the
of .\IKARS A: l*i f(’HKR. has !>een dissolved by mutual consent. The business will be
continued by K. S. Pitcher at the old stand.
HORATIO MK V RS.
K. S. PITCH KR.
Belfast, March 20, 1896.—3wl4

Montville, March 31,1890.—3wl4*

N'OTP'K
heretofore
firm
name

j

Locals.

Searsport

Sell. E. L. Warren sailed for Boston Satur-

day.
Grinnell is attending the horse fair
at Boston.
W. E.

Jane C. Putnam left Sunday for Ros-

Mrs.

liudale,

Mass.

Benjamin II. Mudgett of
town Sunday.
Margaret Sargent
day for Salem.

Monroe

steamer Thurs-

by

left

Miss Mary McClure is making
visit to her

a

short

parents.

Jessie Nickerson returned

Miss

in

was

Welles-

to

ley College Monday.
Blanche Ross is spending her
tion at home.
Miss

vaca-

Capt. J. B. Nichols left by steamer Penobscot Monday for Boston.
Beading at the Congl. parsonage this,
Thursday, evening.
Capt. Alanson Ford arrived home from
New York Thursday.
Charles C. Hamilton returned to Boston
by tram .Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. F.

W

ct:

It'S

a

of

Lynn

visiting

is

her

Whitcomb.

sister. Mrs. L. If.

Allen arrived by train Sunday
morning bom Brunswick, Ga.
Mrs. l.i/./.'*

Blanchard and wife of

John

making

a

Tyler

are

stay in Bark, Me.

short

Gi ockett

tin* sale

in

cess

Bangor

meeting with good

is

suc-

i pianos and organs.

". Id Min ks
ioa«bal s.-b. LI zabcth Foswith br.t k tlie past week for Boston.

G*
ter

seie«ttm

Tin*

occupied

n

are

at

pr* sent

the

\\

very much

valuation for this

year
A. E. Nu ktus
M

’.

lia>

with

Day

v

Co. loaded sell. Emma
lor Portland the past

week

Several of the Knights Templar in town
attended, the Easter service at Belfast Sun-

day

afternoon.

Capt.

Mrs. E T. Erskine arrived from
ednesday. Capt. Erskine’s

i

an

rk last W

N

New

health slo ws marked improvement.
The musm at the harbor church Easter

Sunday

remn-redb y VV. B. Sawyer's

was

special

class, and deserves

mention.

p< *toffice lias been established at
Harbor, and will be known as Park.

A

m*w

the

Capt.

Griffin

A.

Warren

will

officiate

as

os tin aster.

3

Lev. L G. liar butt reports having attended. six funerals in the past two weeks, and
that idle a\erage ages of live of

the deceased

th" k of eight wild geese alighted in the
docks Monday.
Several crack shots experimented on the geese, but the distance

inaccurately judged

was

ami

none

were se-

cured.

received recently of the death
by drowning of John Jenuess in Florida.
Mr. Jenuess, in company with Mr. E. S.
L pham of Saugus, has spent the summer
here for the past fifteen years.
News

was

letter received from Capt. Amos Ni• hois oi slap Gov. Ilohie, at Yokohama, states
lua~- Ids mate, Mr. A. K. P. Townsend, was
washed overboard and drowned three weeks
Itef re the sh p arrived at that port.
A

Among the arrivals at Searsport House
the past week were C. A. Peeling, M
F.
K■•!.i,
M.
French, Boston; Frank T.
t»i *w>. E. <i
Benner, J. »4. Berryman, Portland

t

I'd

.1

>.

law.

Tim

i

far.

vi!

A. hi .iw,

with
tii

1.

Haley, Bangor;

G.

Jlartiand.

publican committee. have
\j
Central
11. for

n

;!•,*•

m.

>.) ai;. 11.;

ie

N. F.

ho..

ui-triet

arrange.:
••m

F

1.

mnd

;fr d istri.

t

<■•

trip to WatcrAp.-i.

r.veution

st
17ti.
Si.p \-r :> also allowed to de
gates r.iiiriiiiig from the State convent1
at Portland.

<■-

h:s ii.
111at

ar.-’s

:t

a

last Sunda\ morning to tlie
Week night service There w

recent

thirty-two ladies
One g>'ud lady has

aid

mt n

and

women

pastor present.

since raised the

to whether this Will

s

the

act.
ere

lie the

question
proportion of

in heaven.

Ce.pt. Charles Baker was here last week
in the interests of a emnpany who propose
water

put

t■1

from wli

into

Searsport. The source
be supplied, if it
ieiit, will give one of the finest

h the water will

up his

committee.
Did Mr. Harbutt mean the Committee? If
he did, has he, with that report in his hands,
represented the Committee to the public fairly. m his Journal articles’? In these articles
balance in
Mr. Harbutt admits a small
favor of the schools from last year’s school
The selectmen’s report show's that
money.
the amount expended for repairs and new
buildings, exceeded the appropriation for
those purposes, one dollar and seventy one
cents.
There w as a little overdraw on the

books, but.

no

books

were

sionary

Blanche Miller of West Winterport is oarding with Mrs. Jane Downs.
...Mr. John Royal of Charlestown, Mass.,
visited relatives in town last week. Mr. and
Mrs. Emery Cunningham, Albert and Will,
have returned from up-river.
Will has a
very lame hand, caused by an abscess_The
school committee have elected the following
teachers for the summer: I fist. 1 and 2, Mrs.

E. E. Clement: 3, Miss Mabel
Billings; 7.
Miss Mary Stevens; 8, Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips; 9, Miss Mamie Nickerson of Corinth.
The schools will all begin April 27th and
continue ten weeks... Comet grange is constantly taking in new members. Last Monday evening they conferred the third and
fourth degrees on two candidates and regaled themselves with an excellent clam
Stew.
\\ interport.

Dr. J. H. Baker lias gone
Boston on a business trip_Miss Blanche
Arev has returned to her school at CamMiss Minnie Welder has gone to
bridge.
Boston for two or three weeks_Miss Ella
Sweetser, who has been spending the winter
with her aunt, Mrs. Jere Colson, has gone
home to Lynn... .At the Republican caucus

to

...

held

on

North Troy. Mr. William Gareelun of
Burnham was in town Sunday.... Mrs. Delilah .Jordan of Waterville is visiting in
towii....Miss Aligic Garcelon was at home
Pittsfield
[from
Sunday.... Mrs. O. 1 i.
Rhoades is visiting in Fairfield
M iss Cora
Monroe is at home for a va< ttiou... Mi.
Rhoades has m >\cd home to his
lathers... Mr Barber and family have
moved
the house OW 1. d hy (>. P. Estes,
at
the Centre.... M r. Charles Nichols ami
family have a rent at John Whitney's...
Lewis

lTKMs.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel

Cunningham went n
Saturday to attend the funeral of
Read, Mrs. Cunningham's father, who

water

soli

w

>rks <1 any town in Eastern Maine,
pressure will he sufficient to intro-

ONE
BOTTLE

It troubled

me

j

that

a

run

could

I

so

not

badly
sleep

TWO

Buenos Ayres, March 2.
Ar, sch. George V.
Jordan, Park, Boston.
Star of the Sea,
sch.
9.
March
Sid,
Barbadoes,
Hopkins, Trinidad; 30, ar, sch Herald, Los Pal-

I

HERE ARE THE BARGAINS I

about

WE OFFER FOR THREE DAYS

mas.

Henry
Savana-la-Mar, March 14. Cld,
Crosby, Stubbs, Chester, l’a.
Bahia. April 4. Ar, brig Havilali, Richardson,

Dr. Swan s Nerve

delphia.

and Blood Tonic

sch.

New York.
Port Natal. April 2
Ar, bark St. Lucie, New
York.
Havana, April 5. Sid, bark Matanzas, Phila-

Point-a-Pitre, April

son,

Ar, sch. Etta A.

2.

Stimp-

Thorndike, Jacksonville.
MARINE

and I tried a bottle at
I had not taken
once.
(IRES one bottle before I was
much better, and could
and eat well. Af
PALPI-

MISCELLANY.

|

During the last quarter the total number of

vessels built and documented in the United
States was 124. of 28.171 tons, compared with
128 vessels of 29.380 tons for the previous quarter.
Ot the vessels built during the last quarter,
05 were sail aim 59 steam. Steel steamers built,
nine of 12,349 tons, »t which two of 7,007 tons
were built on the great lake,-. Forty-eight wooden
sailing vessels of 9,089 tons were built on the
Atlantic and Guil oasts. 20 wooden steam vessels of 3,312 tons were built on western rivers.
The monster steel shipentine May Flint, that
was formerly the British steamer Persian Monarch, has not pi o', ed hersell a thrillingly smart
craft since she was rigged into a wind jammer,
bur she seems to ‘-^vt tlu-re" with her big cargoes
all right, on her maiden \.\vage from Baltimore
to San Fianciseo u ith coal she made a long passage. Then she went from there to A\onmouth,
England, in 131 tiay.-. now .-.lie is on her way to
New York from Avium.out! which port she left
on March 24.
[Marine Journal.
Cuakteils. Sch. Jennie A. Stubbs, Bahamas to
New York, lruit, p. t. Out in ballast. Sch. Isaiah
K. Stetson. Hayti to North ol Natteras, logwood,
p. t. Sell. Charles F. Raymond, Somes' Sound to
New York, stone, .S!l
Bark Henry Norwell,
Satilla to Now York, lumber, S4.B2 1-2, and
switch ties s8 per M. Sch. D. 11 Rivers, Tampa
to Norfolk ami Richmond, phosphate rock, SI .85.
Brig Katahilin, port Liberty to Biddelord, coal,
80 cents,
Sch. Oli\e T. Whittier, Philadelphia to
Portland, co;,!, 90 cents and b. m. Sch. lzetta,
Port Johnson to Bangor,
oal. 80 cents. Sch.
Lygonia, Port Liberty to Rockland, coal, 72 12

!

BOT-

nights, and could hard- TLES
LIEVES ly keep about my work CURE
days. About this time,
I got a pamphlet telling
RE-

(sleep

ter taking two bottles, I
was as well as ever and
could sleep as I did
when I was a child. I
cannot say too much for

TATION
OF
THE

valuable

HEART your
cine.

medi-

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
>^APR1L 9,

ll.-j:

BANK
CHECK
WITH

A U Inch All Wool

EVERY

Blues, Browns, Tans and Reds

In Black,

BOTTLE

A.

Scates Hedical Co.,

10 and

THIS WEEK,,—..

A

Evfi.eth,
Farmington, Me.

Chas.

:

at

Westbrook, He.)

A :]S liitli All Wool Sorgo,

A Few Facts

Black, Blues, Browns, Slate and Red

In

ai

For
1

<

Sensible People
Who Aim to

In Black

Save

Anpukws. In West Rockport, March 24. to Mr.
and Mrs Sidney \ndrews. a son.
French. In Rockland, March 27, to Mr. and
Mrs Harvey W. French, a daughter
Bernice
—

Comery.

Luutv. In Yinalliaveu, March 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Libby, a son.
Noyes. In Yitialhaven, March 25, to Mr. and
Mrs Howard Noyes, a son.
Simmons,
in Friendship, March 28. to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Simmons, a daughter.
N\ aim-.
In Rockland, March 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willard M Wade, a daughter.

Money.

of HIGH
for the

GRADE
i-s

GOODS

D

offer until sold

larg

a

$2.00 CORSETS at $1.42

4^

!

1.25
1.00

*

^

SPRING OF ’96.

NOTHING
that

tits

as well as

next to

In Rockland, March 2s, Vesta Jane (Dunbar, widow of Ambrose Cobb, a native of Warren,
aged 84 years, 9 months and 22 day-.
Dyer. In Camden, March 25, Almedia E. Dyer,
aged I'd years and 9 mont hs.
Dkixkw\tkr.
In Northport, March I'd, Otis
Diinkwater, aged 77 years and 7 months.
Dins... cue.
In Rockland, March 51. William
Dinsmore, a native of Nohleboro, aged 83 years, 4
month> and 20 days.
Ekskine. In Belfast April tl, William M. Erskine. aged 5*> years. 4 inonihs and 29 -lays
French. In P.tdfas'.. April (J, Benjamin French,
aged >(i years.
(1 entHnek.
In Rockland, March 29, Marion,
-laughter of Edwin A and Sarah Eliza Centiliter
ol Wa In oh. -r
aged zs \ <-a rs. .: mont hs and 9 days.
Tin- remains were taken to Waldoboro for burial,
Hamilton.
S.-arsport. April 2. Foss Hamilj
ton, aged 7.; y-.-ai's and t- in->in hR( >|-,1
la St. Cl .pgr, March 29, Captain
.lame- F. Robinson, agvo 79 year.-.
Ri’-s.
In a i.gust.i, March ;,u. Jacob Ross of
Roekpoi i. aged 4" years.
Steele. In >earsport, April li, Flora, v\ ife f
; ( ’apt. lari D-m St. He.
Stinson. In Damnri-•
ta. Man-1- 2’J. E.sits B.
|
isin11 ii,, u idow nl Saini■ 1 L. St m---a, a native H
I Bristol, former1.} ol Rockland, ngv-i > years, 9
! month-am; 19 days. The remains w.-n- taken to
j Rockland lor burial.
I
Turn. In lb-import. March 25 Julia \ ilVnuHidow of ,1 \\
sboro,
aged 7a years and 2 mouthV !n a I
In Vinalhaven. March s--. Julia A.,
widow ol' \\ at.son 11. Vin.tl. age-1
years.

we

CORSETS

a man

his

our

These

*

We have them in all styles and
colors.
-ss * ;€•

looking for

“

-4

.90

t

.65

at regular prices would retail
$2.oo, $1.25 and $Loo.

abu-

as

SPRING OPENING

JACKETS, CAPES AND SUITS.
SATURDAY, APRIL

display

in this

ever seen

©^“Special

an

CENTRA FINE HATTi

11.

j
The finest

ments are new and
are

“

goods bought

MONARCH SHIRTS

F you

“

quite

skin, but

Conn.

|

“

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Brooklyn.

——-

These goodper yard.
sold less than >Oc. per

_

bargains

28c

want bargains that
**
**
their worth in use,
that look bigger out of the stoie
which we have bought at a very low price. Some have be.
tnan they do in, come and see
and are slightly stained, but many of them are perfectly
0 LI I
'v
TyT
Tgf
and clean. We offer them at the following prices:
you
IF prove

SPLENDID LINE

Wai.lace-simmons
In Waldoboro, March 21,
Willard O. Wallace ami Carrie E. Simmons, both
of Waldoboro.

at O A

In addition to the above

MARRIED.
Drinkwater-MoClurk. In Vinalhaven, March
24. Merrill H. Drinkwater and Celia McClure,both
of Vinalhaven.
Dkhrman-Harrima v In Rockland, March 28,
Frar-z
Dehrman and Ahbie F. Harriuian, both
of Kocklaml.
MathE\vs-Srkv.i’iirtii. In Washington, March
28, William B. Mat hews of I’nion and Miss Etlielda
('. Sukeforth of Washington.
Pitcher-Di rston. In Brooklyn, N. V.. March
21. by Rev (ion. F, Breed, Frederic W. Pitcher,
formerly of Belfast, and Charlotte .J. Durston of

only

before

never

cents.

BORN.

23c

city. That's old,
Call and

stylish.

attention to

special orders.

I

H. A. Starrett, nai:s*treetBe

ON THES
FIGURES

CAST
YOUR

■

see

but tlu
them.

Burnham
Mr.

was ovei

daughter

Granite Grange w ill observe its fourth anniversary April 20th with an old fashioned

‘JO years of age.... Mrs. Weed and
of Burnham were in town Sunday.

-.l>r. M. i

time.

Dodge,

house with

to the

The old folks' oanee at the Grange Hall
did not come off.
Plus is the third tine it
lias failed, but it will yet come in iie future.

visit 1 is

a

patients.

who has b>'eu confined

bad

cold, u-again able to

.Many
quite
prevailing epidemic, which
to he going the rounds, showing no
partiality... .Mr. Francis Hillman is doing

siek

with

in town are

the

seems

A committee from E. M. Billings P-.st,
Monroe, consisting of Commander Orilway
and Comrade York
isited a si. k comrade
at this piaee last week.
They left the comrade S10. That ft flu* stuff E. M. Billings
Post is made of.
believe
a ten dollar
They
bill will do more good in sickness than lots
of sympathy so do we, comrades.

business in the manufacmaple syrup-Rev. J.C. Lamb held
a meeting at Burnham
as
the
Sunday afternoon.
|
-The Sunday school at West. Troy will
duce tie water into the top of the highest
meet at the schoolhouse next
Sunday to
house ii own
A survey will lie made at
choose officers tor the ensuing year. There
j
was
an
attendance of 28 last Sunday, deonce.
I
COUNTY COKKKSI‘ON1>kNCE.
|
spite the bad traveling, and the following
entertainment
was given:
Onnt'AHY.
Died m Searsport, April 2.1,
Recitations by
Munkoe. The schools of the town will | Misses
Angie Garcelon and Rosy Lamb, and
F ss Hamilton, aged 73 years and »> months. commence he first Monday in May. The fol! a -ong by Dean White.. .Mrs. Yonuie
Mr. Hamilton was born in Lisbon, Maine,
lowing teachers have been engaged: I)is- :
Whitney, who has been in Brunswick the
triet No 8, Miss L. M. Stimpson of Brooks;
past winter, will return to Troy and open
Sepi. do i S22, and came here in 1835, where
4, Miss Ada Simpson of Monroe; 5, Miss | her
millinery rooms the first of May, when
he has since resided.
He married Emily ; Gussie '1 asker of
Monroe; <>, Miss Nina she will be
pleased to meet her former c.usLane Jan I, J<s45, by whom he had six chil- ; Sperm of Monroe; 8, Miss Mertie Nealley of j
turners
and others who may desire articles
Miss Phebe Shaw of Etna. In |
in the latest and most fashionable line of
dren, four of whom are living—Mrs. Milton | Monroe; 11,
district No's 1 and 10 the teachers have not
i
Kneeland and Josiah L. of this place, Charles been
engaged. Districts No’s. 7, 9 and 12 millinery.
(. of Boston and Warner C. F of Minneapo- J have been discontinued.
is.
Mr. Hamilton was in trade here sixteen
Mil?' NEWS.
Bki.mont. Miss Sibyl A. Marriner, who
years, and since closing out his business in | has been visiting her friend, Mrs. Sadie
PORT O* BELFAST.
the village he devoted his time to agricul- Knight of Lineo.nville, has returned home.
-Geo. Donnell of Searsmont was in town
ARRIVED.
tural pursuits. He was a kind and genial
Lucius
H.
Knight of Lincolnville
j Sunday....
April 2. Sell. NonparieL Webb. Deer Isle.
neighbor ami had many friends in town. j was in town Sunday-A. «J. Donnell has
April 5. Sell. Sea Spray, Mathews.
For the past few mouths he has made his | sold his farm to Frank Moody of Windsor.
April 0- sell. Rescue, Brown, Swan’s Island.
Hiram 1*. Farrow is building a hay winApril 7. Solis. Edgar S. Foster, Peterson, New
I
with
home
his daughter, Mrs. Kneeland, dow to his house and
intends to build his York, Myra Sears, Bunker. Ellsworth.
;
from whose residence the funeral took place i wind mill this spring.... Morse Bros, have
SAILED.
a
into
their
stave mill and are
rotary
last Saturday, Rev. R. G. Harhutt officiating. I put
April 1. Seh.,I. J. Moure, Chadwick, Oxford,
proves

palpitation

year ago I
down, had
of the heart.

‘‘About

Our Promise Fulfilled.

cash the check.

cure you,

became

were

day night.

Boston visited at A.

good

dele-

1>. M. Belches ami wife are
the sick list, and Mrs. Belches’ sister, Mrs. Blanchard of Boston has come to
take care of them-The K. of
gave a
concert and ball at I'nion Hall Easter Mon-

both

It is quite sickly in this vicinity.
Many
of the older residents are passing away.

a

following

church-Capt.

A. Stinson and wile made a short visit at
O. B. Cray's in Prospect;, last wee.K.

harvest feast and

the

held at her late home Sunday
afternoon, conducted by Rev. J. P. Simonton.
Mrs. Young was a devoted wife and
mother and an excellent
neighbor. She
leaves a husband and three children to
mourn their loss.... Easter
Sunday was appropriately observed at the Methodist
services

A MKMl’.KK OF THF SCHOOL COM.
port. \ pn I <> ls'.iil.

Ciias. A. Oilman of
Stinson's last. week.

Saturday afternoon

gates were elected: To the State convention,
A. I. Mayo, Fred
Atwood, G. H. Fisher, J.
W. Carleton, A. R. Fellows. Instructed for
Recti. To district convention: A. F. Carleton, L. W. Frederick, Daniel Dyer, Fred
Atwood. Instructed for Millikeu_Mrs.
E. S. \ oung passed
away Friday morning
after a long and painful illness. The funeral

dissatisfied
Mr. Harbutt adds in

NORTH SKAliSl*OHT

Miss

son....

pay ram.
I know that with a few exceptions we have
had in this town during the past year far
better schools than we have hail before for
many years; and all the children in the
town have had five weeks more schooling
than they had the previous year. I am glad
my little friends have had the extra schooling. 1 wish they could have that extra
amount every year. I am sorry Mr. Harbutt

Sears

sermon.

I If it don't

FOREIGN PORTS.

re-

Hon. A. E. Nickerson has
returned from a bus’ness trip to Boston....
Mrs. W. N. Prescott and daughter Mildred
have returned to their home in Monmouth.
....Mr. Charles Ward of Thorndike has
bought the Colcord place of A. S. Nicker-

purchased except

■

sawed to

Swanville.

such as wore absolutely necessary to run
tin- schools, and which under the law of the
This
State tin* town was obliged to furnish.
He suggests
Mr. Harbutt does not dispute.
that there should have been three weeks
less sehooi ; and says, “where there has been
ov^r payment in "he, eoonomy in the other
wi’l help the tax payers who pay the hills
and that is tin whole of my case.” And
further lie says: “As my letter points out., if
the eofnmitt.ee had given, say three weeks
less of extra schooling they would have
brought forward a larger balance available
for liiis year, and counterbalanced the overdraw in another department.”
Yes, very true. It would have counterbalanced the overdraw for books and left a
large balance in T.he treasury : and six weeks
leas school would have left a larger balance;
and if there hail been no schools the tow n
would now have lots of money.
Few would
have thought of that way of saving money.
It is sufficient to say that the committee
did not follow that crooked course. They
did not consider that it would he either
morally or legally right to hold hack school
money that the town and the State had provided for the schools for a particular year,
for other town expenses, or for The use of
the town in subsequent years.
The committee diil not believe in robbing Peter to

a postscript to his
last article in The Journal, that, lie has a
letter from Miss Carver saying she would
like to have the High School; and he says,
“When we have such superior home talent
available we ought to use every effort to
keep it at home.” Miss Carver taught the
spring and fall terms of the High School last
Her health was very poor, and alyear.
though we employed an assistant for the
fall term, Miss Carver informed me, long before the term closed, that her health was so
poor she feared she would not. he able to
finish tla* term: but being a person of a
good deal of will power she succeeded in
keeping the term out.
I regarded Miss Carver as a very excellent
teacher and tried to engage her for the winter term, offering her as high wages as we
would have to pay any teacher.
She said
her health, was so poor that she could not
undertake the school. If Miss Cower has
recovered Jew health, and Mr. Harbutt has
her application for the school, or anything
•ijui valent to an application for it, lie should
ave pres*-'tiled it to the committee.
I trust,
Miss Carver and her friends will not think
that the reas 01 of her not being employed
was on account o! any objection to heron
the part of tla- rummit.lee.
One might infer
that such was the case from reading Mr.
f I a butt’s 1‘. S. without some explanation,
a it. 11 sigh !
Ol e.onrse did not intend to give
sueli an inipr* ssioti.

lumber

Burnham. Capt. Charles Read, the oldest
person in town, died last Thursday evening,
aged 91 years. The funeral was held Saturday, and was conducted by Rev. Mr. Williams of Clinton_Edwin Stevens of Hallow ell is visiting E. P. Whitney for a few
days... .There was the heaviest fall of snow
the past week that there has been during
the winter. It was well improved by the
farmers and others, who finished their sled"
ding... .Mrs. Etta Marden of Pittsfield visited Annie Murray Sunday, and attended
church with her to hear Rev. J. II. Irvine
of Clinton, who preached a very able mis-

wisdom in the
selectmen, and transferring them to the

m

Rev R. G. liarhutt called the attention of

writing

some

pair bis house.

the superintendent’s report
printed all the schools except two had
closed, and that report contains an itemized
statement of the amount paid to the teachers
during the whole year. It gives the names
of all the teachers, the schools they taught,
the number of weeks each one taught, the
mount paid each per w’eek, and the whole
amount paid each teacher, during the year,
and the amount paid all the teachers.
Mr. Harbutt held that report in his hand
at the time he says he spoke in the town
meeting, and he, of course, has had it all the
was

time lie has beeu engaged in
mild surprises at the lack of

having

Norton is

finish the term.
At the time

is

A

Palermo. Toby & Son of Branch Mills I
Brunswick, April 1. Sid, sch. Viola Reppard,
Cummings, Boston.
have repaired their dam, which was washed
Suffolk, Va., March 28. Ar, sch. Electa Bailey,
froui ice port.
away, and are sawing now. A larger Dix,
Wilmington, N. c., April 1. Cld, sch. Levi Hart,
amount of lumber is landed at the mill than
Lord, New York.
Pascagoula, April 2 Sid, sch. Carrie E. Look,
usual_T. S. Hatch of Montville was in
Stevens, Boston; 4, ar, sch. Lucia Porter, Kingstown Monday_Amos Brown has moved
ton, Ja., via Mobile.
Jacksonville, April 3. Cld, sch. Henry Clausen,
to Freedom, where he formerly livedJr., Boston.
Geo. Black went to Augusta last weekPerth Amboy, April t>. Ar, sch. W. H. Sumner.
Ruth Young is on the sick list-Frank Pendleton, Savannah.

lnm not to undertake to make the school
committee a step-ladder to climb down on.
The committee made no such estimate, and
this will he seen by the superintendent’s reThe selectmen’s report shows that
port.
they did estimate the amount due the teachers for the winter term.
They could only
estimate the amount for the reason that all
the schools were going on at the time they
closed the town accounts for the year; and
the selectmen at that time could not know
to a certainty that every teacher would

quite

turc

an

of

extensive

CAUCUS
l.iBER'tv.

The

NOTICUS.

of 1 il-erty arc re
quested to meet at Drain! Army Mali in Liberty
village, Saturday, April llih.ar 2 o'Ho.-k. y m..to
choose delegates t-- the Slate Conver.ti-ui to he
he,(I in Portland. April lnh. A Iso t.-eh-..--e dele-

DALTON’S

the District < on\m,: i->u to be lu-ld in Waterville, April 17th. Per --n:er town committee,
<-. II. ( arc11 l, < hairman.
Liberty, Me.. April 2t'-, 1890.

gate-

to

The Republicans of Mont iIK* are
to meet at the ’own house at Centre
Montville, on Saturday. April 11. at 9 o'clock a.
m., to clause delegates to tin- Republican state
Convention at Portland. April Ph Ink;, and the
Thin! District Congressional Convention at Waterville, April 17, 1890. Also to cln ose a new town
committee.

L)01>
r

Per order,

1'own Committee.

Reh iii.icAn
189(1.

...

17.

189(1.

Per order,
Heim

blican

Town

Staples* Cottrell.
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Produce Market.
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^

GOODS. THAT IS WHAT YOll
W ANT. WE HAVE THEM.

12 Main Street, Belfast.

>

ii

i 1 (1 ei*.

Will give you APPETITE and Build you up in ELESi
and STRENGTH as no other Remedy will. It is
THE

Price Paid Producer

Constipation,

Cathartic, and

MEDICiNE

SPRING

BEST

Dalton’s

••

Family Pills rectify Liver Troubles,
break up Colds and Fever,
do not gripe.
SAIF B7 All

ffleg”1 FOR

|

cu

Rehab

Make Cows Pay

Twenty

Successor

1<>

will make

a

MUSIC DEALERS,
Stand,

75 Main
with

a

ill

w

at

<d

Spciol Brand tor Lot
A. W. HOWES & GO

Strings,
and General Merchandise,
all old

many
REHEMBER THE

customers
new ones.

and

PLACE,

I

Proposals lor Building Brl
for building the up!received at the t n
il Monday, April 13, IH'.ii1,, .it
m.
The City Council reserves the re
eept-any one of the bids or to reject
and .specifications tor said bridge may I
t he Cit v Clerk's ofliee.
Belfast, April 8, 18U«.
T I. SHl’TK
) Con111
II'
R. W. WOODBl RV.
F. B. STROUT,
) and 1

pr<Is
SHALFI>
so-called, will be
dice

PITCHER’S

unt

>

MUSIC STORE,
75 Main St., Belfast, He.
__

i

—AM)A—

Books,

to see

P. M. vSIIAP PI.b>
West Chester, Pfiiti. Ml.
Rixtl iml, Vt
■: v >111 n»1 fi,

..

Sheet Music,

hopes

butte:

Fertilizers far Garo

Pianos,
Organs,

Ami

more

<>n

In-

St,, Belfast,

good stock

an

twenty-live cows a
cre am separator
Wra

Mears & Pitcher.

Wishes to amioimee that lie
tinue in the music business

cow*

IjTTrj'. Giant Skpa

E. s. Risen;

_

ABSOLUTELY PURE

arc a

DEALERS.

1

Powder

^

DALTON’S

FOR THE JOURNAL.

5*0/75 Hay, p ton, »i OO.; 12 00
Apples, p bit,
4 // 5
1
3«4
dried, p lb,
jHides, p lb,
now prepared to saw any log you can
bring Md.
1 85// 2 f>< I Lamb, p li,.
5« 7
Means, pea,
....Capt. Daniel Fernald died in Searsport them. They are experienced mill men and j
April 2. Sobs. Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston;
medium, 1 0(0/ 1 75 Lamb Skins,
30i.tt.45
April 3d, in the 88th year of Ins age. He I can do a good job-Many of the farmers Lady Antrim, Murray, Louth buy.
4 a5
yel’w eyes J 4(0/1 5«i Mutton, p lb.
April 3. Sens. E. i.. Warren, Larrabee, Boston ; Mutter, p lh,
have their wood-piles fitted for the stove.
Id//2" Oats, p bu, 32 11.3(»«32
was the son of Tobias Fernald. late of Mount I
Hattie, Eaton, Deer Isle.
5 >i 7 ! Potatoes.
20 a 25
Meet', p it.,
April 5. Sell, dames Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
5(0/55 Pound Hojj,
4 1 -2a5
Desert, and grandson of Tobias of Kittery, | Stockton Strings. Capt. Ralph Morse
Harley, p lm,
( heese. p lh,
1(0/ 12 St raw, 1 * ton, 5 0<»« 0 no
went to Portland last Thursday to join his
AMERICAN 1*011 'FS.
Maine. At an early age he commenced a
1 2 // 1 4 Turke\, p If,.
Chicken, p lh,
id a 1 S
i vessel, sell. It. F. Pettigrew.... Mrs. J. F.
New York, Maidi 31. Ar, sell. -Etna, Chipman,
( all Skins,
5(0/ 1 oo Tallow.
2 « 4
sea-faring life, and amassed a good com- i Iiichborn arrived home from Boston March daeksonville; slu, bark K. L. M ayberry, Rosario
f» // 7
14//Id Veal, p If,.
Duck, p lh,
Me
Baltimore
Ann
!
sells.
;
sld,
Mist-Mr.
Bowden
Mary
for
and
after
a
short
Daylight,
hut
visit
met with
Ray
petence
age
retirement,
10
14./
15
unwashed,
[W
ool,
Kjrus,
p
doz,
Maud
Noil
oik
sell.
SalSnare,
(anil,
; April l,ar,
at home returned to Boston March Mist_
8//Id Wood, hard, 3 5<i
00
reverses after the
war
which dissipated ;
i vage, Apalachicola; cld, sell. Lizzie B. Willey, Fowl, p lh.
I A
distance telephone was recently
3 oOtt.3 50
14aId Wood, soft
(ieese,
long
lh,
p
sell.
Lester
A
St.
2,
Thomas;
ar,
Lewis,
Rivers,
most of his fortune.
He was interested in
placed in the store of J. M. Ames & Co.... !j Bangor; passed llell Hate, sell. Estelle, New York
Pa-tail Market.
Heta it Price.
everything that was worthy of consideration Miss Clara Griffin is spending several days for Belfast.
i)(></ 1 oo
Heel, corned, p lh, 7 // 8 Lime, p bid,
1
Boston, April 1. Ar, sell. Lizzie Lane, Closson,
and did much to aid the development of his I with Miss Lucy Edwards in Searsport....
1 8 Oat Meal, p If,. 3 1-2/. 4
Mutter, salt, p box,
The marriage of Mr. G*orge Staples of Bart- : Searsport; Mmetta, Ctoeki ,t, Bellast; 3, sld,sells.
< 'orn, p bit,
40 (inions, p In.
2 1-2 // 7
native town m business and literary prog- |
coal
1)
Savannah;
I).
Haskell,
Young Brothers,
( racked < 'orn, p bit.
40 Oil.k, rosene.ica!. 13.. 15
lett, N. H., formerly of this town, and Miss
ress.
When age began to tell upon him he j Louise Crabb of Yaiiceboro, is announced to port; 4, sld. sell. Anna Pendleton, Darien, Ha.; f>,
40 polloek. P ll„
('otn Meal, }' bti.
4..4 1-2
ar, sell. Sarah L Davis. Pattcrshnll, Belfast (», ar.
14 // 1 <5 Pork, p lb.
Cheese, p lb.
7 // S
left the sea but continued an active life up- take place on April 2Md....\lr. and Mrs. C
sells. Sadie Corey, Lowe, W iiitn port: hannie A
('ot ton Seed, p owt, I 2d [Plaster, p bid,
1 2<>
1
R. Rendell entertained friends at Progressive Edith,
Ryder, lleliast; inward, W oodwaru. Bucks
< 'no fish,
u3
da b iPve Meal, p 11,.
on the land.
]l.
For the last. 18 years lie has
dry.
p
<
Whist
iast
Ice
Drland
!
cream
; eld, brig
Saturday evening.
port ; Hannah oomer, Melnnes,
( ranbei rie.-. p <|t. 1 2 a 14 Shorts, p /• wl.
00 « 05
ii. B. Hussey, Charleston.
lived with his nephew. Rev. O. H. Fernald, and cake were served... .Capt. Ed. Hieli( lover Seen, p If.. 1 I // 1 2 Sti-ar. p lb. 5 1-2 «0 1-2
Boy.
31.
sch.
Hen.
Adelbert
March
Ar,
:
“Pa, what is that birdie doing?”
Philadelphia,
4<)
Flour, p bid, 3 75 a 4 75 Sait. T 1
p bu.
D. D., a resident pastor at Searsport. His j horn arrived home from Boston iast Satur“lie is singing, my boy.”
Father,
Mr. William Staples is quite Ames, Small, Feruandina; Apiil 1, ar, sell. Daniel
11 .< I Seed, bu 2 5< • a 2 (>< Sweet Potatoes, 4//4 1-2
last sickness was short, painless, and deatli ! day night....
li. Fearing, Boston; 2, ar, sell. Isai Ii Hart, W il2 1 -2 a'.i
8all W heat .Meal,
Lard p lb,
j su k.... Any one who would like a copy of liams, Feruandina; 3,
what is
he singing
Boy.
Id, sells. Eliza J. Pendle“Well,
I
was sudden.
A Christian gentleman has
the history of Powual Lodge, F. and A. M., ton, Fletcher, Portland; Daniel B. Fearing, Bosabout?’1
Produce Market.
Boston
one of the
can obtain
Mr.
F.
H.
Maceo.
bark
Thomas
J.
ton
ar.
Sec’y,
; f>,
Stewart, Blake,
gone.
“About the wonderful barFather.
Cousens.... Mr. Fred Fames has sold his
Baltimore, April 1. Sld, sell. A. B. Sherman,
The following are toBoston, April 4, 18%.
Pillsbury, Matanzas; B, ar, sells. Daylight and
To the Editor of The Journal: I have milk route to Mr. Henry Hawes.
gains to be found at JOHN M. AMES’
day’s quotations:
| Yale, Boston.
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 22,<c23e; East- COMPANY.”
been an amused spectator of the gladiatorial
The next meeting of the !
Halldale.
Portland, April 5. Sld, sch. R. F. Pettigrew,
1
ern cream, 17 a 21c.
Philadelphia.
Boy.
contest going on in The Journal between the Ladies’ Circle will he at Geo. White's, April
“Well, there ain’t no use of his
X. Pickerchoice, l-2ol0e.
March
sell.
Susan
Cheese—Northern,
31.
Darien,
Cld,
14th-H. L. Eastman has rented what is
Kev. K. (i. Harbutt and the selectmen of
opening his mouth so wide, and making
Ejrjss— Hennery, choice, 16c; Eastern, 12 l-2c.
ing, Boston; April 1, ar. sell. F. C. Pendleton,
known as the Foss place of Mrs. Wm.
Brunswick; 3, sell Tofa, Charleston, S.C
Beans—Pea, $1.15(01 40 mediums, $1.10«,1.20; such a fuss about it, is there?”
Searsport, and have no de-tire to enter the Boarduian and will move there soon.... Mrs. Burgess,
Newport News, March 31. Cld, sch. D. H. Rivers, yellow eyes, $1 2* o 1 35; red kidneys, $1.10o E20.
list on either side; but Mr. Harbutt seems Asa Hal! is suffering with
Father.
Potatoes—Choice liehrons, 27 a30a fc> bush;
“Oh, yes there is, my son.
neuralgia-Tur- ; Coleord, Key West ; April 2, ar, sell. Gov. Ames,
to deny that he was shooting at the select- ner Whitten has erysipelas in lus liaml-«J. 1 Providence.
White Star, 22(o27e
The bargains are so numerous, and lie has
Baldwins
:
hbl,
L.
men.
$3.50(a4 50;
He says in his last Journal article:
Savannah, April 1. Ar, sch. Mary
Apples—Choice, P
Crosby,
E. Hall went to Boston the first of this
so much to say about the excellence of
$3.25.a3.75.
Trim, New York.
“I was surprised to receive attention from week.... J. W. Plummer has returned to his
the goods that it takes a wonderful outlet
my very good friends, the selectmen, last work in Massachusetts-The sleighing was !
to enable the mass of information to esweek, as they were among the very last per- tine last Sunday and was well improved in
cape.”
sons in
of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
mind when writing my letter.” this community-Mrs. Wm. Boarduian of
Highest
“The estimated $860, and my innocent re- Boston and Miss Maggie Brown of Ly nn are
“Where does the John M. Ames
Son.
mark as to its being vague is what they
stopping at C. A. Gilchrest’s.W. E.
Company trade?”
refer to, apparently.
I assure them it was
has
been
in
who
Medford,
Poland,
stopping
!
Father.
“They trade in the pretty
simply the expression of a mild surprise Mass., since last November, returned home
that the supervisor or the committee should
last Friday-Alec Gilchrest, who has
village of Stockton Springs, my son, and
not know at the end of the term how much been at work in Massachusetts the past winthey have a fine list of customers in the
was still due the teachers.
1 innocently ter, is now in the hospital in Lynn. He was
adjoining villages of Prospect and Searsthought that the number of weeks they had obliged to go there to have an operation perport, and extend a ‘courteous treatment
taught and the amount already paid would formed-Robins ami sparrows putin an
to all?’
show.”
appearance last wreek-Ezra Larry and
If the very candid statement of the select- Geo. A. Stewart are sawing wood for 0. M.
If you would always be healthy, keep
men in The Journal in answer to Mr. HarPlummer-People in this vicinity tapped
butt’s onslaught upon them put Mr. Harbutt their trees last week, but it was too cold for
your blood pure with Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
the
One True Blood Purifier.
the
hooks
I
must very kindly beg of
upon
a great flow of sap.
|

I

YOU ARE RALE, THIN, WEAK,
AND ALL RUN DOWN,

SPRING STYLES HEAN A
OF BRIGHT, NEW,
FRESH, STYLISH
CLEAN,

STOCK

Current.

Price

Vi s s i le

OL'R

quested

A>

DALTON’S Hon. I.O. oii:w.>o
Liberty, We., gained in weight 22 lbs.: Mr. Chu>. 1.
Bessey, Brooks, ve 17 1-2 lbs; Mr ( < *. Went
worth. E. Knox, 11 lbs : Mrs. Susan B K :muv, Frank
fort, Me., 22 lbs.; Mrs. Nellie Fwombly, B
17 lbs.: Mrs. O. A. Hopkins, Boston. Mass., 27 IK.

< ommittee.

Wai.Do. The Republicans of Waldo are reto meet at the Silver Harvest Urange
Hall, on Friday, April tenth, at four o’clock e. m.,
tochoo.se delegates to attend the State and Congressional conventions.
L. H. Jackson,
) Republican
Edward Evans, '•
Town
J.l) WEitsier, ) Committee.
Waldo, March 30, 1896.

\,..

BY TAKING

PSSPMr

Montville, April (1,

Morrill.
The Repuhlicans of Morrill are requested to meet at the Drange Hall, on Saturday,
m., to home delegates to
April 11, at 7 o'clock
the Republican State Convention at Portland,
April It-. 189tl, and the Third District Congressional Convention to he hidden at Waterville, April

sawsai>aw"'

NERVE TONIC

Montville.

reque.-reil
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